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IN CAMERA
That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Sections 90 (1) (k) of
the Community Charter – “negotiations and related discussions respecting the proposed provision of
a municipal service that are at their preliminary stages and that, in the view of the council, could
reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality if they were held in public.”

ADJOURNMENT

ANNEX A

An Economic Development Discussion Package
The Gibsons Chamber is still finalizing our 2014 budget and priorities. Detailed
information will be ready for budget submissions. This is presented to give a sense of
our direction, and to solicit feedback from community and local government partners.

The Gibsons Chamber: A Value Proposition
The Gibsons & District Chamber of Commerce (incorporated in 1947) is an exceptionally
active small Chamber. We serve the greater Gibsons area (D, E, F and the Town), running
programs and services that fall broadly under three umbrellas.
Visitors Services:




We operate the Gibsons Visitor Information Centre, which is open year-round,
delivering a total of over 2,000 hours of visitor services annually.
We coordinate the Travel Ambassadors Program which has operated on BC Ferries
since 1997, and runs daily from Easter to Thanksgiving (approx. 200 days/year).
We maintain the Visitor Information Park which we built and opened in 2012.

Economic Development:




We act as the main contact point for economic and business development inquiries
on the lower Sunshine Coast.
We host and maintain the regional Economic Development investor attraction
website.
We play participate in a variety of projects related to economic development.

Small Business Programs and Services:







Our centrally located storefront office offers services to Chamber members and the
public 20 hours per week.
We maintain a relevant and up-to-date website with news and business resources.
We publish two monthly newsletters.
We organize business events and workshops.
We liaise with other business organizations on joint projects and initiatives.
We advocate for local business needs with all levels of government and participate
in public processes.

We do all of this with the following staff:



Seven fully trained Travel Counsellors (all part-time, 3 paid)
30 volunteer Travel Ambassadors
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One part-time Office Manager/bookkeeper
One part-time Executive Director
Nine volunteer Directors who donate hundreds of hours of their time.

OUR FUNDING
In 2013, our income of $164,000 was derived from the following sources. Note that these
figures do not include the Community Shuttle Bus, as that was a one time project.
"Other Sources" includes:

Province of BC








SCRD
Town of Gibsons
District of Sechelt

Other Sources

Memberships
Chamber Revenue Programs
Advertising Sales
Events
Retail Sales
Tourism Publication Distribution Fees

This income supported the following program areas:
Travel Ambassadors
Visitor Information Park
Visitor Information Centre
Chamber (including Economic
Development)

Roughly half of our funding pays for staff salaries, wages and benefits. The rest covers a very
wide range of expenses including rent and utilities, accounting, printing, web support and
maintenance of the Visitor Information Park.

MEMBERSHIP
The Chamber's membership includes local businesses of all sizes and types, nonprofit
organizations and all three levels of government. It is a nonpartisan forum where diverse
interests can come together to create joint initiatives with the goal of building a sustainable,
prosperous community.
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2013 ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
Visitors Services:


Created a new Gibsons Landing souvenir pin, now for sale at the museum and Visitor
Centre.



Updated the Landing Walking Tour map every month from spring to fall.



Completed another successful year of Travel Ambassador services on BC Ferries.



Sold advertising to support the maintenance of the Visitor Info Park (in Area F).

Economic Development:


Started up and operated a Community Shuttle Bus service in Gibsons for three
months in the summer.



Wrote an Economic Development Inquiries protocol, approved by the Town.



Rewrote and updated the Economic Development website with 2011 statistics.



Participated in the Town's Economic Development Select Committee.



Attended a provincial Economic Development workshop, the first Canadian
conference on Economic Gardening, and the BC Chamber Executives conference.



Started a Makers Group on the coast for enthusiasts who are using a blend of new
and old technologies to redefine small scale manufacturing.

Small Business Programs and Services:


Ensured that a seat on the Chamber board is reserved for a representative from the
Landing Business Group, thus cementing a strong ongoing relationship.



Held monthly networking events, including two business speed dating events, which
were well attended.



Held workshops, including a jointly hosted workshop (with the Sechelt Chamber) on
Doing Business with the Federal government, and a Facebook marketing courses,
which was repeated 3 times due to heavy enrollment.



Represented the business community in public processes, e.g. Agriculture Plan,
Transit Plan.



Published two timely and relevant newsletters.

Community:


Organized and hosted an All Candidates Meeting for the provincial election.



Represented our members at the provincial level regarding issues with the MMBC
program as it affects small business.
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2013 PARTNERSHIPS
These are some of the organizations that the Gibsons Chamber worked with during 2013.
This list does not include our many member businesses.


































BC Chamber of Commerce
Canadian Chamber of Commerce
Coast Community Builders
Coast Cultural Alliance
Community Futures
FUSE
Gibsons & District Public Library
Gibsons Landing Harbour Authority
IGNITE
Landing Business Group
Office of Small and Medium Enterprises (OSME)
Open Door Group
Pender Harbour Chamber of Commerce
Progress Plan
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 109
SC B&B Cottage Owners Assn.
SC Credit Union
SC Community Resource Centre
SC Trails
SC Volunteer Centre
School District 46
SCRD
Sechelt Chamber of Commerce
Sechelt Downtown Business Association
Sechelt Innovations
Sechelt Visitor Information Centre
Small Business BC
Sunshine Coast Tourism
Town of Gibsons
Transportation Choices (TraC)
Welcome Wagon
Welcoming Communities
Womens Enterprise Centre
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDING
Under a fee for service agreement with the Town of Gibsons, the Chamber provides the
following ED services:




Hosts and maintains regional economic development web pages
Acts as the primarily contact point for economic development related inquiries
Provides written reports to the Town on a quarterly basis outlining details of all
relevant activities, including details of all inquiries.

This combination of broad responsibilities with specific and frequent reporting has been
working very well. By staying in constant communication with the Town and the business
community, the Chamber is able to respond flexibly to new events and changing priorities.
We'd like to undertake a very similar fee for service arrangement with the SCRD covering
Areas E and F. This funding will build capacity at the Chamber level to support economic
development activities and allow us to focus on ongoing and long term strategies, as well as
short term projects.
To support this we'd like to set up a better reporting structure with the SCRD; possibly
inviting the south coast directors and the Town to a quarterly reporting meeting where
economic development issues and initiatives can be discussed in detail.

2014-15 GDCC Strategic Priorities for Economic Development
When assessing projects and initiatives, GDCC will consider their fit with the following broad
objectives.
1. Improving Local Business Competitiveness through:







Educating local businesses on the global marketplace and new business
technologies
Collaborating to deliver training/professional development opportunities
Sharing information about opportunities, e.g. grants programs, online seminars, etc.
Educating and assisting residents to shop local
Helping build capacity to sell local goods, whether infrastructure, marketing, etc.
Assisting local residents to get their ideas business-ready and to start new
businesses

2. Supporting Economic Developing Planning, Implementation and Evaluation through:



Upgrading the investor attraction website (rewrite and new platform)
Acting as an information clearing house for business info on the south coast
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Finding opportunities to add to our knowledge of the local economy
Identifying gaps in business services and infrastructure
Participating in targeted initiatives such as business walks, trade shows, etc.

3. Building and maintaining Strong Collaborative Partnerships with key stakeholders



Collaborating with existing resources and programs rather than creating more
Collaborating across all sectors--private and public, business and nonprofit

2014 PROJECTS - DRAFT
Economic Develop Website


We are undertaking a major rewrite of content in Q1/Q2 of 2014, and the site will
move to an updatable and mobile friendly platform. This was identified as a top
priority by the Town, so we've moving it up our action list.

Economic Development Inquiries


Reviewing our log of inquiries, we see a need for more active follow-up. Although
we always provide contact information and encourage follow-up, it's clear that we
need to take the initiative to make this happen.



We want to do more outreach to small businesses moving to this community. Under
BC's PNP (Provincial Nominee Program), a great many offers have been made by
immigrant business investors on eligible local businesses in the last few months,
which makes this especially timely for 2014.

Economic Gardening


The Chamber and the Town were not able to undertake Business Walks this fall, but
it's on our radar as a priority this spring.



We will continue offering workshops for small business with special focus on
changing technology and marketing.

Car Free Tourism and other Tourism Initiatives


We have our first year of statistics on how visitors get here which will form a
baseline against which to measure future marketing initiatives.



Why not take Visitor services to visitors? The VIC is working on a mobile (possibly
bike-propelled) visitor booth that can roam the town or attend events.



Car free tourism will continue with new mobile friendly web pages and a guerrilla
marketing campaign focusing on cheap and free publicity opportunities.
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ANNEX B

Director Gany Nohr, Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
l975FieldRoad
Sechelt,BCVON3A1
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Dear Direptôfhr:

CHA1P

The Progress Plan has identified “Belonging” as a major area of concer
n for women on the Sunshine Coast One of
our priority actions is to increase the regional wide effectiveness of inform
ation sharing and referral to services,
employment and support.
We are holding a roundtable discussion on October 28, 2013 to engage
the professionals in the community on how
information and referral is provided and what changes the community
can expect when BC2 11 begins to service
the Sunshine Coast in early 2014. Please see the supporting docum
ents for the Progress Plan’s findings at
We believe increasing the success and accuracy on information and referra
l throughout the Coast will have a
positive outcome for women’s economic well-being.
We understand the SCRD has designated economic development money
to each rural area to enhance our
economy. We invite you to join us in exploring the following propos
al:
-

Enhance the ability of each rural area to give accurate information
and referral to the citizens of that
rural area by funding a few hours/week for designated information
gathering and updating of
various data bases to support the rural area.
o This may be in the form of researching new services, answering questio
ns from residents,
working with BC2I1, the Community Resource Centre or others to help
ensure the
community’s needs are met

We are not proposing centralized staff for this task but are suggesting that
there may be agencies already in each
rural area that could provide this enhancement, with these additional
resources, for designated hours per week for a
new or existing position.
We would love to talk about this idea with you individually or as a group.
It may be that one area could pilot this
idea. I have sketched out a preliminary budget (attached) for your consid
eration.

5520 Trail Avenue, Box 1443, Sechelt BC VON 3A0 I Tel:
604.885.4088
I nfq@proQssp±n Ca I www .progjressplan.ca
ir partnership with

Sunshirw crest
Community Services

fundedby
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I’ll call next week following the Roundtable discussion to bring you up to date on issues
identified and to discuss
options for following up.
Sincerely,_,
z

Betty Baxter
Consultant, The Progress Plan

Preliminary Budget for Information and Referral per Rural Area
5 hours/week

@ $2Ohr for 32 weeks (approx. 8 months)
15%benefits,etc

Total for 8 month pilot (Apr

—

=

=

Nov, 2014)

$3200.00
480.00
$3680.00

Ncte: There is the posibuli1y that The Piogres Plail coUld
thbttte soine funds toward pilot atti’.’ities. Ou goal
is to find agencies and funding that can continue the service beyond March 2015 when the project
is complete.

5520 TraH Avenue, Box 1443, Sechelt BC VON 3A0 I Tel: 604.885.4088
jtQ@prEcgresspJaIca I www.progrespian.ca
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ANNEX C

SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

December 10th, 2013

TO:

Planning & Development Committee – December 19th, 2013

FROM:

Gregory Gebka, Planner

RE:

Final Draft Agricultural Area Plan

RECOMMENDATION
(1) THAT the report entitled “Final Draft Agricultural Area Plan”, including draft Sunshine
Coast Agricultural Area Plan (“Ag Plan”), be received;
(2) THAT following additional refinements, the Ag Plan:
(a) be forwarded and, where requested, presented to the following partners, stakeholders,
agencies and community groups for final input and feedback:
 Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC
 District of Sechelt
 Town of Gibsons
 Sechelt Indian Band
 Islands Trust (Gambier Island Local Trust Committee)
 Squamish Nation
 School District No. 46
 Vancouver Coastal Health
 Agricultural Land Commission
 Ministry of Agriculture
 Agricultural Advisory Committee
 Sunshine Coast Food Policy Council
(b) be posted on the SCRD website, and invitations forwarded to those individuals,
stakeholders and representatives on record as having participated in developing the
plan, and to enable the broader community to access, view and provide any additional
input and comments on the draft Ag Plan; and
(3) THAT a final report, including any additional input and recommended modifications to the
Ag Plan, be prepared for consideration at a future Planning & Development Committee
meeting.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
Following an exhaustive and compressed process and timeline, including various public engagement
initiatives, the Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan (“Ag Plan”) is close to completion. Staff have made
significant efforts to collaborate with the Investment Agriculture Foundation (IAF), Agricultural Advisory
Committee (AAC), project consultants, the public and key stakeholders to manage the project and
prepare the draft Ag Plan.

9

Refinements have been made and incorporated into the Ag Plan following the recent elected officials
forum and final round of open houses. Some minor editing is still required prior to finalizing the plan.
Once staff review and edits are completed, it is recommended the Ag Plan be referred, and presented
where possible, to key project partners and stakeholders. Considering the holiday season and time for
referrals and presentations to project partners, the Ag Plan could potentially be forwarded to the Planning
& Development Committee, along with a staff report summarizing final input, for final consideration by
March, 2014.

___________________________
Gregory Gebka
Planner
Planning & Development Division
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Executive Summary
The Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan (Ag Plan) is a three-stage project initiated in early 2012, jointly
funded by the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) and the Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC
(IAF) through Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and the BC Ministry of Agriculture. Supporting local
governments included the District of Sechelt, Town of Gibsons, Sechelt Indian Band, and Islands Trust
(Gambier Island Local Trust Area).
The regional sustainability plan, We Envision, and various official community plans (OCPs) covering the
Sunshine Coast recognize agriculture as an important contributor to the local landscape, culture, and
economy. There is a region-wide commitment to preserve and strengthen the agricultural-based
economy and increase the prospects, viability and productivity of local farmland and food production.
While electoral areas and local governments may each be at different stages of planning for agriculture,
and varying levels of interest for developing as agricultural communities, there is widespread support
amongst the Sunshine Coast community to become more self-reliant for food.
Over-arching goals for the Ag Plan were initially identified as follows:
1. Identify opportunities to strengthen farming and develop agriculture as an economic driver;
2. Increase the amount of, and access to, locally grown and produced food;
3. Build resilience in communities against rising costs of food, climate change and peak oil;
4. Develop clear policies that serve to protect, preserve and promote agriculture while preserving the
rural character of the Sunshine Coast.
The overall objective of this Plan is to enable the SCRD and other local governments, community
stakeholders and partners to identify, advance and prioritize opportunities for growth in agriculture on
the Sunshine Coast, within its economic sectors, communities, and cultural fabric.
The Ag Plan was developed in three stages, organized as follows:
Stage I
An initial background report was developed in Stage I, which created a detailed sketch of the state of
agriculture on the Sunshine Coast. Project and policy opportunities began to emerge through Stage I.
These opportunities were identified through a Land Use Inventory (LUI), a series of public engagement
initiatives, and a preliminary market opportunities analysis. Stage I of the Ag Plan culminated in
publishing the Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan – Background Report, (2012), with additional
historical information added in early 2013. This Background Report documents potential outcomes for
Stages II and III of the Ag Plan and can be accessed online at www.scrd.ca/Ag-Plan.
Stages II & III
Stage II explored policy and pilot project options through a review of relevant local, provincial and
federal policies; it facilitated the development of policy proposals; it also identified various agricultural
development opportunities. Stage III further refined these opportunities into recommended actions, an
implementation, monitoring and evaluation plan, including a funding strategy.
The Ag Plan provides clear and implementable recommended actions towards the goal of enhancing
local food production and self-sufficiency on the Sunshine Coast. While international, national, and
8
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provincial-level challenges are noted, much of the focus of the Ag Plan is placed on the capacity and
influence of local and regional governments, agencies, and community-based organizations to positively
influence the local food sector.
The Ag Plan contains:
 A vision statement for agriculture on the Sunshine Coast, developed collaboratively by the AAC,
locally elected officials, SCRD Planning & Development staff, with community input and
feedback
 A set of goals and objectives for achieving the vision
 A review of local land use policies and regulations
 A detailed explanation of recommended actions for implementation
 High level descriptions of potential pilot projects
 An implementation, monitoring, and evaluation plan; and
 A funding strategy
A separate Public Consultation Summary Report (see Appendix) summarizes the results of all public
engagement activities including a public opinion survey, opinion poll, open houses, workshops, focus
group sessions, and elected officials forums.
Throughout the plan process, the vision statement was refined to help guide the development of
recommended actions for implementation. The resulting vision statement reads as follows:
Agriculture is our growing opportunity – deeply rooted as an integral part of a thriving, resilient coastal
community, culture, and economy where:
 We take pride and responsibility for being self-sufficient and food-secure
 We respect and conserve our land and water
 We celebrate how food brings people together, nourishing a healthy and vibrant community
 Our farmers prosper by providing nutritious food and goods for the entire region
 We protect our farmland and encourage innovative ways to enable a diverse range of
agricultural activities
Based on the vision statement, results of the opinion survey and opinion poll, plus input and feedback
received through a series of community engagement initiatives, the following seven goals emerged as
the top agricultural priorities for the Sunshine Coast:
1 – Protection of Farmland from Non-Farm Development
2 – Increased Market Viability and Economic Development of the Local Food Sector
3 – Support for Sustainable Farming Practices
4 – Water Use, Climate Change, and Emergency Preparedness
5 – Access to Farmland
6 – Supportive Policies and Regulations
7 – Consumer Awareness and Education
Specific actions to achieve these goals are detailed in the Implementation section of this Plan. A list of
key interests (including leaders and supporting partners) is provided along with the priority level,
timeframe, funding requirements and suggested potential funding sources for each action.
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Strategies for implementation and monitoring of progress are also provided to ensure the overall
success of the Ag Plan. It is suggested that the SCRD, or an established implementation body, develop a
work plan to implement this Plan and evaluate the Plan’s progress using indicators and biennial
reporting to the SCRD Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC), Planning & Development Committee
(PDC) and Board. References to additional funding resources and relevant information are also provided
to support the Plan’s implementation.
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Context
The Agricultural Area Plan (Ag Plan) was initiated by the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) in 2012
to address farmland preservation and enable agriculture, particularly as a viable economic sector in the
region. Through a citizen engagement strategy, an agricultural land use inventory (LUI), and Statistics
Canada Census of Agriculture data, a background report (Stage I) was initially developed in order to
inform Stages II and III of the Plan.
The SCRD encompasses the Town of Gibsons (ToG), the District of Sechelt (DoS), Sechelt Indian Band
(SIB) and the unincorporated electoral areas of West Howe Sound, Elphinstone, Roberts Creek,
Halfmoon Bay, and Egmont/Pender Harbour. As much of the Sunshine Coast is situated within the
shíshálh (Sechelt) Nation and Squamish Nation traditional territories, these communities, and to a lesser
extent, the Islands Trust (Gambier Island Local Trust Area) were also included in the Ag Plan consultation
process.

Figure 1. Map of the Sunshine Coast. Source: Best Coast Initiatives
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The total jurisdictional area of the Sunshine Coast is 381,712 hectares (ha), of which only 3,900 ha are
within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).

Figure 2. Sunshine Coast Agricultural Land Reserve. Source: Sunshine Coast Regional District Mapping

The regional sustainability plan, We Envision, highlights many values, targets, and actions for achieving
sustainability within the region. Food security comprises one of the strategic directions for achieving its
stated core values under the categories: Economic Viability, Social Well-Being, Cultural Vitality, and
Environmental Responsibility. We Envision identifies a need to grow and diversify the agricultural sector
and local food production on the Sunshine Coast.
We Envision also establishes a 20% food self-sufficiency target by 2020 for the Sunshine Coast. This
target was developed prior to the commencement of Stage I of the Ag Plan process and without
adequate data to inform the target level. Recent estimates suggest the Sunshine Coast is only 2%-3%
self-sufficient in food production, indicating that a large gap exists between the current reality and
desired goal. As identified during Stages II and III, opportunities to optimize the use of available
agricultural land, increase local food production, and achieve food security objectives will further the
goal. However, as the 20% self-sufficiency target is likely not achievable in the short term, the We
Envision goal should be reworded so that the year 2020 target is removed or otherwise reconsidered
In addition to a regional sustainability plan, land use within the region is directed by municipal and rural
electoral area official community plans (OCPs), the SIB Land Use Plan, and various zoning bylaws. A
comprehensive review of OCP and other land use policies pertaining to agriculture was necessary to
develop appropriate recommendations for the Ag Plan, a summary of which is included in this Plan’s
Appendix. To harmonize with ALR regulations and AGRI guidelines, and to provide a broader range of
farm housing and agritourism opportunities on local ALR lands, the SCRD is developing a new
12
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“Agriculture (A) Zone”. The proposed new ‘A Zone’ could potentially be used as a zoning precedent for
other local governments on the Sunshine Coast.
An agricultural LUI was conducted during the development of the initial (Stage I) background report.
From a total of 651 properties surveyed it was estimated that over 60% of the 3,900 ha of ALR on the
Sunshine Coast is forested and uninhabited. A total of 544 ha of ALR land is used for rural-residential
properties, with no agricultural activity, while 498 ha were identified being used as farmland. Census of
Agriculture data also reported less than 100 farms on the Sunshine Coast, declining 8% from 2001 to
2011 from 97 to 89. The average Sunshine Coast farm size recorded by Statistics Canada in 2011 was 2.8
ha, which decreased by more than half since 1996, when the average farm size was reported as 6.1 ha.

Sunshine Coast Land Use
3% 2%

11%
Forested/shrubland
Rural residential
12%

Farmland
Other
59%

13%

Parks/recreation area
Campground/Scout camp

Figure 3. Sunshine Coast Land Use Distribution

An examination of farm types through the LUI showed that pasture/forage operations and mixed
vegetable farms were most common. A smaller proportion of Sunshine Coast farms produce
blackberries, raspberries, and apples. Horses were found on 76 properties, with 52 of these properties
keeping horses exclusively, with no other agricultural activity. Other livestock production included small
scale (<100 birds) chicken farms and sheep operations. A smaller number of farms with pigs and beef
cattle were also noted.
The most beneficial aspects to farming on the Sunshine Coast, as indicated by local producers, are the
beneficial climate and soils, and a strong, supportive local market. However, farms in the region are
reportedly operating at, or close to, a net financial loss - with gross revenues less than $20,000 and a net
revenue margin of -1.9%. Farmers indicated that the majority of their sales were kept on the Sunshine
Coast with a focus on farm gate and farmers’ market sales. The average farm is operated by one or two
people aged 55 years and over, indicating a need to attract younger farmers to the region and planning
for farm succession. A public opinion survey conducted as part of Stage II delved deeper into some of
13
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the issues facing food producers in the region, which can inform future regional agricultural economic
development projects.

14%
3%
Under $20,000
$20,000 - $39,999

11%

$40,000 - $59,999
59%

$60,000 - $79,999
Greater than $80,000

16%

Figure 4. Revenue Generated by Sales of Farm Products on the Sunshine Coast.

During Stage I, key issues and barriers to farming in the Sunshine Coast region were identified as:
 High cost of land and inputs (labour, machinery, etc.)
 Limited biophysical resources (soil, water);
 A lack of economies of scale and diversity of agricultural products;
 Few local processing and value-added opportunities;
 Ineffective transportation and distribution coordination;
 Marketing needs;
 A lack of consumer awareness and education; and
 A restrictive regulatory framework.
A range of opportunities were suggested during Stage I to overcome these challenges, such as: a
community farm, a food hub, a ‘Buy local’ education program, and a reduction of regulatory barriers. At
the end of Stage I, the Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) was tasked with drafting initial wording
for a vision statement of agriculture on the Sunshine Coast. This important “big picture” work helped
guide Stages II and III of the Ag Plan process. The open houses in Stages II and III helped refine the vision
statement and address additional ways to overcome barriers to achieving that vision. The open houses
also helped to identify potential pilot projects and economic development opportunities that may have
been missed in Stage I.
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Figure 5. Sunshine Coast Vision Wordle from Stage 1

Overall, the level of agricultural production and the revenue generated from agricultural operations on
the Sunshine Coast have room for growth and diversification. Only a small portion of the ALR land is in
production. Nevertheless, a strong commitment to preserving and strengthening the region’s rural
economy is clearly underscored in the plans of the region.
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The Ag Plan Process
The SCRD Planning & Development Division developed the Ag Plan process collaboratively with the
Consulting Team and the SCRD Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC). The Plan process for Stages II and
III included the following actions:
Stage II Step 1: Project Start-up, Goals, and Objectives
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Provide regular updates at AAC meetings
Develop a public engagement and communications strategy
Develop vision statement, plan goals, and objectives
Refine vision, goals and objectives through engagement with local elected officials
Facilitate first round of open houses
Develop a communications video

Stage II Step 2: Agricultural Development Strategy, Policy Review, and Development
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Review and assess local agriculture-related regulations, policies, and strategies
Draft and refine action-oriented agricultural development policies and opportunities
Facilitate focus group session
Design an online public survey/poll
Facilitate a round of workshops featuring invited speakers
Draft and refine action oriented recommendations and pilot projects
Reach out to potential pilot project partners

Stage III Step 1: Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation
A.
B.
C.
D.

Identify pilot project and program opportunities and craft project summaries
Develop key indicators, monitoring, and evaluation framework
Facilitate second focus group session
Communicate progress online and through local media

Stage III Step 2: Plan Preparation and Adoption
A.
B.
C.
A.
B.
F.
G.

Finalize first draft of plan, including publishing survey results
Circulate a draft plan to local governments, agencies and community organizations
Review draft plan with the AAC
Host second elected officials forum
Prepare and facilitate final round of open houses
Present revised Ag Plan
Finalize and publish Ag Plan
H. Final presentation of the Ag Plan to elected officials
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Community and Stakeholder Engagement
Public input was critical to developing the Ag Plan. A concerted effort was made to connect with all
members of the food system, including farmers, processors, retailers, restaurateurs, educators, and
consumers. To develop an Ag Plan to be embraced by the community, a multi-phased process was
adopted, engaging the public at every step. This resulting Ag Plan is based on a foundation of public
consultation and has been guided by the SCRD, PDC and AAC.
Using an innovative mix of community engagement tools, including an online and paper-based public
opinion survey, a poll that was made available online and in grocery stores, graphic recordings, a
communications video, and a total of six open houses, four workshops, two focus group meetings and
two elected officials forums, the Consulting Team and SCRD Planning & Development staff were able to
engage hundreds of Sunshine Coast residents, community stakeholders and representatives, all of
whom helped to:






Develop and refine a vision;
Identify barriers and opportunities for agriculture;
Gain valuable insights and information from various representatives of the agricultural and food
community, including farmers, chefs, grocers/retailers, value-added producers, non-profit
organizations, and more;
Engage participants in meaningful conversations on agricultural planning and initiatives; and
Use all input and feedback to develop appropriate and relevant policy and implementation
recommendations.

Figure 6. Elements of a food system (source: www.michiganfood.org)
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A comprehensive Public Engagement and Communications Strategy was developed at the beginning of
the Ag Plan process, based on an engagement framework developed by the SCRD, which outlined
opportunities and timelines for consultation. The public consultation process began in the summer of
2012 and continued throughout all stages of developing the Ag Plan, and will need to continue into the
subsequent implementation stages.
Open Houses and Workshops
Three rounds of open houses and workshops (10 in total) were conducted throughout Stages II and III of
the Ag Plan. Sechelt Indian Band
Held in early July, 2013, the first round of four open houses launched Stages II and III of the Ag Plan
process, and was intended to flesh out opportunities and challenges under broad topic areas and help
refine a vision statement for local agriculture. The second series of public events, conducted as
workshops, were held in late September and early October, 2013, in order to gain feedback on proposed
economic development and policy opportunities. Speakers from outside of the Sunshine Coast region
were invited, along with local panelists, to provide presentations and insights into successful economic
development initiatives, such as cooperative marketing campaigns, community farming, agritourism
activities and value-added processing facilities. A graphic recorder provided illustrative documentation
of the speaker series. The third series of open houses were held in early December 2013 to present the
draft plan and provide residents and stakeholders a final opportunity for input.
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Figure 7. Graphic from one of the workshops in the Sunshine Coast Ag Plan Speaker Series.

Focus Group Sessions
Two focus group sessions were held with key stakeholders in July and October, 2013, to address specific
components of the plan and gain in-depth feedback. The first focus group session was centered on
potential pilot project and economic development opportunities, whereas the second focus group
session delved into specific recommendations for the plan. Between 12 -15 people, representing a
variety of stakeholder groups and communities, including farmers, Sunshine Coast Tourism, St Mary’s
Hospital, Chambers of Commerce, and One Straw Society attended the sessions.
Elected Officials Forums
Two elected officials’ forums were conducted during Stages II and III of the Ag Plan. Elected officials
from the SCRD, District of Sechelt (DoS), Town of Gibsons (ToG), Islands Trust (Gambier Island Local
Trust Committee), and Sechelt Indian Band (SIB) were invited. At the first forum in July 2013, a draft
vision statement, plan goals, and objectives were refined. Graphic facilitation techniques were also
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incorporated at this forum to help guide discussion. The second elected officials forum was conducted in
November 2013 to review the draft plan, provide feedback, and screen the storytelling video for input.

Media, Website, Video, and On-line Components
SCRD Planning & Development staff created project web pages (www.scrd.ca/Agriculture and
www.scrd.ca/Ag-Plan) with relevant materials developed collaboratively with the Consulting Team such
as postcards, posters, invitations, workshop notes (including graphic facilitation visuals), and other
information useful to the Sunshine Coast community throughout the project. In addition to the web
pages, a short storytelling video was produced to cap off the public engagement process. To advance a
concept for video, SCRD Planning & Development staff and AAC worked collaboratively to develop the
theme of ‘past, present and future’. Members of the local agricultural community were interviewed at
locations across the lower Sunshine Coast. Additional interviews were conducted with local residents at
farmers markets, with a local food retailer, chefs, a young bee keeper, etc. The video celebrates the
history and diversity of food production in the region and captures in visual form the aspirations of
farmers and representatives of the local food system. The video will also serve as a ‘time marker’ and
provides a possible marketing component for the Ag Plan.

Figure 8. Still from a short film developed as a component of the Ag Plan.
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Public Opinion Survey / Public Opinion Poll

SCRD Planning & Development staff, the AAC and the Consulting Team collaborated to develop an
online public opinion survey on food matters and agricultural development opportunities. The online
survey enabled the interested public to provide input on a range of key issues outside of, or in addition
to, formal meetings and public events. The survey received nearly 200 responses between early August
and the end of October, 2013.

Figure 9. Collecting completed surveys at the open houses.

Input received was used to develop the list of issues and priorities, determine opportunities and
challenges, and refine the list of recommended actions. It is important to note that the survey
participants do not represent a random sample due to the fact that because participation in the survey
was voluntary. Respondents chose to fill out the survey, as participation was voluntary, therefore
results are not statistically representative of the region. Full results from the public opinion survey can
be found in the Public Consultation Summary Report (see Appendix). Key findings of the opinion survey
are as follows:


Which ways do you support encouraging additional food providers on the Coast:
70%
67%
52%
51%

Create an organization to connect farmers with retailers/restaurants
Develop a Coast ‘buy local’ campaign
Zoning lands to attract commercial food businesses
Establish more local food retail outlets
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In relation to agriculture, what is your level of concern about:
Very
concerned
71 (51%)

Concerned

Manageable

No concern

52 (37%)

15 (11%)

1 (1%)

Total
Responses
139

17 (13%)

31 (24%)

58 (46%)

21 (17%)

127

Use of pesticides

71 (46%)

61 (39%)

20 (13%)

4 (3%)

156

Animal husbandry
practices
Water supply / quality

58 (44%)

40 (30%)

27 (20%)

7 (5%)

132

66 (41%)

66 (41%)

26 (16%)

3 (2%)

161

Risks of attracting
wildlife
Invasive plants

21 (15%)

44 (31%)

69 (49%)

6 (4%)

140

32 (23%)

48 (35%)

51 (37%)

7 (5%)

138

Presence of electric
fences

13 (11%)

21 (18%)

42 (35%)

43 (36%)

119

Food quality / food
security
Noise/odours



Do you agree that the Sunshine Coast should:
Yes

No

Don't know

Have centres capable of accommodating yearround farmers markets
Rent public land to one or more farmers to
grow produce
Rent public land to one or more farmers to
raise livestock for consumption
Use more public land for community gardens

92 (57%)

57 (36%)

11 (7%)

Total
Responses
160

93 (60%)

51 (33%)

11 (7%)

155

75 (49%)

55 (36%)

22 (14%)

152

90 (56%)

57 (36%)

13 (8%)

160

Have schools that regularly serve locallygrown or produced food to students
Require developers to dedicate some land
available for agriculture and farming
Actively engage in educating youth about
agriculture
Plant fruit and nut trees and other edible
plants in public parks and open spaces when
landscaping is required
Require developers to install edible plants
when landscaping is required
Have regulations to allow small farm-related
businesses to be started on farms
Encourage value-added businesses featuring
locally-produced farm products
Ensure residents' ability to have foodproducing gardens on their property
Ensure residents' ability to keep livestock on
their property

91 (58%)

57 (36%)

10 (6%)

158

78 (50%)

58 (37%)

21 (13%)

157

94 (58%)

52 (32%)

16 (10%)

162

83 (52%)

57 (36%)

19 (12%)

159

63 (40%)

63 (40%)

31 (20%)

157

94 (58%)

52 (32%)

15 (9%)

161

96 (59%)

53 (33%)

13 (8%)

162

96 (59%)

60 (37%)

8 (5%)

164

60 (38%)

57 (36%)

41 (26%)

158
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What priority areas should be targeted to increase market opportunities for local farmers (listed
from highest priority to lowest on a scale of 1 to 10):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



Protection of farmland from development
Local government leadership in procurement of local food
Local food distribution system
Local agricultural funding sources for small-scale farmers
Preservation of heritage seeds
Changes in local government policies and zoning bylaws
Development of a food policy council
New growing methods and technologies
Development of food cooperatives and food hubs
Other

Are you interested in being involved in any of the following pilot projects?
Yes

No

Don't know

Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust

35 (27%)

46 (35%)

49 (38%)

Total
Responses
130

Mobile abattoir to increase opportunities for
small-scale livestock producers
Public education campaign in partnership with
non-profit organizations, such as One Straw
Society
Community food hub and cooperative processing
centre to increase value of local foods
Community farms and Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) programs
Horticultural therapy in partnership with the
Sunshine Coast Association for Community Living
Other

31 (23%)

57 (42%)

49 (36%)

137

45 (32%)

59 (42%)

37 (26%)

141

48 (34%)

61 (44%)

31 (22%)

140

45 (31%)

61 (43%)

37 (26%)

143

43 (31%)

52 (38%)

42 (31%)

137

62 (76%)

12 (15%)

8 (10%)

82

As a collaboration of SCRD Planning & Development staff, AAC and AAC Chair, Dale Peterson, an opinion
poll was developed on key agricultural and local food system issues. Conducted in September, 2013, as
both an online and in-grocery store poll during regular store hours on location of IGA Stores in Gibsons
and Wilson Creek, the intent of the poll was to gauge community sentiment on certain key issues, as
follows:


Do you agree with the Sunshine Coast becoming at least 20% self-sufficient?
93% Yes



3% No

4% Don’t know

When considering where an agricultural product comes from, what does “local” mean to you?
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41%
33%
30%
10%
4%
3%
2%


Do you think all food you buy should be identified where it’s grown or produced?
67%
12%
11%
10%



Yes, with proper controls and limits
Yes without restrictions
No
Don’t know

Should small livestock such as chickens be allowed in all areas on the Sunshine Coast, including
residential neighbourhoods?
59%
27%
13%
1%



Lower Sunshine Coast (Port Mellon to Egmont)
Within BC
Lower Mainland/Fraser Valley
Upper Sunshine Coast (Powell River)
Vancouver Island
Okanagan/Cariboo/Interior
Other

Yes, with proper controls and limits
No
Yes, without restrictions
Don’t know

Should local governments provide farmers incentives to collect and store rain water in place of
drinking water to irrigate crops?
84%
14%
2%

Yes
Maybe
No

There were 195 responses to the online and grocery store poll. The respondents were residents from:
 Gibsons (33%)
 Sechelt (18%)
 Elphinstone (13%)
 Roberts Creek (7%)
 Halfmoon Bay (3%)
 Pender Harbour/Egmont (2%)
 Sechelt Indian Band (SIB) (1%)
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Vision Statement
The vision statement was developed as a collaboration of the AAC, elected officials, SCRD Planning and
Development staff, with input and feedback from Sunshine Coast residents. The statement speaks to the
future of agriculture on the Sunshine Coast and to key priorities of the community:
“Agriculture is our growing opportunity – deeply rooted as an integral part of a thriving, resilient coastal
community, culture, and economy where:
 We take pride and responsibility for being self-sufficient and food-secure
 We respect and conserve our land and water
 We celebrate how food brings people together, nourishing a healthy and vibrant community
 Our farmers prosper by providing nutritious food and goods for the entire region
 We protect our farmland and encourage innovative ways to enable a diverse range of
agricultural activities”

Figure 10. Draft vision statement at the first open houses in July 2013.
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Local and Regional Support
Throughout the public consultation process, participants identified a number of initiatives, projects,
organizations, agencies, and policies providing support to at least some aspects of the Ag Plan. In
addition to local, provincial and federal government agencies, farmers, and the larger food retailers and
distributors, the following organizations and businesses are noted as key stakeholders in supporting
and, potentially, implementing components of the Ag Plan:































Best Coast Initiatives
Butchers Block Meat Market
Camp Fircom - Gambier Island
Community Futures Sunshine Coast
Deer Crossing the Art Farm
Farm to School Committee
Food Banks
Gibsons Chamber of Commerce
Gibsons Public Market initiative
Green Planet Food Services
Heart Gardens
Iris Griffith Centre
Jean's Organics
One Straw Society
Pender Harbour Chamber of Commerce
Powell River Food Security Project
(Lund to Langdale Food Network)
Quality Farm and Garden Supply
Roberts Creek Health Food Store
Ruby Lake Lagoon Society
Salish Soils
School District No. 46
Seaweeds Health Food Store
Sechelt Chamber of Commerce















Sechelt Downtown Business Association
Sechelt Farmers' and Artisans' Market
Sechelt Innovations Ltd.
Smart Farm Initiative
St. Mary’s Hospital
Sunshine
Coast
Association
for
Community Living
Sunshine Coast Botanical Garden
Society
Sunshine Coast Community Foundation
Sunshine Coast Community Services
Society
Sunshine Coast Credit Union
Sunshine Coast Food Policy Council
Sunshine Coast Fruit Tree Project
Sunshine Coast Museum
Sunshine Coast Salmonid Enhancement
Society
Sunshine Coast Tourism
Sustainable Sunshine Coast
Target Marine
Sunshine Coast Beekeepers Association
Your Choice Organics home delivery

Collaborative management arrangements, joint marketing campaigns and potential sponsorship could
also be pursued with all local governments on the Sunshine Coast and with various provincial
government agencies.

Local Policies and Regulations
While many local policies and regulations support agriculture, some pose barriers or challenges to those
involved in agriculture and food production. A full review of provincial and federal regulatory framework
is provided in the Ag Plan Stage I Background Report (2012). The scope, extent and manner in which
agriculture is considered at the local policy level on the Sunshine Coast within its regional sustainability
plan(We Envision) official community Plans (OCPs), and through more detailed zoning and other
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regulations, is critical to the ways by which land use priorities are set out in support of local food
production. Summaries of relevant local policies and plans and how they relate to agriculture and food
production are outlined below.
shíshálh Nation Strategic Land Use Plan
The shíshálh (Sechelt) Nation Strategic Land Use Plan (2007) includes key directives, policies, and actions
around the protection and management of the territory for harvesting, gathering, and management of
species of cultural importance and non-timber forest products (NTFP). Objectives include protecting key
areas of the territory from development and preserving areas of cultural importance to support healthy
populations of wildlife. The plan acknowledges that the shíshálh depend on key cultural species as a way
of life. The shíshálh Nation ensures management authority over the planning and management of
cultural and commercial plant harvesting and cultivation in the territory.
OCPs, Zoning Bylaws and other Plans
Official community plans (OCPs) in effect across the Sunshine Coast are intended to direct and guide
land use and development decision-making within the SCRD’s rural electoral areas and municipalities.
Established around a vision statement, OCPs establish and set out their community’s values, goals and
objectives for growth management, servicing, transportation, climate change mitigation, environmental
protection, and agriculture.
An OCP sets overriding policies for the use of land for agriculture and potentially for the use of lands
adjoining agricultural land in potentially several ways: primarily by documenting historical and current
established agricultural uses and by setting out the desired extent and type of agricultural land uses
within a particular jurisdiction, and within one or more land use designations. An OCP may contain
policies respecting infrastructure and land use, which can include water supply, recreation near
farmland, support for the agricultural industry, and protecting ALR lands. Once adopted, an OCP
mandates and directs local government decisions establishing or amending zoning bylaws and other
regulations, and when establishing development approval requirements. Local governments may
designate development permit areas (DPAs) for the protection of farmland in the OCP, and establish
policy statements and guidelines as to how, where, what kind, and to what extent development is to
occur in and adjacent to the ALR.
Other planning policies and initiatives adopted by the SCRD, SIB, DoS, and ToG, such as the Zero Waste
Management Plan, Community Energy and Emissions Plans, and the newly-initiated Sechelt Innovations
Ltd. and Sunshine Coast Food Policy Council, offer opportunities for the Ag Plan to support and dovetail
with key long-term planning and sustainability efforts. The new Food Policy Council, in particular, can
help to place the Ag Plan within the context of a broader food security and sustainability strategy.
A full summary of agriculture and food-related policies on the Sunshine Coast is provided in the
Appendix, whereas brief summary points of the strengths and weaknesses are provided as follows.
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Table 1. Overview of local support for agriculture on the Sunshine Coast.
Jurisdiction
Area “A”
Egmont/Pender
Harbour
(Bylaw
#432, 1998/2008)

OCP Support
for Agriculture
Moderate

Area “B”
Halfmoon Bay (Draft,
2013)

Moderate

Area “D”
Roberts Creek (Bylaw
#641, 2012)

Strong

Area “E”
Elphinstone (Bylaw
#600, 2008, 2011)

Moderate

Area “F”
West Howe Sound
(Bylaw #640, 2011)

Strong

Area “F”
Hillside–Port Mellon
Community Plan
Area “F”
Twin
Creeks
Community Plan
District of Sechelt
(Bylaw #492, 2011)

N/A

Town of Gibsons
(Bylaw #985, 2005,
2013)

Notes
Strengths:
Policies protect land for farming and support local food production
businesses. Agricultural land designation.
Weakness:
No DPA for farmland protection.
Strengths:
Objective to protect existing and future agricultural activities.
Weaknesses:
No goals for agriculture. No agricultural land use designation, but
agriculture permitted in Rural Residential and Resource land
designations. No DPA for farmland protection.
Strengths:
Goals, objectives, and policies to support residential food
production and agriculture. Agricultural land use designation and
agriculture also permitted in Rural and Resource land designations.
Strong DPA for farmland protection.
Weaknesses:
None.
Strengths:
Goals, objectives, and policies to support residential food
production and agriculture. Agricultural land designation.
Weakness:
No DPA for farmland protection.
Strengths:
Goals, objectives, and policies to support residential food
production and agriculture. Agricultural land designation. Strong
DPA for farmland protection.
Weaknesses:
None.
No land within the ALR included in the Hillside–Port Mellon
Community Plan.

N/A

No land within the ALR included in the Twin Creeks Community
Plan.

Moderate

Strengths:
Goals, objectives, and policies to support residential food
production and agriculture. Agricultural land designation.
Weakness:
No DPA for farmland protection, despite the fact that a significant
amount of ALR and non-ALR land and farms are located within
close proximity to residential and non-farming areas.
Strengths:
Agricultural land designation.
Weaknesses:
Lack of acknowledgement of importance of farming to the

Moderate
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ToG Gospel Rock
Neighbourhood Plan

Strong

Gambier
Island
(Bylaw #73, 2001,
2011)

Moderate

Keats Island (Bylaw
#77, 2002, 2011)

Weak

community’s history. While discussion is included around the
importance of food and farming, only 20 ha of ALR remains. OCP
policies include direction to use some ALR for non-farm uses (such
as a community park on a parcel of ALR east of Mahon Rd). No
DPA for farmland protection.
Strengths:
Includes policies for incorporating community gardens into the
neighbourhood plan as well as a DPA for farmland protection.
Weaknesses:
N/A
Strengths:
Resource lands objectives include ensuring land with agricultural
capability is retained for farm use and encouraging small-scale
farming. Agricultural land use designation.
Weaknesses:
No goals to support agriculture. No DPA for farmland protection.
Strengths:
N/A
Weaknesses:
Expansion of existing agriculture and land clearing for additional
agricultural uses is discouraged. No agricultural land use
designation. No DPA for farmland protection.

Sunshine Coast OCPs are generally supportive of agriculture. Most include agricultural land use
designations (with the exception of Halfmoon Bay and Keats Island). DPAs for farmland protection,
however, are not consistent in their scope or extent. DPAs for farmland protection generally include
requirements for new urban developments or new subdivisions on existing properties adjoining ALR to
submit a completed agricultural impact assessment by a Professional Agrologist that highlights potential
impacts on drainage patterns; habitat conservation for pollinators; and identifies buffer design
guidelines to reduce potential for conflicts between farmers and residents. DPAs for farmland protection
help to minimize conflicts between non-farming and farming areas and provide an opportunity for
adjacent non-farm property owners (and the real estate industry) to gain greater awareness of the types
of agricultural activities occurring or planned within the protection areas. DPAs do not require farmers
or ALR landowners to create vegetative buffers on the agricultural side of the property boundary or
otherwise take other action with regard to farmland management or farming activities.
Some other examples of OCP policies that promote both agriculture and the ALR include (WCEL, 2005
and Smith, 1998):
 Providing for a full range of agricultural uses in the ALR and in agriculturally-zoned areas;
 Encouraging value-added activities that can improve farm viability;
 Limiting subdivision through the use of large minimum lot sizes;
 Recognizing and protecting the needs and activities of farm operations when considering
adjacent and nearby land uses;
 Preserving contiguous areas of agricultural land and avoiding severance by recreation, parks,
and transportation and utility corridors; and
 Encouraging partnerships with the agricultural community, senior governments and private
enterprise to promote the development of the agricultural sector.
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Ag Plan Goals and Objectives
Based on the vision statement, results of the survey, and feedback received during the public
engagement sessions, the following objectives and themes emerged as the top priorities for the
Sunshine Coast region:
Goal #1 – Protection of Farmland from Non-Farm Development
Goal #2 – Increased Market Viability and Economic Development of the Local Food Sector
Goal #3 – Support for Sustainable Farming Practices
Goal #4 – Water Use, Climate Change, and Emergency Preparedness
Goal #5 – Access to Farmland
Goal #6 – Supportive Policies and Regulations
Goal #7 – Consumer Awareness and Education
The following recommendations and actions are put forward as methods to achieve the Ag Plan
objectives with the understanding that many stakeholders and partners will likely be required to fully
and successfully implement them.

Goal #1 - Protection of Farmland from Non-Farm Development
As evidenced by the agricultural land use inventory (LUI) undertaken during Stage I, a significant portion
of the farmland base on the Sunshine Coast is not being used to its fullest food production capacity, with
hundreds of hectares remaining forested and many others being used exclusively for residential
purposes. At the same time, farmland adjacent to residential areas is being subjected to non-farming
pressures that may result in disputes between neighbours.
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Some protection for farmland needs is being enforced through regional and municipal policies; however,
additional opportunities were identified throughout the stakeholder engagement process. These
additional initiatives will help to limit non-agricultural development and proactively use and manage
farmland for agriculture.
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Figure 11. Farm for sale on the Sunshine Coast.

Objectives for Goal #1:
1.1 Develop appropriate zoning and policy tools to minimize the impact of non-farm development on
farmland.
1.2 Implement edge planning policies and create educational tools to reduce impact of non-farm
development on agriculture and minimize residential-rural edge conflicts.
1.3 Encourage government and other agencies to create financial incentives to encourage agricultural
use of farmland.
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Goal #2 – Increased Market Viability and Economic Development of the Local Food
Sector
Agricultural enterprises on the Sunshine Coast are experiencing the same economic challenges as farms
across BC. Operators in the region are having difficulties with profitability. Initiatives are required to
assist producers to improve farm viability and enhance the local agricultural economy. Support for new
farming initiatives is important for growing the sector; however, support is also needed to enhance
current farming operations and allow farmers to capitalize on economies of scale.
The farming community identified a lack of community-scale processing facilities (e.g. abattoirs, cold
storage facilities, processing equipment, etc.) on the Sunshine Coast. Lack of facilities makes it more
expensive for farmers to produce value-added products because everything needs to be done on
individual farms or collectively far from the farms, resulting in additional transportation costs. The cost
of fuel and the cost of ferries continue to rise. The need to encourage farm product processing and
other value-added opportunities regionally is recognized as a way to increase economic viability.

Agritourism is generally defined as “any land based farm or business that is open to the public” and can
also be defined as “the practice of touring agricultural areas to see farms and often to participate in
farm activities” (Agritourism World, 2012). Agritourism can supplement and diversify agricultural
income, contributing to the stability of agriculture in rural communities and may help visitors to better
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understand agricultural practices (ALC, 2005). There are a number of possibilities such as a farm crawl,
harvest fairs, and farm stands that are already occurring or in progress.

Figure 12. Farm gate sales in Elphinstone.

Objectives for Goal #2:
2.1 Encourage strategies that will increase the economic viability of local farm operations on the
Sunshine Coast.
2.2 Partner with government agencies and commodity groups to address specific regional training
needs and cooperative initiatives.
2.3 Develop a multi-faceted agricultural tourism and marketing strategy.

Goal #3 – Support for Sustainable Farming Practices
Sunshine Coast farmers grow their food in a sustainable manner when compared to other communities
and tend to use organic principles. Production of food through environmentally sound methods is
important to Sunshine Coast residents. Community-wide discussions on issues such as the health of
honeybees and other pollinators, concerns over GMOs, and the increasing interest in ecological
principles and practices such as permaculture, indicate that sustainable ecological methods are being
employed, at least to some extent, by food producers on the Sunshine Coast and supported by local
consumers. It should be noted that local and regional governments have no legal jurisdiction or ability to
ban the use of chemicals or GMOs on farmland. Farm activities within the ALR are regulated through the
provincial Agricultural Land Reserve Use, Subdivision, and Procedure Regulation.
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Wildlife impacts by habituated deer, black bears, and other wildlife are creating significant impacts on
crops and potential crop production in the region. Best management practices can assist in minimizing
conflicts with wildlife and maximizing the most efficient use of resources such as soil and water and
effective policies can help to ensure resources are used in a responsible manner, while supporting
agricultural production. The We Envision Sustainability Plan identified biodiversity protection, the
preservation of pollinators, and water quality as key components of a healthy food system.
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Figure 13. Deer eating pears (source: usefulthings.com).

Objectives for Goal #3:
3.1 Establish effective management mechanisms to address concerns with wildlife conflicts and invasive
plants, as well as conservation needs.
3.2 Assist farmers with the implementation of sustainable farm practices and technologies.

Goal #4 – Water Use, Climate Change, and Emergency Preparedness
To increase food production locally, support is necessary to increasing infrastructure services (primarily
access to water and water pricing), and measures to adapt and mitigate the impacts of climate change.
As agricultural operations have grown, infrastructure needs for drainage and irrigation have grown.
Water access and management is increasingly challenging for farmers on the Sunshine Coast, both the
access to water for irrigation during the summer and inadequate drainage during the wet winter
months.
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According to the We Envision Sustainability Plan, in order to reduce water consumption by 33% by 2020
on the Sunshine Coast, several initiatives and actions will be necessary. The water conservation actions
identified in We Envision can be supported by the Ag Plan, including:
-

-

Developing and implementing an updated water conservation action plan;
Implementing universal water metering and a user-pay rate structure in all water systems;
Engaging local farmers in developing a water conservation strategy and a set of tools for the
region, which acknowledge the competing goals of increased food production and water
conservation; and
Report leaks, follow local sprinkling restrictions, and encourage applications for water-efficiency
incentives offered by water utilities.

Developing effective irrigation practices and strategies that minimize potable water use are critical to
ensuring potable water is conserved where possible and does not prevent or encumber food
production.
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Figure 14. Intensive production using efficient irrigation.

Water management and climate change are closely tied to emergency planning. With climate change,
farmers should expect to deal with emergency events such as drought and flooding more frequently.
Other emergencies, such as storm events or earthquakes, would shine a light on the need for local food
to sustain Sunshine Coast residents during an emergency. Attention needs to be given to agriculture and
food production for emergency preparedness and to farming operations’ emergency preparedness .

Objectives for Goal #4:
4.1 Address concerns with watering restrictions, drought management strategies and water access
through appropriate policies and strategies.
4.2 Implement mechanisms to mitigate and prepare for climate change and other emergencies.

Goal #5 - Access to Farmland
Concerns have been raised by the Sunshine Coast community regarding access to land (purchases,
rentals, and leases) and affordable farm financing.
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Much of the land within the ALR is still forested and may require large capital costs to convert to
productive farmland. Additionally, the cost of land is prohibitive for new and young farmers.
Appropriate policies and community initiatives can alleviate some of the burden of accessing land.
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Figure 15. Sechelt farmers market table.

Objectives for Goal #5:
5.1 Encourage and support community farming endeavours.
5.2 Promote farmland access options to assist new and current farmers in gaining access to land and to
help ensure the long term succession and viability of farmland.
5.3 Establish accessible, informative databases for farmers when considering purchasing land, business
planning, and helping to evaluate progress over time.

Goal #6 - Supportive Policies and Regulations for Agriculture
Government policies and regulations can pose challenges to farmers. There are numerous federal,
provincial, regional and municipal governing authorities that regulate agricultural uses and food
production. In many cases, the legislated requirements for land use and food production are set out in
various statutes, regulations, bylaws and guidelines.
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Farmers and food producers attempting to understand, interact and relate to established regulatory
systems can seemingly be shuffled from department to department, and from agency to agency,
perhaps even by those with an incomplete understanding of the effects on working farms. The desired
focus is to update and modernize the regulatory system to become more understandable, practical and
responsive to the needs of the farmers and agriculture in general.
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Figure 16. Identifying key barriers to enhancing agricultural production.

Objectives for Goal #6:
6.1 Ensure that land use policies and bylaws reflect and support the Sunshine Coast’s agricultural vision
and this Plan.
6.2 Consider changes to OCPs and zoning bylaws to establish more clear and defined goals and
objectives to recognize and support agriculture and food production.

Goal #7 - Consumer Awareness and Education
Instead of buying and eating what is available, many consumers tend to buy and prepare what they are
accustomed to cooking and eating. Consumers (and retailers) also demand a consistent supply of
products year-round (or a spike in certain product offerings during holidays), which is a challenge for
most farmers.
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There is a need for a change in thinking regarding purchasing habits. Within the global marketplace
labour, production, and transportation costs are artificially low, making it challenging for local producers
to compete with low-priced imported food.
Farmers are also interested in connecting with students at the elementary, high school, and college
levels through school visits/presentations, farm tours, or formalized mentoring.
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Figure 17. Local workshop on cooperative farming.

Objectives for Goal #7:
7.1 Create opportunities to educate the Sunshine Coast community about agriculture and agricultural
production.
7.2 Encourage the growth and development of school and youth-based agricultural education
opportunities through farm-based service or experiential learning opportunities.
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Recommended Actions for Implementation
The following tables describe specific actions for each of the recommendations. A list of key
stakeholders (including lead agency and supporting partners) is provided along with priority level,
timeframe, funding requirements and potential funding sources. The overall responsibility for the
implementation of the Ag Plan rests with the SCRD itself and, therefore, the Regional District can
implement some of the actions.. However, for many other actions the SCRD could take a supporting
role, or none at all. To implement a community-based plan, members of the farming community and
supporting organizations should take a lead role in many of the actions. The following columns of
information are included in the tables:
Actions
A, B, C, etc.:

Describes the specific action(s) required to meet the stated objective.

Key Stakeholders
Lead(s):
One or more agencies could take a lead role in embarking upon the activity.
Supporting:
One or more agencies that will likely partner to assist with implementing the action.
Priority
High:

Low:

Requires urgent attention and action in order for progress to be made and/or in order
for other actions to move forward.
Not critical for actions to improve farming to move forward, but necessary and
important.
Less important but still necessary for improvements in the local agriculture system.

Timeframe
Short:
Medium:
Long:
Ongoing:

To be completed within 1-3 years after adoption of the Ag Plan.
To be completed within 3-5 years after adoption of the Ag Plan.
To be completed within 5-10 years after adoption of the Ag Plan.
Will require continued efforts over the short-long term timeframe.

Medium:

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements: Listed as Existing, Negligible, Low, Moderate, or Significant
Sources:
Possible agencies who may be able to offer financial support, including those who may
offer in-kind support. If the requirements are Existing/Negligible then the sources may
not be identified because they are unnecessary.
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Goal #1 - Protection of Farmland from Non-Farm Development
1.1 Utilize appropriate zoning and policy tools to minimize the impact of non-farm development on farmland
Actions
A. Review permitted uses on land zoned as light
industrial to ensure they encourage the
development of support services and value-added
agricultural production on an industrial scale.
Examples:
Salt Spring Island (Agriculture Enterprise zoning
proposal being considered
City of Surrey’s Agro-Industrial Zone: Zoning Bylaw No.
1200 (2012) Part 51 (IA), page 51.1.:
District of Pitt Meadow’s Agricultural and Farm Industry
Zone: Zoning Bylaw No. 2505 (2011), Part 8.3 (A-3),
page 8-11.:
B. Encourage landowners or tree license holders of
ALR land (Crown land or private land) that has not
yet been logged or cleared yet to minimize soil
disturbance during tree removal (logging).
C.

Designate land inside of the ALR and the A-Zone to
be used only for agricultural activities and permit
non-intensive farming on non-ALR land.

D. Minimize the negative impacts of development
and transportation and infrastructure networks
(roads, utilities, etc.) on farmland with appropriate
zoning and design guidelines.

E.

Review all ALR applications (exclusions, non-farm
use, subdivisions) once per year, in order to get a
more complete perspective as to how the various

Key Stakeholders
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Priority
Medium

Timeframe
Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Existing
Sources:
SCRD, member municipalities

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Low

Supporting:
ALC, Ministry of Forests
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Medium

Medium

Supporting:
ALC, Ministry of
Transportation
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Long

Medium

Short

Requirements:
Low
Sources:
SCRD
Requirements:
Low – in progress through new “A”
Zone
Sources:
SCRD
Requirements:
Low
Sources:
SCRD

Medium

Short

Requirements:
Low
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applications may alter the farming landscape.

F.

Consider adopting a “no net loss to agriculture
within the Sunshine Coast” criterion when
evaluating land development proposals, whether
the land is within the ALR or adjacent to it,
including for transportation, drainage and utility
corridors. For example, any farmland that is altered
must be restored in some way.
G. Develop home plate specifications to limit the size
of a residential or non-farm building footprint and
siting of structures within the ALR – use provincial
standards for maximum lot coverage to inform
local policies.

Supporting:
AAC, Advisory Planning
Commissions, ALC
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Sources:
SCRD
High

Short

Requirements:
Existing

High

Medium

Requirements:
Low (templates available from ALC
and other jurisdictions)
Sources: SCRD
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1.2 Implement edge planning policies and create educational tools to reduce impact of non-farm development on agriculture and minimize
residential-rural edge conflicts
Actions
A. Encourage the creation of development permit
areas for farmland protection, including the use of
buffers on land located adjacent to the ALR.
Develop comprehensive mapping identifying ALR
areas that may require buffering from non-farm
land uses.
B. Create edge planning policies for stormwater
runoff and flooding for all development within
the watersheds containing farms (i.e. riparian
buffer strips and collection ponds).

C.

Encourage realtors and developers to market
farmland for farming rather than residential
purposes only.

D. Educate the real estate and development industry
regarding the Right to Farm Act (see Appendix B).
This could involve distributing a brochure
(Strengthening Farming produced by AGRI),
communicating with realtors, and lobbying for
disclosure statements to be included for property
sales adjacent to farms. Other factsheets are
available on the AGRI publications page:
http://www.al.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/sf/Publications
.htm
E. Provide SCRD contact information including a link
to SRCD’s Agriculture webpage and a copy of the
Ministry of Agriculture publication, The
Countryside and You to new residents.

Key Stakeholders
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Leads: SCRD, ToG, DoS

Leads:
Real Estate Industry
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Leads:
Real Estate Industry, AGRI,
ALC

Priority
High

High

Timeframe
Short

Medium

High

Short

High

Short

Sources:
SCRD, member municipalities
Requirements:
Low (templates available from ALC
and other jurisdictions)
Sources:
SCRD
Requirements:
Negligible

Requirements:
Negligible
Source:
AGRI

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Low (templates available from ALC
and other jurisdictions)

High

Short

Requirements:
Negligible

Supporting:
Real Estate Industry, AGRI,
ALC
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A. Request that realtors disclose to potential buyers
of properties adjacent to the ALR that farming
activities occur, or could occur, on the adjacent
ALR properties. The type of agricultural
operations should also be disclosed to potential
buyers whenever possible. Request realtors to
inform potential buyers if agriculture is a
permitted use (and to what extent) within the
zone they are considering purchasing.

Leads:
Real Estate Industry, AGRI,
ALC, SCRD, ToG, DoS

High

Medium

Requirements:
Low – some have already been
created by AGRI and local
governments.
Sources:
AGRI (in-kind).
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1.3 Encourage government and non-governmental agencies to create financial incentives to encourage agricultural use of farmland
Actions
A.
Encourage the province through a resolution
at the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM)
Convention to allow Regional Districts and
municipalities to grant tax exemptions or
reduce rates for agricultural land that is also
designated as farm class (BCAA Class 9).
B.
Encourage the province through a resolution
at the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM)
Convention to create financial deterrents,
profit recapture taxes, or penalties applied to
farmland that is being used for nonagricultural purposes (focus on industrial or
commercial non-farm use, does not include
fallow land or normal farm business activities
permitted under the ALC Act).
C.
Advocate to the BC Assessment Authority
(BCAA) for changes in farm tax assessment to
include the sale of value-added products in
determining primary production gross income
Currently, only the sale of raw farm products
are included in the calculation of income, and
this threshold is often too high for small farms
to achieve farm status for tax purposes.
D.
Encourage farmers and property owners
interested in leasing their land to farmers to
apply for farm tax status through the BCAA.
This will reduce the annual tax rate and create
more affordability in land access.

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
AGRI, UBCM

Priority
High

Timeframe
Long

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Negligible

High

Long

Requirements:
Negligible

High

Short

Requirements:
Negligible

High

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Lead:
AGRI, UBCM
Supporting:
SCRD

Leads:
AGRI, BCAA
Supporting:
SCRD

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Supporting:
Real Estate Industry, AGRI,
ALC
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Goal #2 – Increased Market Viability and Economic Development of the Local Food Sector
2.1 Encourage strategies that will increase the economic viability of local farm operations on the Sunshine Coast
Actions
A. Assist the agricultural community with the
development of a common local identity or
brand that can be used to highlight Sunshine
Coast farms and their farm products, including
land-based aquaculture operations.

B.

C.

Establish partnerships between farmers and
merchants by collaborating with organizations
such as Chambers of Commerce and Sechelt
Innovations Ltd to improve communication,
promote agricultural business development,
spearhead agricultural initiatives, and identify
and access funding opportunities for farming.

Initiate a regional market research project to
investigate feasibility of nutriceuticals or other
niche market food products.

Key Stakeholders
Leads:
Sechelt, One Straw Society,
Pender Harbour and Gibsons
Chambers of Commerce,
Sunshine Coast Tourism,
Sechelt Innovations Ltd
Supporting: SCRD, SIB,
member municipalities
Leads:
Farmers, Sechelt, Pender
Harbour, and Gibsons
Chambers of Commerce,
Sechelt Innovations Ltd
Supporting: SCRD, member
municipalities, Community
Futures
Leads:
AAFC, Sechelt Innovations Ltd,
One Straw Society

D. Support initiatives to attract local and/or
regional processing activity by designating
agri-industrial parks and services.

Supporting: SCRD, member
municipalities, Community
Futures
Leads:
SCRD, SIB, member
municipalities

E.

Supporting: ALC, AGRI
Leads:

Develop an efficient pickup and delivery

Priority
Medium

Timeframe
Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Sechelt Innovations Ltd, Sunshine
Coast Tourism, Sunshine Coast
Community Foundation (SCCF), Nonprofit grants

High

Short

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism
BC, Community Futures

High

High

High

Short

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism
BC, Community Futures
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
SCRD
Requirements:
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F.

distribution service to ensure local products
are delivered to retailers in a consistent and
cost-effective manner. This may require a
business plan and business start-up.
Engage ALC and AGRI in discussions regarding
regulations related to on-farm processing and
the need for more flexibility around meat
processing in particular.

G. Allow opportunities for combined or
cooperative on-farm processing and sales
through land use designations and zoning.
H. Conduct research on mobile meat abattoir
advantages and disadvantages to determine
whether it could be established as a
community facility
I.

Develop connections between local farmers
and organizations such as the Small Scale Food
Processors Association.

J.

Encourage collaboration by farmers, local
merchants, institutions, and senior
governments to shorten the local food
distribution chain. Explore the feasibility of a
new Sunshine Coast food delivery system
between farmers/producers and retailers.

Local entrepreneurs

Moderate

Supporting: Farmers, retailers

Sources:
Community Futures, IAF, SCCF
Requirements:
Negligible

Leads:
SCRD, member municipalities

High

Short

High

Long

Medium

Medium

Supporting: ALC, AGRI
Leads: SCRD, member
municipalities, local farmers
Supporting: ALC, AGRI
Leads:
One Straw Society
Supporting: ALC, AGRI
Leads:
Local Farmers, One Straw
Society
Supporting: SSFPA , 4-H Clubs
Leads:
Local farmers, retailers,
distributors, institutions (St.
Mary’s Hospital, Capilano
University, SD46)
Supporting: AGRI

Medium

Ongoing

High

Long

Requirements:
Negligible
Sources: SCRD
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources: AGRI, IAF, Community
Futures, Sunshine Coast Credit Union
Requirements:
Negligible

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, Chambers of Commerce,
Community Futures, Tourism BC,
Sunshine Coast Credit Union, SCCF
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2.2 Partner with government agencies and commodity groups to address specific regional training needs and cooperative initiatives
Actions
A. Apprenticeships, mentoring, incubator farms, and
other farm-based employment programs should be
established to enable new/ prospective farmers to
gain experience and decide if farming is something
they want to pursue before they renting or
purchasing land
B.

C.

Invite inspirational speakers for public meetings all
around the Sunshine Coast during the winter (nongrowing/harvest) season

Partner with VCH to advertise and provide food
safety training to local producers/processors in
order to instruct on practices that are already
required by law for training or certification.

D. Connect with government and industry-based
training programs such as commodity groups (e.g.
for berry producers); Step-Up, a federal mentoring
program; and Willing Workers on Organic Farms
(WWOOFers);
E.

F.

Liaise with Ministry of Agriculture staff (Farm
Business Advisory Services Board) to explore
information extension opportunities for farmers
regarding provincial regulations.

Engage high schools and post-secondary
institutions in local farmer training initiatives

Key Stakeholders
Leads: Local Farmers, One
Straw Society, Capilano
University, SD46
Supporting: SCRD,
member municipalities
Leads: AGRI, CFBMC, One
Straw Society, Capilano
University
Supporting: SCRD,
member municipalities
Leads:
One Straw Society, AAC,
VCH, SSFPA
Supporting: AGRI
Leads: AGRI, Local Farmers

Priority
High

Timeframe
Medium

Sources:
Non-profit grants, IAF, SCCF
High

Ongoing

Supporting: SCRD,
member municipalities
Leads: AGRI, CFBMC, One
Straw Society, Capilano
University, SD46

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Non-profit grants

High

High

Short

Medium

Supporting: SCRD,
member municipalities
Leads: AGRI, Local
Farmers, One Straw
Society

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate

High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low (courses through SSFPA)
Sources:
VCH, private individuals
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
AGRI (in kind)
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
AGRI (in kind)

Medium

Long

Requirements:
Moderate
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G. Create a cross-commodity farmers institute

H. Work with producers to investigate the potential
for marketing cooperatives, machinery
cooperatives, food storage and handling options

Supporting: SCRD,
member municipalities
Leads:
Local Farmers
Supporting:
SCRD, member
municipalities
Leads:
Local Farmers, One Straw
Society, Capilano U,
Eldercollege, other
educational institutes

Sources:
Non-profit grants
High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Negligible

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Non-profit grants

Supporting:
SCRD, member
municipalities
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2.3 Develop a multi-faceted agricultural tourism and marketing strategy
Actions
A. Create a brochure and other media describing
SCRD’s agricultural history and prospects,
including posting online the video produced as
part of the Ag Plan.

Key Stakeholders
Leads: Sunshine Coast
Tourism, One Straw Society

B.

Leads: Farmers, Sunshine
Coast Tourism, One Straw
Society

Expand the Green Banner directory to create
an online database of Sunshine Coast farms
with their location, products and contact
information.

C.

Use the SCRD agriculture webpage to highlight
local farmers, such as an ‘ farm or farmer of
the month’ feature, seasonal local food
recipes, and ‘fact sheets’.
D. Develop links to other business groups, such
as Chambers of Commerce, Rotary clubs,
retailers, financial institutions, restaurants,
wholesalers, processors, tourism operators to
create a comprehensive regional food and
agriculture communications strategy.

E.

Coordinate agritourism activities with the
Economic Development Strategy and with
other tourism promotion activities (art crawl,
etc.).

Priority
High

Timeframe
Medium

Supporting: SCRD, member
municipalities

Leads:
SCRD, farmers, One Straw
Society, VCH, Food Action
Network (FAN)
Leads:
Sechelt, Pender Harbour, and
Gibsons Chambers of
Commerce, Sechelt
Innovations Ltd.
Supporting: SCRD, member
municipalities, Community
Futures
Leads:
Sunshine Coast Tourism,
Farmers
Supporting:
One Straw Society, SCRD, SIB,
member municipalities

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Short

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources: IAF, SCRD, member
municipalities, Chambers of
Commerce, Tourism BC, SCCF
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources: IAF, SCRD, member
municipalities, Chambers of
Commerce, Tourism BC, SCCF
Requirements:
Negligible

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism
BC, Community Futures, SCCF

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism BC
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F.

Continue to promote the Sunshine Coast as a
culinary destination with regional specialties.
This could be achieved by partnering with the
Sechelt Indian Band and other cultural groups
to develop modern cuisine using traditional
foods.

Leads:
Sunshine Coast Tourism,
Sechelt Indian Band

G. Develop a ‘farm crawl’ and other events that
direct members of the public to different
farms and highlight farming activities.

Supporting:
SCRD,
SIB,
member
municipalities
Leads:
Sunshine Coast Tourism,
Farmers

H. Partner with BC Ferries Vacations to promote
the Sunshine Coast as an agricultural
destination.

Supporting:
One Straw Society, SCRD, SIB,
member municipalities
Leads:
Sunshine Coast Tourism,
Farmers

I.

J.

Establish a new year-round farmers market in
addition to the existing Roberts Creek market.
This could be achieved through a partnership
with the Gibsons Public Market initiative.

Expand sign programs identifying the location
of farms: along highways and smaller roads.
These would be similar to the “Wine Route”
signs or “Circle Farm Tour” signs located in the
Fraser Valley.

Supporting:
One Straw Society, SCRD, SIB,
member municipalities
Leads:
Farmers, Sunshine Coast
Tourism, Gibsons Chamber of
Commerce.
Supporting:
SCRD,
SIB,
member
municipalities
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, MOTI

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism BC

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Tourism BC

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
IAF, SCRD, member municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce, Community
Futures, Tourism BC

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible - Moderate
Sources:
SCRD,
member
municipalities,
Chambers of Commerce
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Goal #3 – Support for Sustainable Farming Practices
3.1 Establish effective management mechanisms to address wildlife conflicts and invasive plants, and conservation needs
Actions
A. Partner with the Sechelt and Squamish Nations to
develop informational brochures regarding the
cultural significance of wildlife and fisheries in the
region.

Key Stakeholders
Leads:
SIB, Squamish Nation,
SCRD, ToG, DoS

B. Participate in initiatives and environment agency

Leads:
Farmers, MoE, SIB, One
Straw Society, Bear Aware

programs for promoting management solutions to
passively and actively deter wildlife populations
(cougar, coyotes, bears, deer) from damaging crops
and livestock.
C.

Continue to engage and partner with the Invasive
Species Council of BC to control invasive species on
farms.

D. Consider engaging with environmental agencies
and SIB and Squamish Nation to establish
management protocols for harvesting wildlife to
manage populations and protect food producing
areas.

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SPCA
Leads:
Farmers, ISCBC, One Straw
Society, MOTI
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SPCA
Leads:
Farmers,
MoE,
SIB,
Squamish Nation,
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SPCA

Priority
Medium

Medium

Timeframe
Medium

Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Negligible - Moderate
Sources:
SCRD, member municipalities, AGRI
Requirements:
Negligible - Moderate
Sources:
MoE, AGRI, non-profit grants

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible - Moderate
Sources:
MoE, AGRI, non-profit grants

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible - Moderate
Sources:
MoE, AGRI, non-profit grants
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3.2 Assist farmers implement sustainable farm practices and technologies leading to enhanced habitat and riparian area management
Actions

Key Stakeholders

Priority

Timeframe

A. Advocate for regionally-based ecological goods and services levies
to support conservation programs on farmland. Ecological goods
and services levies are economic instruments that can help provide
incentives to maintain natural systems and the services they
provide in a cost-effective and socially just manner.
Example: Ecological Services Initiative (ESI) http://bcesi.ca/
B. Encourage farmers to participate in the Environmental Farm
Program (EFP). Assist with media and other forms of
communication for farms who are new members of the EFP.
Through the EFP, farmers work with EFP Advisors to create a whole
farm plan geared towards enhancing environmental health of the
farm. It is voluntary and free to create the plan, and there are some
limited financial incentives for implementing best management
practices. This program is delivered by ARDCorp
http://www.bcac.bc.ca/ardcorp/program/environmental-farmplan-program
C. Encourage those with challenging, environmentally sensitive and
forested properties or those with shallow soils to consider
alternative ecological farming practices such as agroforestry.

Lead: SCRD, ToG,
DoS

Medium

Ongoing

D. Encourage farmers to become involved with incentive programs
rewarding them for the environmental goods and services that they
provide. Incentives could include carbon credits and direct
payments.
E. Support and maintain healthy populations of honeybees,
butterflies, and other pollinators through habitat preservation and
adoption of ecological principles. This could include the
construction and distribution of beehives throughout Sunshine
Coast communities. Discourage the use of pesticides and other
chemicals by providing information on better alternatives, such as
natural biological control methods.

Supporting:
TLC,
BCAA, AGRI, ESI
Lead:
AGRI,
farmers

Medium

Short

Supporting:
AGRI, BC Ag Council
Lead: Farmers, One
Straw Society, SD46

Requirements:
Negligible
Sources:
ARDCorp

Supporting:
SCRD

Supporting: AGRI,
ALC, Cultivating Soil
Solutions, COABC
Lead: Farmers

and

Sources:
SCRD

ARDCorp,

Lead: Farmers

Funding Requirements
Sources
Requirements:
Low to Moderate

Medium

Ongoing

Medium

Ongoing

High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low
Sources:
AGRI, ARDCorp
Requirements:
Low
Sources: AGRI, ARDCorp
Requirements:
Low

Supporting: SCRD
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F.

Investigate opportunities for composting and zero waste initiatives
to supply the nutrient cycling (composting) needs of farmers and
aquaculture operators so that excess waste can be made available
to those in need of extra nutrients.

G. Encourage farmers to use environmental programs and the
Scientific Research and Experimental Development Program
(SR&ED) to develop beneficial programs for the re-use of waste
products.

Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SIB
Supporting:
Salish Soils
Leads:
Farmers,
AAFC

AGRI,

High

Medium

Requirements:
Low

Low

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible
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Goal #4 – Water Use, Climate Change, and Emergency Preparedness
1.1 Address concerns with watering restrictions, drought management strategies and water access through appropriate policies and
strategies
Actions

Key Stakeholders

Priority

Timeframe

Funding Requirements and
Sources
Requirements:
Negligible

A. Develop and maintain access to adequate quantities of
affordable water for farm operators and encourage the
continued development and implementation of agricultural
water conservation measures. Encourage the use of nonpotable water for farm activities. Consider eliminating
summer watering restrictions for farms with farm
classification (Class 9) to irrigate crops.
B. Continue to include and potentially reconsider agricultural
needs in all watershed, drought, stormwater management,
and groundwater management plans.
C. Improve information access for farmers regarding watersheds,
groundwater, and climate data

Lead: SCRD, ToG

High

Short

Leads: SCRD, ToG, DoS, SIB

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Negligible

Leads: SCRD, MoE, Natural
Resources Canada

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate

Supporting: DoS, SIB

Supporting: ToG, DoS, SIB
D. Support efforts for farmers interested in improving drainage
and storage of water on their property for the purposes of
farming.

Leads:
ToG, DoS, SIB, SCRD,
farmers

High

Short

Sources:
MoE, SCRD
Requirements:
Low
to
Moderate for a feasibility
study

E.

Leads: AGRI, farmers

High

Short

Sources: SCRD, IAF, MoE
Requirements:
Low to Moderate

Medium

Sources:
ARDCorp
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources: SCRD, AGRI, MoE

F.

Advocate for and implement plans, strategies and best
management practices for irrigation and water conservation
on farms.

Develop an agricultural drainage plan addressing drainage
issues on farmland areas, while continuing to provide for
associated wildlife habitat values.

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SIB
Leads:
ToG, DoS, SIB, SCRD,
farmers

High
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1.2 Implement mechanisms to mitigate and prepare for climate change and other emergencies
Actions

Key Stakeholders

Priority

Timeframe

A. Create an agricultural emergency management plan for the
Sunshine Coast to deal with emergency weather events. Include
livestock in emergency plans and identify evacuation,
transportation and housing needs of livestock during a natural,
human caused event or disease, including possible needs for
carcass disposal.
B. Ensure that a network of greenspace and firebreaks is
established to protect farms and mitigate losses from fire.
Encourage and promote vegetation management on farms in
areas identified at high risk.

Leads: SCRD

High

Ongoing

C.

Leads:
Farmers, AGRI

Investigate funds through disaster relief programs and other
initiatives to compensate for crop loss due to a flood or other
emergency (defined per the Emergency Program Act).

D. Create and undertake an emergency crisis simulation as part of
a school or community project, demonstrating the need for
local food self-reliance.

E.

F.

Assist the development of a pilot carbon sequestration
incentive program helping the SCRD reduce its carbon footprint
and meet Bill 27 requirements. Bill 27 requirements provide the
SCRD an opportunity to consider additional policies supporting
local agriculture and food production while also reducing
carbon emissions.
Include additional agricultural practices (fossil fuel use, fertilizer
use, soil conservation measures) when measuring community
greenhouse gas inventories on a community-wide basis.
Currently only livestock-based methane production is included
in the Community Energy & Emissions Inventory.

Supporting:
ToG, DoS, AGRI

Leads: ToG, DoS, SCRD,
Ministry of Forests

Sources:
AGRI, SCRD
High

Ongoing

Supporting: AGRI

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Leads:
SCRD, SD 46
Supporting:
ToG, DoS, AGRI
Lead: SCRD, One Straw
Society, farmers

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Ongoing

Medium

Supporting: ToG, DoS

Leads: SCRD, ToG, DoS

Funding Requirements and
Sources
Requirements:
Low to Moderate

Medium

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low to Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, SCRD, Min of Forests
Requirements:
Low
Sources:
AGRI
Requirements:
Low to Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, SCRD
Requirements:
Low to Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, BC Agriculture
Climate Change Council
Requirements:
Low to Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, BC

Agriculture

and

and
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G. Assist in education around climate change adaptation and
agriculture by hosting discussions and workshops on: drought
tolerance, crop insurance, integrated management of pests and
disease, habitat for pollinators, re-introduction of native grasses
for pasturing, using technologies that protect crops from
weather damage.

Leads: SCRD, farmers,
One Straw Society
Iris Griffith Centre
Supporting: ToG, DoS,
SIDG

Medium

Medium

Climate Change Council
Requirements:
Low to Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, BC Agriculture
Climate Change Council

and
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Goal #5 - Access to Farmland
5.1 Encourage and support community farming endeavours
Actions
A. Explore the possibility of establishing one or more
community farms on the Sunshine Coast having
production, harvest, storage capacity, processing
opportunities, distribution mechanisms, and
consumption - all on site. A community farm could
showcase various agricultural practices and
methods for farming, including permaculture. A
community farm could then serve as an ‘incubator
farm’ and potential ‘on the land’ institute for farm
education and training.
B.

Consider developing a Residential Agriculture
Strategy in part to recognize, elevate, and leverage
existing endeavours to produce food and provide
educational forums in residential areas. Initiatives
such as demonstration and community gardens,
community composting, edible landscaping, and
backyard gardens would be encouraged, promoted
and supported.
C. Consider dedicating the purchase of farmlands or
covenants by government towards a Regional
Farmland Trust for new and prospective new
farmers (i.e. via a designated property tax to
generate funds for land purchase or by a reduction
in taxes for land donations).
D. Continue to incorporate edible landscaping in
public parks and gardens (i.e. fruit trees instead of
ornamental trees) with a plan for harvest and
maintenance.

Key Stakeholders
Leads:
AAC, SCRD, ToG, DoS,
farmers, gardeners,
professional educators,
education institutes,
Botanical Society, SD46
Supporting:
One Straw Society,
Sunshine Coast Credit
Union
Leads:
One Straw Society,
gardening groups,
Sunshine Coast Botanical
Society
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Leads:
SCRD, non-profit lead
Supporting:
ToG, DoS, One Straw
Society
Leads:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Supporting:
One Straw Society

Priority
Medium

Timeframe
Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate - Significant
Sources:
SCRD, non-profit grants, food banks,
credit unions, SCCF.

High

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Non-profit grants, Community
Futures, Sunshine Coast Credit
Union.

Medium

Ongoing

Requirements:
Moderate - Significant
Sources:
SCRD, non-profit grants

Medium

Medium

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
SCRD, non-profit grants
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5.2 Promote farmland access options to assist new and current farmers in gaining access to land and to help ensure the long term succession
and viability of farmland
Actions
A. Assist One Straw Society implement more fully the
land sharing or “Hands on Lands” project to match
land with people who want to farm. Encourage
sharecropping on unused land on private
properties. Land can be leased from present or
absentee land owners and, in exchange, the
owners receive a share of the farm products
produced.
B. Encourage, support, and promote new cooperative living arrangements on agricultural
properties focused engaged in food production.

C.

Provide information to ALR landowners
demonstrating and providing examples of different
types of land use agreements (licences, leases,
profit-a-prendres, and memorandums of
understanding) to enable substantially more
farmland to be dedicated to active and productive
agricultural use, regardless of ownership.

D. Provide access to research and information
regarding alternative farm business arrangements
such as stratas, cooperatives, and corporations.

E.

Assist farm families planning for farm succession by
connecting them with professional education,

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
One
Straw
Society,
farmers

Priority
High

Timeframe
Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Low

Medium

Long

Requirements:
Low

High

Medium

Requirements:
Low

High

Medium

Requirements:
Low

Medium

Long

Requirements:
Low

Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, real
estate industry
Leads:
Deer Crossing the Art
Farm Society, SCRD, ToG,
DoS
Supporting:
One Straw Society
Lead:
One
Straw
Society,
farmers
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, real
estate industry,
FarmFolk/CityFolk
Lead:
One
Straw
Society,
farmers
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, real
estate industry,
FarmFolk/CityFolk
Lead:
AGRI
professional
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support services and information.

educators,
institutes

education

Support:
SCRD, ToG, DoS

5.3 Establish accessible, informative databases for farmers when considering purchasing land, business planning and helping evaluate
progress over time.
Actions
A. Utilize land use inventory data to enhance One
Straw Society’s Land Linking program and track
total farm numbers, farm product diversity and
distribution of farms over time
B.

C.

Update the agricultural census and land use
inventory data every five years, following the
Statistics Canada Agriculture Census, to monitor
changes to SCRD’s agricultural sectors;
Increase the extension of agronomic information
to assist farmers with decision-making regarding
on-farm activities.

D. Upload all provincial soil capability and soil series
map data so that farmers can investigate and
identify agronomic opportunities and constraints.

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
One Straw Society

Priority
High

Supporting:
SCRD
Lead:
SCRD

High

Lead:
AGRI

High

Supporting:
One Straw Society
Lead:
SCRD

High

Timeframe
Long

Long

Long

Long

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Low
Source:
One Straw Society
Requirements:
Low
Source:
SCRD
Requirements:
Moderate
Source:
AGRI
Requirements:
Moderate
Source:
SCRD
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Goal #6 - Supportive Government Policies and Regulations
6.1 Ensure that land use policies and bylaws reflect and support the Sunshine Coast’s agricultural vision and this Plan
Actions

Key Stakeholders

Priority

Timeframe

A. Include a regular review and update (as required) of OCPs,
bylaws and administrative policies by staff and the AAC to
ensure that they reflect the increasing interest and
commitment to local food, and to highlight any new
developments or plans.
B. Host annual meetings with local municipal governments,
Sechelt Indian Band, Squamish Nation, and farmers to
discuss policies and bylaws affecting local agriculture and
engage farmers in review of regulations and development
affecting agriculture.

Lead: SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands
Trust

High

Ongoing

C.

Hold an annual policy forum or meeting with
representatives from federal, provincial, First Nations, and
local government employees to discuss regulations
pertaining to agriculture. This could be done in conjunction
with the newly-established Food Policy Council.

D. Include a budget line item in the local government budgets
to fund efforts to enhance food self-sufficiency/security on
the Sunshine Coast.

E.

F.

Support the ongoing establishment, in-kind and grant-inaid support of the Sunshine Coast Food Policy Council.
Consider developing and adopting a local food charter.
Support initiatives to ‘map out’ the Sunshine Coast food
system and identify specific actions and opportunities to
localize the food system
Develop and implement a local food procurement policy

Supporting:
AAC, Planning committees
Lead:
SCRD, farmers
Supporting:
DoS, ToG, SIB, Islands Trust,
Squamish Nation
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS
Supporting:
SIB, AGRI, AAFC, Health
Canada, VCH
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands Trust

Lead: SCRD

High

Ongoing

Medium

Ongoing

Sources:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands Trust
Requirements:
Low

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
SCRD, AGRI

High

High

Ongoing

Ongoing

Supporting:
ToG, DoS, VCH

Lead:

Funding Requirements and
Sources
Requirements:
Low

Requirements: Low-Significant
(depending on year, project)
Sources: SCRD,
Islands Trust
Requirements:
Low-Moderate

ToG,

DoS,

Sources: SCRD, ToG, DoS,

Medium

Short

Requirements: Low
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through the newly-established Food Policy Council. Such
policy would allow local governments, institutions and
businesses to demonstrate their commitment and support
for locally produced foods.

G. Revise the We Envision target of 20% food self-sufficiency
by 2020. Consider adjusting the timeline to better reflect
the current reality of 2-3% self-sufficiency.

Food Policy Council
Sources: SCRD
Supporting:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, SIB, Islands
Trust, SD46, VCH
Lead:
SCRD

High

Short

Requirements:
Negligible
Sources:
SCRD
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6.2 Consider changes to OCPs and Zoning Bylaws that further support agriculture and food production.
Actions
A. Consider additional new of OCP policies advocating
and supporting agriculture. consistent and aligned
with this Plan
B. Monitor Agricultural Land Commission/ALR policy
changes and develop strategies to respond to
proposed changes.

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands
Trust
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands
Trust

C.

Supporting:
AGRI, ALC
Lead:
SCRD, ToG, DoS, Islands
Trust

Ensure provisions in all policy documents making it
clear that neither a subdivision approving officer
nor the ALC is obliged to approve subdivision
applications that meet minimum lot sizes.

D. Ensure on-farm opportunities are recognized in
ALR policies and regulations and in local zoning
bylaws, including for processing and marketing a
wide range of agricultural products, especially for
food, and community, cultural and economic
benefits.

Lead:
ALC, SCRD,
Islands Trust

ToG,

DoS,

Priority
High

Timeframe
Ongoing

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Low

High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low

High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low

High

Ongoing

Requirements:
Low
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Goal #7 - Consumer Awareness and Education
7.1 Create opportunities to educate the Sunshine Coast community about agriculture and agricultural production
Actions
A. Utilize community gardens, such as the
Sunshine Coast Botanical Gardens, education
centres, develop and expand garden
programs. .

B. Encourage community and individual
gardening/food production by providing seeds,
fertilizer and educational workshops.

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
Sunshine Coast Botanical
Garden Society
Supporting:
One Straw Society, SD46
Lead:
Sunshine Coast Botanical
Garden Society
Supporting:
One
Straw
Society,
farmers,
Food
Policy
Council

Priority
Medium

Medium

Timeframe
Medium

Medium

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Sunshine Coast Credit Union, nonprofit grants, SCCF, IAF.
Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
Sunshine Coast Credit Union, nonprofit grants
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7.2 Encourage the growth and development of school and youth-based agricultural education opportunities through farm-based service or
experiential learning opportunities
Actions
A. Utilize school curricula supported by BC Ministry of
Agriculture’s ‘Agriculture in the Classroom’
program and by non-profit organizations such as
One Straw Society.

B.

Revive and enhance 4H programs.

C.

Develop and support school policies providing and
promoting nutritious, local food choices for school
lunch and snack programs. Act Now BC, with
funding from other provincial ministries, has
organized the BC Fruit and Vegetable Nutritional
Program. The program provides students in
elementary schools two servings of fruit and
vegetables for fourteen weeks in the school year.
D. Provide an annual scholarship in
agriculture/aquaculture to a student in each grade
interested in pursuing food production or
agricultural studies.

E.

Encourage and support schools to grow food on
school grounds or through partnering farms and
landowners (such as West Sechelt Elementary
School and West Sechelt Farm Produce) and
include farming or gardening in the curriculum.

Key Stakeholders
Lead:
SD46, SIB, One
Society

Priority
Medium

Timeframe
Long

Straw

Supporting:
Farmers, SCRD, ToG, DoS,
AGRI
Lead:
Farmers,
commodity
groups

Sources:
Ag in the Classroom (AGRI)

Medium

Long

Requirements:
Moderate
Sources:
AGRI, BC Agriculture Council

Supporting:
One Straw Society
Lead:
SD46, VCH, AGRI

Medium

Long

Supporting:
Farmers, SCRD, ToG, DoS,
One Straw Society

Lead:
SD46, SIB,
Society

Funding Requirements and Sources
Requirements:
Moderate

Sources:
Act Now BC

Medium
One

Long

Straw

Supporting:
Farmers, SCRD, ToG, DoS,
AGRI
Lead:
SD46, SIB, One Straw
Society

Requirements:
Moderate

Medium

Long

Requirements:
Low – Moderate
scholarship level)
Sources:
Sunshine Coast
donation
Requirements:
Moderate

(depends

Credit

on

Union,

Sources:
Ag in the Classroom (AGRI)

Supporting:
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Farmers, SCRD, ToG, DoS,
AGRI, Botanical Society
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Pilot Projects
A key objective of the Ag Plan is to develop and put forward a series of potential pilot projects in
consultation with the AAC and the Sunshine Coast community. Pilot project opportunities were delved
into during the workshop speaker series to determine their overall feasibility and identify potential
challenges for implementation. Many of the goals and objectives of this Plan lend support to these pilot
project ideas and making their implementation more possible, practical and tangible for the community.
Four pilot projects were determined to be pivotal and necessary for growing the agricultural sector and
enhancing food self-sufficiency in the region. Such pilot projects are most likely to be led by those
involved in the agricultural community (farmers), community leaders, and supportive organizations.
Pilot project concepts that received the most support from the farming and non-farming community
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sunshine Coast Farmers’ Institute
Cooperative Farming Ventures
Community Food Hub
Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust

The pilot projects are outlined below with potential key stakeholders, timeframe and funding
requirements and sources identified. Small working groups representing key stakeholders and
interested stakeholders should be established to implement these projects. Overview and context
provided within this Plan could be used towards business planning or funding applications.

Figure 18. Roberts Creek farmers market.
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Sunshine Coast Farmers’ Institute
Discussions with Sunshine Coast farmers suggest they are interested in connecting and associating with
other local farmers outside of their usual means, such as farmers markets or AAC meetings. A potential
new option could be through the development of a ‘Sunshine Coast farmers institute’. Farmers’
institutes exist in a number of communities providing a way for farmers to meet one another and
address issues specific to their region. Farmers’ institutes can provide a number of benefits for their
members including:
 Sharing of knowledge about farming in the specific geoclimatic zone
 A way to gain general farming knowledge through workshops and guest speakers
 Equipment and tool exchange programs
 Fundraising capabilities for agricultural programs and projects
Most farmers’ institutes incorporate as societies in order to formalize their association and maintain
accountability of their members. This is not a requirement, though, and is up to individual institutes to
determine what works best for them. An initial meeting of interested farmers on the Sunshine Coast
would be offer a good starting point for a local farmer’s institute.
Key Stakeholders:
Timeframe:
Funding Requirements and Sources:

Local Farmers
Short
Low

Figure 19. Malkins strawberry jam from the Sunshine Coast (source: Sunshine Coast Museum and Archives).
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Cooperative Farming
Cooperative farming is a system whereby individual farmers voluntarily come together to pool their
resources in the following ways: sourcing and purchasing inputs; growing complementary farm
products; raising livestock; marketing farm products; and sharing revenues generated from farm sales.
Farmers may collaborate in all of these ways, or just a few, depending on their needs. There are
significant benefits to cooperative farming, including:







Reduced cost of inputs by purchasing in bulk
Access to inputs that can only be purchased in bulk quantities
Ability to specialize in growing farm products that are best suited to individual farms
Support in raising livestock, particularly to cover times when farmers need to leave the farm
Shared costs in marketing products
Ability to offer a wider variety and increased quantities of products to customers

There can be challenges with cooperative farming due to the personality differences amongst farmers
and differences in management styles. However, the majority of farmers who have entered into
collaborative relationships have indicated the benefits far outweigh the difficulties.
There are many successful examples of cooperative farming models. Most of the farmers come together
to market their products through a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program. CSA programs
operate in myriad ways, but tend to contain similar components. Generally, consumers pay a lump sum
at the beginning of the growing season to help farmers purchase inputs such as seeds, soil amendments,
transplants, etc. In return, consumers receive a weekly box (share) of farm products. Most CSA programs
operate from June to October.

Figure 20. Backyard Bounty in Elphinstone operates as an informal cooperative.
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A cooperative farming initiative could be initiated on the Sunshine Coast through a series of winter
workshops or meetings for farmers interested in learning more about the benefits and their potential
roles.
Examples of successful cooperative farming models include:
Merville Organics (http://mervilleorganics.ca/)
Merville Organics, based in the Comox Valley, is a collaborative farming endeavour between Amara
Farm and Ripple Farm. These two operations have combined to jointly market their products through
the Comox Valley Farmers Market and through a CSA program.
Fraser Common Farm/Glorious Organics Co-op (http://www.frasercommonfarm.com/)
Fraser Common Farm is located in Aldergrove, BC and consists of two cooperative farming ventures.
Fraser Common Farm Co-op is a group of shareholder members who own the land, while Glorious
Organics Co-op farm the land and run it as a community farm. Some of the shareholders live on the land,
while others are residing elsewhere. Glorious Organics Co-op markets the products through local
farmers markets and a CSA program.
Haliburton Community Organic Farm (http://haliburtonfarm.org/wp/)
Haliburton Community Organic Farm, located in Saanich on Southern Vancouver Island, is a community
farm run by the Haliburton Community Organic Farm Society. The Society consists of farmers,
community members, and educators interested in sustainable, organic agriculture. The site has six
separate farm businesses operating simultaneously and collaborating to market their products at the
farm stand on the property, through a CSA program, and at local farmers markets.

Gibsons Farm Collective (http://gibsonsfarmcollective.com/)
The Sunshine Coast also has its own cooperative farming model known as the Gibsons Farm Collective,
comprising three farms: Backyard Bounty, Green Room Organics, and Three Sisters Farm. The farmers
involved in this collective work together to grow a variety of products and cooperatively market through
an email distribution and ordering interface. Farmers can apply to be a part of the collective and
undergo a thorough screening process to ensure sustainable farming practices and organic principles are
followed.
Through the public engagement strategy as part of developing the Agricultural Plan many community
members expressed interest in forming additional cooperative farming models.
Key Stakeholders:
Timeframe:
Funding Requirements and Sources:

Individual Sunshine Coast Farmers
Short
Low to Medium (depending on expenditures for marketing and
branding materials)
Canadian Cooperative Association
Community Futures
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Community Food Hub
Community Food Hubs or commissaries have become a popular idea in the last five to ten years. Food
hubs take many different shapes, but most contain a farmers market, distribution component, food
storage facilities and small-scale processing facilities. “Regional food hubs provide the social and
physical infrastructure to connect local buyers and sells and offer facilities for farmers to store and
process, market and distribute local food” (Mackillop, R. 2013).
Regional food hubs provide an opportunity to support small-scale farms while helping to meet the
demand for local food. Consumers on the Sunshine Coast have expressed a desire to purchase local
food, while farmers in the region often have difficulty selling their products. It has been suggested that
this is an issue of distribution of food products in the area.
Some community members in Roberts Creek have started working on a proposal for a food hub in the
area. Three main goals of the proposed food hub are:
1. To create a nexus for food production and distribution
2. To facilitate education and the sharing of community resources
3. To create a collaborative space for community initiatives
The community’s vision for a food hub includes a centre for food collection/drop-off, a production
centre through rental of health approved commercial kitchen space, a distribution centre for locally
produced foods, a bulk-buyers club and a farmers market. This food hub could also have a community
resource centre for housing a community currency exchange centre, a tool lending library, community
kitchen for use by the public, an education centre for classes and workshops, and a resource library.
Such centre could also serve as a gathering place for ‘potlucks’, a reading corner, a local cooking show
and a community biofuel co-op.
A community-scale kitchen exists at Elphinstone Secondary school that can be rented out by the public,
but many farmers are currently not using this resource because, as they said, the location and times
were inconvenient or they were unaware it existed. Ideally, a community food hub might exist in
Gibsons (potentially in partnership with the proposed Gibsons Public Market), Roberts Creek (at the
Roberts Creek Hall or close to the heart of the Creek), and in Sechelt (near or close to the Community
Centre and Trail Bay Mall). These locations are accessible to farmers, trucks and other distribution
support resources including retail. Start-up funds (for venue lease, equipment, and other materials) may
be high. Aside from fundraising, local governments should consider amenity density bonusing schemes
to provide developers an incentive to help create these community resources.
Some existing food hub examples include:
Woodland Smokehouse Commissary (Vancouver, BC) – a centralized location for small scale
entrepreneurs to process and sell their food products http://www.woodlandsmokehouse.com/
The Local Food Hub (Charlottesville, Virginia) – this hub emerged from a need to assist farmers in
marketing and distributing their products. The hub provides rentable refrigeration and freezer storage,
liability and traceability coverage, delivery and consolidation services, and processing facilities. Website:
http://localfoodhub.org/
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The Food Hub (Portland, Oregon) – this hub is a marketplace and online directory connecting
commercial and residential buyers with farmers. Website: http://food-hub.org/
The Stop Community Food Centre (Toronto, Ontario) - this hub provides access to healthy food for the
community through two different locations. One location offers emergency food relief services
including a drop-in centre, a food bank, a perinatal program, community action program, bake ovens,
markets, community cooking options, advocacy, education and residential agriculture options. There is
also another location called the Green Barn that is a sustainable food production and education centre
housing a greenhouse, food education programs, gardens, community bake over and compost
demonstration centre. Website: http://www.thestop.org/
Key Stakeholders:
Timeframe:
Funding Requirements and Sources:

Local Farmers, One Straw Society, Transition Town Movement,
Community Members, developers
Medium
Medium to High
Canadian Cooperative Association
Community Futures
Vancity Credit Union
Vancouver Foundation
Amenity bonusing agreements

Figure 21. Examples of community food hub kitchen equipment (source: pacificrestaurantsupply.com)
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Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust
One of the main priorities that emerged through the Ag Plan public engagement was the protection of
farmland from development. Some opportunities to preserve agricultural land were also suggested and
included the creation of a Community Farmland Trust (CFT). CFTs are generally charitable, private
organizations with the mandate to protect and preserve farmland (Reakes, 2007). There are a variety of
different models for trusts of this nature, but non-profits are the most common. The University of
Victoria (UVic) Environmental Law Centre has developed a handbook (Reakes, 2007) to provide guidance
in establishing a CFT.
During the first focus group session a number of possible partner agencies were suggested. The trust
could be governed by one of these existing non-profit organizations, such as the One Straw Society or
the Affordable Housing Committee, or a newly formed organization whose mandate is to accept,
purchase and actively manage farmland on the Sunshine Coast to ensure it is farmed into perpetuity.
This land could also be used to establish educational farm operations or provide low cost land to new
farmers to the region.
This Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust could take a number of shapes, but would ultimately serve to
protect farmland and make land available to new farmers. If land is bequeathed, or acquired by other
means, by an organization then they have the opportunity to develop this land as an incubator farm
where new young farmers can start small-scale farming businesses in preparation for their own farming
endeavours. It was suggested that Crown Land could be made available for this purpose. There would be
large start-up costs with clearing the land and stumpage fees, so leases would be need to be for a period
longer than 10 years.
Key Stakeholders:

Timeframe:
Funding Requirements and Sources:

Local Farmers, One Straw Society, Affordable Housing
Committee, Community Foundation, Lawyers, Financial
Institutions, Realtors, Accountants, Estate Agents, PostSecondary Students, Community Members
Medium to Long
Medium to High (initial purchase of land)
Private Estates
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Implementation, Monitoring, and Evaluation Plan
Numerous suggestions have been offered through the Ag Plan process to enhance farming on the
Sunshine Coast, including some suggestions for key stakeholders and possible funding sources and
sponsors to support implementation of recommended actions. Many of the actions put forth in this Plan
require human and financial resources beyond the SCRD’s jurisdiction and capabilities. Roles and
responsibilities for implementing this Plan must be distributed and shared, preferably through an
implementation body.
Key functions of the implementation body could be to:







Develop an initial work plan to carry out the recommendations;
Coordinate key stakeholders, partners and supporting agencies;
Coordinate fund raising and identify additional new sources of funding
Promote the Plan to the Sunshine Coast community;
Monitor progress of the Plan and deliver evaluation reports; and
Review and revise a work plan on an annual basis or as needed.

To begin with, the implementation body could develop a work plan for the high priority
recommendations and actions, ideally within six months of the approval of the Ag Plan. The work plan
should span at least a two-year period to address all high priority short-term recommendations and
identify and coordinate various necessary resources. These include:












1.1.F. Consider adopting a “no net loss to agriculture within the Sunshine Coast” criterion when
evaluating land development proposals, whether they are within the ALR or adjacent to it. Use
the same criterion to plan transportation, drainage and utility corridors. For example, any
farmland that is altered must be restored in some way.
1.2.A. Encourage the creation of a Development Permit Area for Farmland Protection on land
located adjacent to the ALR for OCPs that are currently lacking this important tool. Develop
comprehensive mapping identifying ALR areas that may require buffering from non-farm land
uses. Consider including buffers on land located adjacent to farms that are not in the ALR.
1.2.C. Encourage realtors to market farmland for farming rather than residential-only purposes.
This may reduce the number of new owners purchasing farmland for residential-only purposes.
1.2.D. Educate the real estate and development industry regarding the Right to Farm Act (see
Appendix B). This could involve distributing a brochure (Strengthening Farming produced by
AGRI), communicating with realtors, and lobbying for disclosure statements to be included for
property sales adjacent to farms. Educate the real estate/development industry on the Right to
Farm Act.
1.2.E. Provide SCRD contact information including a link to SRCD’s Agriculture webpage and a
copy of the Ministry of Agriculture publication, The Countryside and You to new residents.
1.3.C. Advocate to the BC Assessment Authority (BCAA) for changes in farm tax assessment to
include the sale of value-added products in determining primary production gross income –
currently only the sale of raw farm products are included in the calculation of income, and this
threshold is often too high for small farms to achieve farm status for tax purposes.
2.1.B. Establish partnerships between farmers and merchants by collaborating with
organizations such as Chambers of Commerce and Sechelt Innovations Ltd to improve
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communication, promote agricultural business development, spearhead agricultural initiatives,
and identify and access funding opportunities for farming.
2.1.C. Initiate a regional market research project to investigate feasibility of nutriceuticals or
other niche market food products.
2.1.F. Engage ALC and AGRI in discussions regarding regulations related to on-farm processing
and the need for more flexibility around meat processing in particular.
2.2.C. Partner with VCH to advertise and provide food safety training to local
producers/processors in order for them to undertake activities that are already required by law
to have this training or certification in place
2.3.D. Develop linkages to other business groups, such as Chambers of Commerce, Rotary clubs,
retailers, financial institutions, restaurants, wholesalers, processors, tourism operators to create
a comprehensive regional food and agriculture communications strategy.
4.1.A. Maintain access to adequate quantities of affordable water for farm operators and
encourage the continued development and implementation of agricultural water conservation
measures. Encourage the use of non-potable water for some farm activities. Consider
eliminating summer watering restrictions for farms with farm classification (Class 9) to irrigate
crops.
4.1.D. Support efforts for farmers who would like to improve drainage and storage of water on
their property for the purposes of farming.
4.1.E. Advocate for implementation of best management plans for irrigation and water
conservation on farms.
6.1.G. Revise the We Envision target of 20% food self-sufficiency by 2020. Consider adjusting the
timeline to better reflect the current reality of 2-3% self-sufficiency.

At the end of each year, the implementation body could publish an annual report indicating the status
and progress of implementation.
To help guide the implementation body, a monitoring and evaluation strategy is outlined in this Plan,
which includes measurable indicators of success. The Investment Agriculture Foundation (IAF), the
major funding agency for agricultural plans and strategies in BC, requires methods of tracking projects to
justify ongoing funding support. A series of short and long term performance indicators have been
identified to help determine the progress of this Plan.
Short term performance indicators include:
 Establishing an implementation body to implement the Ag Plan;
 All Sunshine Coast local governments adopting this Plan;
 Updating Agricultural Land Use Inventory (LUI) maps and refining for future use; and
 OCPs, Zoning Bylaws, and other policies and regulations are amended to further support
agriculture.
Long term performance indicators include:
 Increased processing facilities on the Sunshine Coast
 Increased acreage in crop production
 Increase diversity of food products (meat, dairy, fruit, berries)
 Preservation and enhanced use of farmland within and outside of the ALR
 Enhanced farm profitability through new marketing opportunities
 Increased cooperation and support amongst farmers
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Increased consumption of locally-produced food and farm products by Sunshine Coast residents
Recognition and support for local farming by the Sunshine Coast community

Further measurable indicators of success can be offered for the long term performance indicators. An
evaluation mechanism for each indicator has been proposed to help guide the process in future years.
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Table 2. Implementation performance indicators.
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
OCPs, Zoning Bylaws, and other
policies and regulations are
amended to further support
agriculture
Increased processing facilities
on the Sunshine Coast

MEASURABLE INDICATORS OF SUCCESS





Increased acreage
production

in

Increased
products

of

diversity

crop



EVALUATION MECHANISM

Amendments suggested in the Ag Plan
have been applied to all Sunshine Coast
Official Community Plans and Zoning
Bylaws.
Number of products grown and processed
on Sunshine Coast has increased.
Warehousing options for storage of farm
products has increased.



Review the OCP to ensure inclusion
of suggestions by 2018.



Number of acres of cleared land within the
ALR and land in production increases.



Track the number of processing
facilities available on the Sunshine
Coast.
Track the number and type of
value-added food and farm
products created on the Sunshine
Coast.
Track forested vs. cleared ALR
areas.
Track the number of farms and
average number of acres in
production.
Inventory the diversity of products
made available locally through
farmers markets and retailers.





farm

Preservation and enhanced use
of farmland within and outside
of the ALR



Number of producers by commodity group
is increased overall.





The number of hectares has been
maintained or increased in the ALR.
Total farm area has increased.
Number and diversity of farms have
increased.
Availability of farm products has been
diversified and increased in number.
The number of alternative land use
agreements has increased.
Revenue per farm and per acre has
increased.
Number and type of markets for sale of
agricultural products has increased.








Enhanced farm profitability
through new marketing
opportunities












Increased cooperation and
support amongst farmers





Recognition and support for
local farming by the Sunshine
Coast community




Cooperation in marketing, selling and
pricing products has increased.
Joint purchasing of inputs amongst
farmers has increased.
Ability of local restaurants, cafes, and
bistros to easily acquire local ingredients
has increased.
A farmers institute is established
Sales of local farm products by Sunshine
Coast farmers and local businesses have
increased.





Use the Ag Plan Land Use Inventory
as a benchmark for level of
production and total farm area.
Conduct another land use
inventory in 2018.
Conduct another survey of
producers in 2018 to determine
farm area, level of production and
land use agreements.
Survey producers to determine an
increase in sales and revenue in
2018.
Use the Ag Plan as a benchmark of
roadside retail sales and on-farm
marketing opportunities for farm
products.
Conduct a survey of marketing
opportunities in 2018 to gauge
progress.
Survey producers in 2018 to
determine level of cooperation and
support received.

Survey of consumers on Sunshine
Coast to determine support of local
agriculture and level of sales in
2018.
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Funding Opportunities
In order to implement the recommendations presented above, funding will need to be sourced. While
some funding may be generated through the Sunshine Coast Regional District, outside sources of
funding have been identified to support specific initiatives within the implementation plan as noted
above. More information on funding opportunities is provided below.

Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC (IAF)
The Investment Agriculture Foundation (IAF) strategically invests federal and provincial funds to support
innovative projects that benefit the agri-food industry in BC (IAF, 2012). IAF offers a wide range of
funding for industry groups and municipalities in funding categories such as animal industries, plant
industries, processing industries, environmental issues, emerging sectors and other. General funding is
available for strategies, plans, programs and projects that push competitive boundaries and lead to
sector-wide growth in various industries. Start-up funding is not available for individuals, but specific
funding programs are available within each category to deal with specific industry issues and enhance
the sectors. Funding programs that may be relevant to the Sunshine Coast include:
 Greenhouse Vegetable Strategic Initiative
 Tree Fruit Innovation Initiative
 Agriculture Environment and Wildlife Fund
Information on each of these initiatives can be found on the IAF website at
http://www.iafbc.ca/funding_available.
The Food and Beverage Processing Initiative is of particular interest on the Sunshine Coast to address
the key issue of inadequate processing infrastructure. This initiative of the Agri-Food Future Fund has
allocated $1.5 million to assist with the development of the food, beverage and nutriceutical processing
industry. Funding is available for projects that match one or more of these strategic priorities (IAF,
2012):
 Enhance the competitive position of BC food and beverage processors;
 Build BC’s reputation as a leader in health and lifestyle-oriented products;
 Build business relationships and collaboration with value chain partners; and
 Enhance communications and coordination among industry stakeholders.
Another funding program that could be beneficial for the Sunshine Coast is the Emerging Sectors
Initiative. IAF classifies an emerging sector as those that have emerging business opportunities;
leadership, vision and capacity to increase sectoral contributions to the provincial economy and
provincial five-year annual average market receipts of less than $10 million (IAF, 2012). Examples of
emerging sectors include: small scale/lot agriculture, natural health products, aboriginal agriculture,
agritourism and direct farm marketing, apiculture, small-scale food processing and more. Projects that
address gaps in scientific knowledge, technology adaptation and transfer, skills, business development,
collaboration with partners and pre-commercialization exploration may be eligible.
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Growing Forward Agricultural Policy Framework
The Growing Forward Agricultural Policy Framework, under Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), is
a program to increase the profitability of the agricultural sector in Canada. The three strategic outcomes
that are intended through this program are (AAFC, 2011):
1. A competitive and innovative sector
2. A sector that contributes to society’s priorities
3. A sector proactive in managing risks
Programs that are relevant to farmers on the Sunshine Coast are the: Agri-Environmental Risk
Assessment/On-Farm Sustainable Agricultural Practices (BMPs) Program, Enterprise Infrastructure
Traceability Program, Farm Business Advisory Services Program, Food Safety System Implementation
(FSSI) (Processor and Producer) Programs, Community Development Program, Building Rural and
Northern Partnerships Program and the Co-operative Development Initiative (AAFC, 2011).
Agri-Environmental Risk Assessment (EFPs) / On-Farm Sustainable Agricultural Practices (BMPs)
The intent of this program is to enhance environmental farm stewardship and raise awareness amongst
producers. To accomplish this, a broad-based, voluntary, staged and producer driven Environmental
Farm Plan (EFP) Program was developed. The first phase of this program involves the creation of a plan
with a planning advisor at no cost to the producer. Once actions have been identified, some financial
incentives exist for implementation of these actions. This program is administered by the BC Agricultural
Research and Development Corporation (ARDCorp).
Enterprise Infrastructure Traceability Program
This program is designed to assist primary and secondary agri-food operations in BC to purchase and
install traceability infrastructure/systems to demonstrate “movement of information” of their agri-food
products from receiving to shipping. This program is useful for those involved in certification such as the
Certified Organic or Biodynamic programs.
Farm Business Advisory Services Program
There are two tiers to this program, which provides support in increasing farm profitability. The first tier
provides consulting services to develop a basic farm financial assessment at only $100 to the producer
and tier two covers 85% of the costs of consulting services for specialized business planning to adopt
farm business management practices in strategies in nine management areas including: business
strategy, success planning, marketing strategy, business structure, production economics, risk
assessment, human resources, value-added ventures and financial management.
Food Safety System Implementation (FSSI) (Processor) Program
Administered by the BC Small-Scale Food Processor Association (SSFPA), the objective of this program is
to increase the number of non-federally registered food processing operations with Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Point (HACCP) food safety systems in their operations.
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Food Safety System Implementation (FSSI) (Producer) Program
Administered by ARDCorp, the objective of this program is to facilitate early adoption of national OnFarm Food Safety (OFFS) systems by producers by offering financial incentives.
Community Development Program, Building Rural and Northern Partnerships
This program offers funding to assist rural and northern regions to find information and access/develop
expertise, tools and processed to respond to challenges and opportunities in their regions and become
more competitive through regional collaboration.
Co-operative Development Initiative
This initiative, delivered by the Government of Canada and the co-operative sector, is designed to help
people develop co-ops and to research and test innovative ways of using the co-operative model.

Real Estate Foundation (REF)
The Real Estate Foundation of BC (REF) is a non-profit corporation that receives interest from pooled or
“unassigned” trust deposits held by real estate brokers and uses the funds to support real estate related
issues such as education, research, law reform and activities intended for the public or professional
good including environmental issues related to land and water (REF, 2012). The mission of the
Foundation is “to support sustainable real estate and land use practices for the benefit of British
Columbians.” The three grants program focus areas are the Built Environment, Fresh Water
Sustainability and Sustainable Food Systems, with the most effective projects leading to on-the-ground
change.
The Sustainable Food System focus area involves initiatives that remove barriers or contribute to new
approaches and practices in sustainable food systems in BC. These could include land use planning,
policy, regulation, design, mapping and feasibility studies within the urban, peri-urban and rural areas of
BC. The foundation is particularly interested in (REF, 2012):
 Integration of sustainable food systems into community planning, urban design, and
neighbourhood planning;
 Regional approaches to food systems planning;
 Inter-relationships between food systems, ecosystems, natural capital, and the built
environment; and
 Tools, policies, and legal mechanisms to support access to land for all activities required in a
sustainable food system.
More information and past projects can be found on REF’s grants website at
http://www.realestatefoundation.com/grants.
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Vancouver Coastal Health
Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) provides funding for projects that promote health and wellness and
encourage marginalized and vulnerable members of the community to play an active role in their own
health (VCH, 2013).
The SMART Fund has five primary goals:
1. Support effective community-focused health promotion models;
2. Develop organizational capacity in community-based organizations;
3. Help funded agencies be relevant and accountable in their communities;
4. Share promising practices to improve health services, enhance quality of care and motivate
positive health system change; and
5. Ensure financial accountability.
SMART funding assists groups that have traditionally experienced barriers to health including seniors,
children and youth, mental health clients, low-income families, lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgendered
people, Aboriginal communities, newcomers and refugees and people with disabilities.
The website (www.smartfund.ca) provides more info about the funding opportunities available.

Vancouver Foundation
The Vancouver Foundation is the largest of Canada’s 180 community foundations. Endowment funds are
set up that can be dedicated to charitable purposes and a portion of the income generates from the
fund is donated as grants to eligible charities. The Vancouver Foundation supports growth and
innovation through project-based grants for new initiatives that are community self-directed and lead to
measurable and sustainable impacts.
Applications must: demonstrate commitment from applicants and partner organizations, link to the
organizations’ mandate and strategic plan, build upon community strengths, show evidence of
collaboration, funded by 50% or more from other sources, involve through affected by the proposal in
the development of the proposal, and use, enhance, mobilize or expand on the skills, capacities and
assets of local people and communities.
Only registered charities are eligible to apply for funding the following applicable project areas: animal
welfare; arts and culture; children, youth and families; community-based health research; education;
environment; health and social development; and youth philanthropy. For more information please
visit: http://www.vancouverfoundation.ca/grants/index.htm.

Vancity Credit Union
Although Vancity does not currently fund projects on the Sunshine Coast the geographic range is
reviewed on an ongoing basis, and as requests for funding are received from other communities.
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Vancity Credit Union offers a variety of funding programs for charitable, non-profit organizations. The
Community Project Grants are offered three times per year for up to $10,000 for projects that focus on
people, planet and places. These projects must show people how to build their wealth, create a
sustainable place to live or invest for positive change in the community (Vancity, 2012). Projects that
allocate resources to marginalized individuals and groups and support them in decision making, program
development and delivery are preferred. Grants of this nature could be used to support workshops on
agricultural topics such as indigenous food sovereignty and food production and preservation skills.
More information can be found at:
https://www.vancity.com/MyCommunity/NotForProfit/Grants/CommunityProjectGrants/.
Vancity Community Foundation, established in 1989, works towards enriching community through
gathering together community resources for support of non-profit social enterprises, community owned
real estate and collaborative approaches to change (Vancity, 2012):
 Social Enterprise Development: Support of non-profit organizations to develop and operate
social enterprises as a tool to meet a range of social, economic or environmental goals in a
financially sustainable way.
 Community Owned Real Estate: Investment in initiatives that house individuals and
organizations, increase community ownership and assets, and build opportunities for shared
spaces and resources.
 Collaboration and networks: Facilitation of collective initiatives that enhance the capacity of
organizations to work together towards achievement of shared goals and purposes that benefit
community.
The development of agricultural social enterprises, such as food and beverage processing, could be
something to investigate to further the sector on the Sunshine Coast. More information can be found
here: http://vancitycommunityfoundation.ca/s/strategic_programs.asp.
Vancity also recently started a Small Growers Loan program. The program was established to “help
stimulate a viable and sustainable local food system”. Business loans up to $75,000 are available to small
growers, who are trying to get off the ground. Small growers are characterized as:
 Farming under 50 acres in a rural or urban setting
 An individual owner, co-operative owner or leaseholder
Loan approval is based on character, farming training or experience, skills and knowledge and the
potential of the business plan. More information can be found at:
https://www.vancity.com/MyBusiness/BusinessFinancing/smallbusiness/SmallGrowersFund/

Farm Credit Canada (FCC)
Farm Credit Canada (FCC) is the leading national agricultural lender. Their mission is “to enhance rural
Canada by providing specialized and personalized business and financial services and products to
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farming operations, including family farms, and to those businesses in rural Canada, including small and
medium—sized businesses, that are businesses related to farming” (FCC, 2012). FCC offers financing and
loans for both producers and agribusinesses, as well as start-up loans for young farmers.
FCC also offers funding for non-profit organizations for capital projects between $5,000 and $25,000
through the FCC AgriSpirit Fund. Past projects have included hospitals and medical centres, childcare
facilities, fire and rescue equipment, playgrounds, food banks, libraries, recreation centres and
community gardens (FCC, 2012). More information about this fund can be found at:
http://www.fcc-fac.ca/en/AboutUs/Responsibility/agrispiritfund_e.asp.

Evergreen
Evergreen was established in 1991 with the mandate to engage “Canadians in creating and sustaining
dynamic outdoor spaces – in schools, communities and homes” (Evergreen, 2012). Evergreen is the
leading national funder and facilitator of local, sustainable greening projects in schoolyards, parks and
communities through the Toyota Evergreen Learning Grounds Grants, Evergreen Common Grounds
Grants and the Walmart-Evergreen Green Grants.
The Toyota Evergreen Learning Grounds Grants provide funding for schools to create outdoor
classrooms and food gardens. Schools can apply directly for $500 to $3,500 twice per year.
The Walmart-Evergreen Green Grants are available up to $10,000 for non-profit organizations looking
to employ community-based restoration and stewardship initiatives in urban and urbanizing areas such
as naturalization, restoration and stewardship and community food gardens.

Farm to School (F2S) Program
The Farm to School (F2S) Salad Bar Program was originally established in BC as an initiative of the BC
Healthy Living Alliance (BCHLA) and is managed and administered by the Public Health Association of BC
(PHABC). The goal of the program is to connect schools with local farms to serve healthy meals in school
cafeterias and classrooms. The objectives of the program are:
 To increase fruit and vegetable consumption amongst participating school aged children;
 To increase student knowledge about the local food system, local foods, and nutritional health;
 To enhance student skills in the areas of food production, processing and serving;
 To strengthen local farm, school, and aboriginal partnerships;
 To strengthen the local food economy; and
 To develop promising practice models that are self-financing, ecofriendly and have the potential
to be implemented elsewhere.
The F2S Program does not offer direct financial support, but they do provide numerous instructional
resources on their website and support of their program staff in establishing new F2S Programs. More
information on this program can be found at:
http://www.phabc.org/modules.php?name=Farmtoschool.
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Sunshine Coast Credit Union
The Sunshine Coast Credit Union provides community support through donations and sponsorships for
local non-profit organizations. More information is available on their website:
https://www.sunshineccu.com/Personal/InOurCommunity/CommunitySupport/

Community Futures
Community Futures Sunshine Coast provides support services for individuals wanting to start, expand,
franchise, or sell a business on the Sunshine Coast.
Services include business counselling and planning, workshops, training, loans and other investing.
http://www.communityfutures.org/

Sunshine Coast Community Foundation
Community Foundations bring together people who care about their communities. They are
independent, volunteer-driven, charitable organizations that operate in a specified geographic location.
Their aim is to strengthen their communities by facilitating philanthropy, partnering with donors to build
permanent endowments and other funds from which they support community projects, and providing
leadership on issues of broad community concern (SCCF, 2013).
The Sunshine Coast Community Foundation (SCCF) provides grants to registered charitable non-profit
organizations on the Sunshine Coast. Grants must directly benefit the citizens of the Sunshine Coast and
focus on community capacity building. Guidelines are as follows:
1. Build on the strengths and assets of a community or an organization, rather than on deficiencies
and needs
2. Include the involvement of several groups in the development and implementation of a project,
thereby instilling a broad sense of ownership.
3. Build on existing organizational strength
4. Results encourage broad community support and participation
5. Demonstrate clear outcomes
6. Help create and strengthen community networks among neighbors and/or organizations.
7. Provide seed funding for initiatives that promote the active involvement of the general
community.
8. Address community opportunities and challenges as outlined in the Foundation’s Vital Signs
report.
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Environmental Grants are also available for organizations that are working towards:
1. Protecting and preserving the habitat and biodiversity of Sunshine Coast ecosystems.
2. Protecting and improving the quality of our air, water and soil.
3. Encouraging stewardship of our private land, water & shorelines
4. Educating the community on environmental and stewardship issues.

In order to be eligible, the applying organization must:
1. Be providing services which directly benefit the citizens of the Sunshine Coast
2. Be a federally registered charity under the Income Tax Act
3. Provide all information required pursuant to the Community Grant Letter of Interest and the
Community Grant Evaluation Report.
4. Demonstrate fiscal and managerial responsibility.

More information can be found at http://sccfoundation.com/grants/ .
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Conclusion
It is clear that those involved in agriculture and food production on the Sunshine Coast are passionate
people. Farmers are keen to see barriers removed so that their livelihoods can be enhanced and made
more economically viable and at the same time, consumers are interested in obtaining more of their
food from local sources. The vision, goals, objectives, and recommended implementation actions
outlined in this Agricultural Area Plan are all derived from the community engagement process.
The agricultural industry on the Sunshine Coast has ample room to grow, from both a diversity of
products and revenue-generating perspective. Opportunities include good soil, climate, and supportive
local market. Challenges include the relatively small scale of most farms, which means that leveraging
labour, marketing, and processing needs can take extra effort, along with rising costs of inputs and
transportation.
The development of an Ag Plan for the Sunshine Coast fulfills, in part, a region-wide commitment to
preserve and strengthen the rural economy and increase the viability and productivity of farmland and
food production. The Ag Plan includes a vision statement for food production, goals and objectives for
achieving the vision and a detailed set of recommended actions for implementation. The Ag Plan will
provide all members of the food producing community on the Coast, along with elected officials, staff,
and other leading agencies in the region, with a strong vision and directive towards increasing food
production and enhancing the livelihood of those involved in agriculture.
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Appendix A - Summary of Agricultural Policies by Municipality and Electoral
Area
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Appendix B - Regulatory Framework for Agriculture in BC
(This is an excerpt from the Stage 1 Background Report)
Agriculture on the Sunshine Coast is regulated by several levels of government. As a result, local
producers may be subject to municipal, regional, provincial, and federal government policies.
Furthermore, agricultural production is not an issue addressed by one department, one piece of
legislation, or single level of government. Some regulations are wide in scope and far-reaching, such as
national and international trade agreements, while others are site-specific or issue-specific, such as
zoning or meat processing regulations. This is in part due to a variety of agency mandates as well as the
specialized knowledge of scientists and government staff. As a result, no one piece of legislation has the
capacity to address agricultural issues in an integrated and holistic manner.
The Agricultural Land Commission (and associated Agricultural Land Commission Act (ALCA)) and the
Farm Practices Protection Act (FPPA) are two of the more significant policies pertaining to farming in BC.
These are described in detail below. A discussion of other policies and regulations impacting farmers on
the Sunshine Coast can be found in Appendix A.

Agricultural Land Commission
Up to the 1970s nearly 6,000 hectares of prime agricultural land were lost each year to urban and other
uses in BC. The Provincial government responded by introducing BC's Land Commission Act on April 18,
1973. The Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) was created with the following mandate:
 To preserve agricultural land;
 To encourage farming on agricultural land in collaboration with other communities of interest;
 To encourage local governments, first nations, the provincial government and its agents to
enable and accommodate farm use of agricultural land and uses compatible with agriculture in
their plans, bylaws, and policies.
The Land Commission, appointed by the Provincial government, established a special land use zone
called the "Agricultural Land Reserve" or ALR, in which agriculture is recognized as the priority use. The
Act required that the ALR be technically based on biophysical characteristics as outlined by the Canada
Land Inventory mapping system. These preliminary technical maps were prepared by the provincial
Ministry of Agriculture (Runka, 2006). In BC, most soils were mapped for agricultural capability ratings in
the 1980s, and these maps remain in use throughout the province. Sixty percent of all land excluded
from the ALR was approved in the first 10 years (1973-1983) a time of “sorting out” in which the
Commission undertook a fine tuning program of the ALR boundaries and partnered with several local
governments in ALR reviews (Smith, 2007).
The purpose of the ALR is to ensure that the province’s agricultural land base is preserved and available
for farm uses both now and in the future. The ALC Act requires that agricultural land within the ALR only
be used for farm uses unless specifically permitted by the Act or its associated regulations. The ALC Act
takes precedence over other provincial legislation and local bylaws and policies.
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Applications regarding changes to the ALR are considered on a case-by-case basis and are categorized as
exclusion, inclusion, subdivision, and non-farm use applications. Subdivision is restricted within the ALR
and any subdivision application involving the ALR must be approved by the ALC as per the ALR Use,
Subdivision, and Procedure Regulation (ALC, 2006). Furthermore, subdivision applications that meet
minimum parcel sizes outlined in the zoning bylaws will not necessarily be approved, rather the
Subdivision Approval Officer grants subdivision approval for ALR land at their discretion on a case-bycase basis (ALC, 2006), which is often not stressed in local policy documents. The ALC invites comments
and input from local governments and Agricultural Advisory Committees regarding the potential impact
of ALR exclusion, inclusion, non-farm use, and subdivision applications on the surrounding agricultural
community. Recent changes to the ALC indicate a change in direction away from reactive application
processing and towards proactive planning (ALC, 2012).

Farm Practices Protection Act
In tandem with the ALC Act, the Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act (FPPA), administered by
the Farm Industry Review Board (FIRB), protects farmers from liabilities stemming from nuisance
complaints relating to odour, noise, dust or other disturbances resulting from normal farm operations
on ALR land or wherever farming is permitted. It also protects farmers from nuisance bylaws from local
governments. The legislation has safeguarded farmers from lawsuits from local governments or
individuals in near-residential areas (RSBC, 1996). Unless farm practices contravene existing provincial or
federal legislation, they are considered to be “normal farm practices” and they supersede local bylaws
that would otherwise infringe upon those activities (Curran, 2005). Normal farm practices, as defined
within the act, are practices that are conducted by a farm business in a manner consistent with:
(a) Proper and accepted customs and standards as established and followed by similar farm
businesses under similar circumstances, and
(b) Any standards prescribed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
This includes a practice that makes use of innovative technology in a manner consistent with proper
advanced farm management practices and with any standards prescribed under paragraph (b). The only
method to restrict farm activities in the ALR at the local level is through a Farm Bylaw, which requires
provincial approval. To date, only the local governments of Abbotsford, Delta, Kelowna, and Langley
Township have the ability to have farm bylaws approved. Both Langley Township and Abbotsford have
farm bylaws dealing with mushroom growing operations and on-farm composting. Delta included
regulations for propane canons and other noise scare devices for birds in their Noise Bylaw (section 14).
Langley is currently developing a zoning/farm bylaw that will include edge planning.

Federal Policies
Agriculture is included in federal policy through trade agreements, food safety and inspection, food
labelling, and the promotion of quality of life through healthy eating.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada focuses on domestic and international trade, farm income
stabilization, research and development, and the regulation of animals and plants. It provides
information, research and technology, and policies and programs towards the security of the food
system, health of the environment and innovation for growth. Partners include the Canadian Dairy
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Commission, Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Canadian Grain Commission, Farm Credit Canada, and
the Farm Products Council of Canada (AAFC, 2010)
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency regulates food products, packaging and labelling. It is responsible
for testing food products, setting requirements on traded goods, and protecting plants from pests and
diseases (CFIA, 2010).
Fisheries and Oceans Canada is responsible for protecting aquatic ecosystems and administers the
Fisheries Act. Fisheries and Oceans Canada strives to work with commercial, recreational, and First
Nations fisheries to support sustainable aquaculture (DFO, 2010).
Health Canada regulates agriculture indirectly by tracking outbreaks and diseases and overseeing
environmental health programs. The Public Health Agency of Canada, together with Health Canada and
the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, work cooperatively with health authorities to protect the public
from food contamination outbreaks (HC, 2010).

Provincial Policies
The Province of BC shares a mandate with the federal government to promote agriculture and health.
Detailed descriptions of various provincial agencies and associated legislation involving farming and
agriculture are provided below. They include the Ministry of Agriculture, the Agricultural Land
Commission, and the Ministry of Community, Sports, and Cultural Development. In addition, several
other areas of jurisdiction include food-related authority and a brief description of each is provided.
Ministry of Agriculture
The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for providing a balanced approach that promotes economic
and social development objectives with those of environmental sustainability for agriculture,
aquaculture, and food sectors in BC. In addition, the Ministry funds the Agricultural Land Commission
and the BC Farm Industry Review Board (MAL, 2010). A wide variety of legislation affecting agricultural
land, farm workers, and farm activities is administered by the Ministry of Agriculture, including:
 Agri-Food Choice and Quality Act
 Agricultural Produce Grading Act
 Agrologists Act
 Animal Disease Control Act
 Bee Act
 British Columbia Wine Act
 Farm Income Insurance Act
 Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act
 Farming and Fishing Industries Development Act
 Fish Inspection Act
 Fisheries Act
 Food Products Standards Act
 Fur Farm Act
 Game Farm Act
 Greenbelt Act
 Insurance for Crops Act
4
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Land Act
Land Reserve Commission Act
Land Title and Survey Authority Act
Livestock Act
Local Government Act (sections 916-919 only)
Milk Industry Act (ss. 1-11, s.12 in respect of tank milk receivers licenses, ss. 13-43)
Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act
Plant Protection Act
Seed Potato Act
Veterinarians Act
Water Utility Act
Weed Control Act

Key Stakeholders in Food Health and Safety
The BC Ministry of Health Services (MHS) administers the Public Health Act and Food Safety Act and
establishes standards and procedures aimed at protecting public health. The Food Safety Act was
established in 2002 to consolidate food safety aspects of the Milk Industry Act, Meat Inspection Act, and
Health Act under one statute administered by MHS (BCMHS, 2010).
Regional Health Authorities administer the Food Premises Regulation under the Health Act and licence,
inspect, and respond to complaints regarding food facilities under their jurisdiction. Vancouver Coastal
Health (VCH) is responsible for the inspection and enforcement of food safety regulations on the
Sunshine Coast. In addition to the Food Premises Regulation, VCH administers the FOODSAFE training
program (which teaches safe food handling procedures to those in the food services industry) and the
Food Security Program.
The BC Centre for Disease Control (BCCDC) operates its Food Protection Services Division under the
Provincial Health Services Authority (PHSA). The PHSA addresses public health concerns regarding food
and food protection by providing scientific expertise to the Regional Health Authorities and to the
BCMHS (BCMHS, 2010). The BCCDC is responsible for the inspection and licensing of provincial dairies
and abattoirs and for providing food safety guidelines, training and information, and laboratory services
to Public Health Inspectors.
In 2006, the Federal government provided BC with $2.64 million to enhance and promote food safety
systems in the food processing industry (BCCDC, 2010). The partnership included:
 BC Centre of Disease Control
 Regional Health Authorities
 Small Scale Food Processing Association
 BC Food Processors Association
 Food processing industry
 BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
The Provincial Meat Inspection Regulation
Adopted in 2004, the Meat Inspection Regulation (MIR) sets out construction, inspection and other
requirements for provincially licensed slaughter facilities in BC. Compliance with the MIR became
mandatory in September of 2007, and significant changes to licence classes were made in April 2010 (BC
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Laws, 2004). The number of licensed slaughter plants in B.C. has increased from 12 in 2004 to 37 in 2010
(BCMHS, 2010a).
Prior to the 2010 amendments, the MIR included three class levels of licensing for meat sold in the
province:
Class A: facilities providing slaughter and cut-and-wrap services;
Class B: facilities only providing slaughter services; and
Class C: facilities operating without inspection until upgrades to full licencing are completed. This was
introduced as a temporary measure in 2007 and has since been phased out.
Amendments to the regulation in April 2010 introduced a graduated licensing system that includes two
licences (Class D and Class E) designed to support local livestock and meat production in B.C.'s more
remote and rural communities.
Class D: Allows on-farm slaughter of 1-25 animal units annually for direct sale to consumers or retail
sales to secondary food establishments (e.g., restaurants and meat shops) within the boundaries of the
regional district where the meat was produced. Class D licence holders may slaughter their own or other
peoples' animals. Class D licences are only available in 10 provincially designated regional districts
(designated areas).
Class E: allows on-farm slaughter of 1-10 animal units annually for direct sale to consumers. Sales are
restricted to the regional district in which the meat was produced, and operators are only permitted to
slaughter their own animals. One animal unit means: combined weight, when measured alive, of 1,000
lbs (454 kg) of meat (e.g., beef, poultry, bison, etc.).
Applications for Class D and E are reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Class D & E facilities must complete
the SlaughterSafe training program, a food safety plan, and a site assessment with the local health
authority (BCMH, 2011). SlaughterSafe is run by the regional health authorities (Vancouver Coastal
Health for the Sunshine Coast) and was collaboratively designed by public health professionals and
volunteer farmers in rural and remote communities. SlaughterSafe is part of a larger provincial
government initiative to promote food safety and food security regarding livestock and meat production
in remote communities.
The MIR allows for innovative approaches, such as mobile slaughter facilities that can provide services to
several rural communities. Many small scale producers, however, have criticized the MIR as restricting
their ability to slaughter their animals in areas not served by provincially-licensed facilities. This creates
high costs associated with meat processing for farmers in more remote communities, such as the Gulf
Islands, Sunshine Coast, and Central Coastal areas.
Ministry of Environment
The BC Ministry of Environment (MoE) manages and delivers a wide range of programs and services that
support the Province’s environmental and economic goals. The Ministry is a leader in implementing the
provincial government’s climate change initiatives and in promoting recreational opportunities, such as
hunting, fishing and exploring BC’s parks. MoE is responsible for a wide variety of legislation affecting
agricultural activities, such as the Drainage, Ditch and Dike Act, Environmental Management Act, Fish
Protection Act, Integrated Pest Management Act, Water Protection Act, and Wildlife Act (MoE, 2010).
MoE’s role in sustainable environmental management and stewardship includes implementation of BC’s
Climate Action Plan and Living Water Smart Plan.
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Agricultural Waste Control Regulation: The Agricultural Waste Control Regulation (AWCR) is enforced
under the Environmental Management Act (EMA). Agricultural waste discharges require authorization
and can be regulated by a code of practice. Minor amendments were made to the AWCR in 2004 and
2008, to establish consistent rules for all boilers used in agriculture, as well as emission standards for
biomass (wood‐fired) boilers used in agriculture. In October 2009 the MoE announced a review of the
AWCR, which is still underway, to harmonize the standards in this regulation with other regulations,
update handling and disposal of agricultural technologies regarding agricultural wastes, and for
compliance and enforcement issues (BC Laws, 2008).
Riparian Areas Regulation: The Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) was enacted under Section 12 of the
Fish Protection Act in 2004, and calls on local governments to protect riparian areas during residential,
commercial, and industrial development by ensuring that proposed activities are subject to a science
based assessment conducted by a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) (MoE, 2010a). Riparian
areas are defined as freshwater habitat areas along the border of streams, lakes, and wetlands.
The RAR applies only to communities on the east side of Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland and the
Southern Interior, as these are the parts of the province that are experiencing the most rapid urban
growth. A local government must ensure that its bylaws and permits under Part 26 of the Local
Government Act provide a level of protection that is comparable to or exceeds that of RAR (MWLAP,
2006). Part 26 of the Local Government Act includes:
a) removal, alteration, disruption or destruction of vegetation;
b) disturbance of soils;
c) construction or erection of buildings and structures;
d) creation of non-structural impervious or semi-impervious surfaces;
e) flood protection works;
f) construction of roads, trails, docks, wharves and bridges;
g) provision and maintenance of sewer and water services;
h) development of drainage systems;
i) development of utility corridors;
j) subdivision as defined in section 872 of the Local Government Act;
The RAR does not apply to agricultural activities, however, the construction of residential structures or
other “development” activities within agricultural areas (such as within the ALR), would be subject to
the RAR. It also applies to non-farming activities on non-ALR lands that may otherwise be used,
designated, or zoned for agriculture. Other aquatic-related regulations also still apply to agricultural
activities, such as the Water Act and Fisheries Act, and practices to encourage stewardship in agricultural
lands are highly recommended (MWLAP, 2006).

Ministry of Community, Sport, and Cultural Development
Formerly the Ministry of Community and Rural Development, the BC Ministry of Community, Sport, and
Cultural Development (MCSCD) is responsible for the administration and maintenance of a number of
statutes establishing the legal framework for local governments in BC. The purpose of the MCSCD is to
equip communities across BC to build strong, competitive economies (MCSCD, 2010). The four key
pieces of policy and legislation administered by the MCSCD affecting agricultural land use at the local
level are the Community Charter the Local Government Act, the Assessment Act and the Land Title Act.
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Community Charter: The Community Charter came into effect in 2004 and establishes the legal
framework for core municipal powers (BC Laws, 2003). The purposes of the Charter are to provide
municipalities and their councils (and to a lesser extent Regional Districts and their Boards) with:
a) A legal framework for the powers, duties and functions necessary to fulfil their purposes;
b) The authority and discretion to address existing and future community needs; and
c) The flexibility to determine the public interest of their communities and to respond to the
different needs and changing circumstances of their communities.
Local Government Act: The Local Government Act (LGA) establishes the legal framework for regional
districts and contains important local government regulations concerning planning and land use. Under
the Local Government Act and Community Charter, local governments are responsible for the
development and implementation of official community plans (OCPs), land use zoning and other land
use bylaws. The LGA provides several directions toward farming through local land use planning,
including (RSBC, 1996):
 Section 878 (1) stipulates that local governments may include in OCPs “policies…respecting the
maintenance and enhancement of farming on land in a farming area or in an area designated for
agricultural use the community plan”;
 Section 903(5) states that “…a local government must not exercise the (zoning) powers under
this section to prohibit or restrict the use of land for a farm business in a farming area unless the
local government receives the approval of the minister responsible for the administration of the
Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act.”
 Section 917 provides the authority for local governments to adopt farm bylaws to regulate farm
management activities in farm areas, subject to approval from the minister responsible for
Agriculture;
 Section 919.1 (1) provides local governments with the authority to designate a development
permit area (DPA) for the “protection of farming.”
Assessment Act: The Assessment Act is administered by BC Assessment, a provincial Crown Corporation
responsible for the classification of properties in BC for property assessment and tax purposes (RSBC,
1996a). Farm classification is a voluntary program providing the benefit of a low tax rate for assessed
properties.
Even though property may be zoned as agricultural land, or in the provincial ALR, farm classification will
only be granted if the land (or at least a portion of it) is being actively used for primary agricultural
production and it meets the other requirements of the Act. Only land can be classified as farm land buildings (residences and outbuildings) are classified separately, typically as residential.
Land qualifies for farm classification under the following conditions:
 The land is used for “primary agricultural production”;
 The land is the site of “a farmer’s dwelling”;
 The land is used for training and boarding horses in a horse rearing operation;
 The land otherwise contributes to primary agricultural production such as land used for
drainage, irrigation, buffers, and windbreaks.
Agricultural production for purely on-site consumption and the breeding and raising of pets, other than
horses, does not qualify. A certain minimum amount of income must be produced from the primary
agricultural production, and these requirements vary depending on the total land area. For example, a
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minimum annual value of $2,500 is required for land between 8,000 m2 and 4.0 ha and $10,000 if the
total land area is less than 8,000 m2.
The Assessment Act has been criticized in the past as creating an unfair burden to small lot farmers and
farmers who operate outside of the ALR. In 2009, the Farm Assessment Review Panel provided a report
to the Provincial Government recommending a number of changes to the farm assessment process and
Regulation 411/95 (Farm Assessment Review Panel, 2009). Prior to the review, assessment policy
dictated that on a parcel of land, only that portion that was actually used for agricultural production
would be classed as farm, with the remainder of the parcel classed as residential by default. This
approach is commonly referred to as “split classification” of farm land, and it applied to farms both in
and outside of the ALR. At the time of the review there were about 8,000 farms that were “split
classified” around the province and this was of particular concern for smaller farms in the rural areas of
southern Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands, and the Lower Mainland, where property values are very
high.
Some of the Panel’s recommendations have been incorporated since the review, including the
elimination of the split classification of farm properties in the ALR that are not used for other purposes
and for non-ALR properties where at least 50% of the property is in, or contributes to, production, or
25% is in production and meets a higher income threshold ($10,000). For leased land, only the land
actually in production will be classed as farm.
Land Title and Survey Authority Act: The Land Title and Survey Authority of BC (LTSA) is a statutory
corporation responsible for managing the land title and survey systems of BC and its mandate and
responsibilities are set out in the Land Title and Survey Authority Act. The mandate of the LTSA is to
create confidence by delivering assured land title and land survey systems essential to the property
market and economic foundation of the province (LTSA, 2010).
As pertaining to agriculture, the LTSA provides specific directions regarding subdivision through the Land
Title Act (RSBC, 1996b). Section 86 (1) states that an approving officer may refuse to approve a
subdivision if:
(ix) the subdivision is unsuited to the configuration of the land being subdivided or to the use
intended, or makes impracticable future subdivision of the land within the proposed subdivision
or of land adjacent to it;
(x) the anticipated development of the subdivision would unreasonably interfere with farming
operations on adjoining or reasonably adjacent properties, due to inadequate buffering or
separation of the development from the farm, or;
(xi) despite subparagraph (ix), the extent or location of highways and highway allowances shown
on the plan is such that it would unreasonably or unnecessarily increase access to land in an
agricultural land reserve.
Section 219 of the Land Title Act states that a municipality or regional district may register a covenant on
the title to land to protect specific characteristics of land in or adjacent to the ALR.

Local Policies
Regional Growth Strategies
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Regional Growth Strategies (RGSs) are agreements between a regional district and its member
municipalities on social, economic and environmental goals and priority actions. The RGS’s objectives
are to coordinate action on housing, transportation, infrastructure, and economic development, in
recognizing that collaboration on a regional level will make individual municipal action more effective.
Where an RGS is adopted, all local government OCPs and bylaws must be consistent with the RGS. Each
local government internalizes an RGS by adopting a Regional Context Statement in its OCPs. The
statement sets out how the local government will meet the goals of the RGS through policies and
bylaws. All zoning and infrastructure decisions must be consistent with the RGS.
RGSs may include policies of support for maintaining existing agricultural lands and enhancing the farm
economy. Supportive policy statements help to reduce speculation around farmlands conversion to
other uses through support for exclusion or non-farm use applications (Curran, 2005). Local
governments participating within an RGS can also ensure protection of farmland by developing RGS
policies requiring that agriculturally-zoned land not be subject to rezoning for non-farm uses except in
limited, defined circumstances.
The SCRD does not have a RGS and would likely benefit from one that would knit the various OCPs
together under a common policy umbrella. However, the SCRD’s We Envision sustainability plan can
deliver the community visioning and direction that a RGS would otherwise provide.
Official Community Plans (OCPs)
The purpose of an Official Community Plan (OCP) is to guide and direct land use and development
decision-making within a defined plan area. An OCP also clearly states a community’s values and goals
through a vision statement that steers growth management, servicing, transportation, climate change
mitigation, environmental protection, the promotion of agriculture and various concerns.
An OCP affects agriculture and the use of land adjacent to agriculture in several ways, primarily by
defining the type of present and proposed agricultural land uses within the jurisdiction. The OCP may
contain local government policies respecting the maintenance and enhancement of agriculture, which
can include water supply, rural-residential use, recreation near farmland, support for the agricultural
industry, and protection of ALR lands.
Once an OCP is adopted, local government decisions to amend existing regulations and approval
requirements must be consistent with the OCP. Local governments may designate development permit
areas in an OCP for the protection of farming, and establish guidelines for how development may occur
within designated farm protection areas. Alternatively, these guidelines may be specified by a zoning
bylaw.
Some examples of OCP policies that promote both agriculture and the ALR include (Curran, 2005 and
Smith, 1998):
 Providing for a full range of agricultural uses in the ALR and in agriculturally-zoned areas;
 Encouraging value-added activities that can improve farm viability;
 Providing edge planning through setbacks and buffers when developing land adjacent to
agricultural areas;
 Limiting subdivision through the use of large minimum lot sizes;
 Recognizing and protecting the needs and activities of farm operations when considering
adjacent and nearby land uses;
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Preserving contiguous areas of agricultural land and avoiding severance by recreation, parks,
and transportation and utility corridors; and
Encouraging partnerships with the agricultural community, senior governments and private
enterprise to promote the development of the agricultural sector.

Local governments may also use the OCP to commit to creating and implementing an Agricultural
Strategy or Agriculture Area Plan.
Zoning Bylaws
Zoning allows local governments to control the use, density, nature and siting of development. Zoning
bylaws also typically regulate how far buildings and uses must be setback from lot lines, the height of
buildings, signage, and parking. Zoning provides the regulatory ‘teeth’ to complement broader land use
planning and policies (such as RGSs and OCPs).
Zoning regulations that support the ALR and agricultural uses, backed up by strong OCP and RGS
statements can lessen the expectations of changes in land use, and can ensure that land is not
converted to non-farm uses even if removed from the ALR (Smith, 1998). Land that is removed from the
ALR, but zoned at the local level for agriculture, is limited to agricultural activities as regulated in the
local zoning bylaw (Curran, 2005). Zoning regulations can also help mitigate the cumulative impacts of
farm-related activities, such as residential, marketing, processing and agritourism, on farmland
productivity (MAFF, 1998). Zoning standards also help to prevent too much of an activity from becoming
a nuisance to neighbours or interfering with agriculture. For example, recreational uses on one farm
parcel may result in trespass and crop damage on adjacent parcels or a community festival might
generate too much traffic and noise for an adjacent dairy herd. Zoning regulations can mitigate these
impacts by directing where these types of activities may occur, and their extent.
Provincial regulations allow farm uses and activities to occur in the ALR, which local governments may
regulate, but not prohibit. These regulations also allow certain related activities and uses such as
agritourism, bed and breakfasts, and kennels that local governments can regulate and, if necessary,
prohibit. Certain uses can be regulated, but not prohibited by local government, including farm retail
sales; wineries, cideries and ancillary uses; greenhouses; on-farm processing; storage and application of
fertilizers; intensive agriculture; mushroom farming and seasonal agritourism. Many of the designated
farm uses are subject to important local restrictions such as limits on the size of retail sales operations.
The most important zoning considerations relating to agriculture include (Curran, 2005):
 Large minimum lot sizes and as few zones as possible for ALR land;
 Contiguous areas of agricultural land where other uses do not interfere with farming;
 Regulation of accessory and non-farm uses on agricultural land (such as maximum lot coverage
and the appropriate siting of buildings, driveways and parking lots close to access roads);
 Edge planning techniques such as buffering and setbacks to decrease conflicts at the
agriculture/non-agriculture interface; and
 Zoning of other lands adjoining the ALR.

Supply Management
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Certain agricultural industries are regulated through supply management structures, including the milk
and egg industries. A discussion of the supply management structure for both the milk and egg
industries are explained below.
BC Milk Marketing Board
The BC Milk Marketing Board (BCMMB) promotes, controls, and regulates the production,
transportation, packing, storing and marketing of milk, fluid milk and manufactured milk products
(BCMMB, 2010). The following are some of the duties and responsibilities of the BCMMB:
 Maintain a register of licensed producers;
 License all producers, vendors, producer vendors and milk transporters;
 Allot milk quota to licensed producers;
 Serve as the registrar of milk quota and administer the transfer of milk quota among licensed
producers;
 Administer the timely changes to authorized, published milk prices;
 Administer the monthly producer equalization pool, including the reconciliation of milk
production with reported processed industrial milk product production and fluid sales; and
 Coordinate daily on-farm milk pick-up and delivery to processors.
Quota and supply management are in place in Canada to ensure that production meets the needs of
consumers and establishes production level to meet the demand (BCMPA, 2012). The cost to purchase
quota is often prohibitive for most small-scale dairy operations and the available quota is largely located
in the Lower Mainland of BC. A new program was established by the BCMMB called the Cottage Industry
Program (CIP), which allows small producer/processor manufacturing operations to run independently
so as not to jeopardize the provincial obligations to the Western Milk Pool. Quota is temporarily
allocated during the start-up years and the producer is required to obtain a Class E Producer Vendor
Licence. This licence comes with a number of restrictions for the producer including (BCMMB, 2010):
 The producer must not operate more than one dairy farm.
 Production volume must not exceed 4.1 kg of butterfat per day.
 The producer must be located in a Remote Region.
 The producer must process only milk produced by that producer’s own cows and only into
consumer ready manufactured milk products.
 The producer is ineligible to receive milk.
 The producer cannot market fluid milk.
Little Qualicum Cheeseworks in Qualicum Beach and Moonstruck Organic Cheese Inc. on Salt Spring
Island both belong to the CIP and function as small-scale independent cheese producers. They utilize the
milk from their own cows to create value-added products for sale on and off the islands.
It is also important to mention that the quota restrictions only apply to cow milk and cow milk products.
Sheep and goat dairies are not regulated by the BCMMB, but operations still need to be licenced by the
BC Centre for Disease Control.
BC Egg Marketing Board
Similar to the cow dairy quota, egg production is governed by supply management and quota
restrictions. The BC Egg Marketing Board administers the national supply management system for eggs
in BC and has the authority to impose and collect levies from producers (BCEMB, 2010). Due to this
supply management system, and regulations outlined by the Ministry of Health, producers are unable to
12
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sell eggs directly to local commercial businesses unless they have been graded at a registered grading
station. However, individual producers can sell eggs directly to consumers from their farm gate or at a
farmers market.
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Introduction
In order for a plan to be successful, there needs to be considerable public input and engagement. This
report documents the outreach activities and resulting feedback and inputs from the community and
the Agricultural Advisory Committee on the vision, barriers, and opportunities for agriculture on the
Sunshine Coast. The consulting team would like to thank staff at the SCRD and members of the
Agricultural Steering Committee for their support throughout the public consultation process. A
comprehensive Community and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy was developed at the beginning of
the Sunshine Coast Agriculture Plan process, which outlined opportunities and timelines for consultation
as well as key messaging for all stakeholder groups including: farmers, processors, retailers,
restaurateurs, and consumers.
Key outcomes of the Engagement Strategy:






Effectively and innovatively engage the Sunshine Coast community and key stakeholders to provide
input to the plan;
Effectively notify the community on opportunities to become involved in the process and public
engagement events;
Obtain media coverage for special events by issuing important press releases at key points in the
plan development;
Allow opportunities for the community and key stakeholders to “take ownership” of the plan; and
Gain support and acceptance for the plan and its implementation.

3
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Methodology
Stakeholder Identification
Building upon the work completed during Stage I of the AAP process, primary stakeholders were
contacted at the beginning of the process. These stakeholders included:
 Representatives from local farms – over 100 farms stretching from Langdale to Pender Harbour
including livestock operations, greenhouses, nurseries, small-scale mixed vegetable operations,
and others;
 Farmers market organizations including the Sechelt Farmers’ and Artisans’ Market, Roberts
Creek “Heart of the Creek” market, Roberts Creeks Wednesday Market, Gibsons Landing Sunday
Market, and the Gibsons Public Market;
 Local non-profits, such as One Straw Society, Sunshine Coast Botanical Society, Sunshine Coast
Beekeepers Association, Deer Crossing the Art Farm, and Sunshine Coast Association for
Community Living;
 Gibsons and District Chamber of Commerce;
 Sechelt Chamber of Commerce;
 Pender Harbour and Egmont Chamber of Commerce;
 Community Futures;
 Small and large retailers, such as Roberts Creek Health Food Store, IGAs, Seaweeds, Extra Foods,
Claytons;
 Salish Soils and other local soil suppliers;
 Local and regional governments: SCRD, Sechelt Indian Band, District of Sechelt, Town of Gibsons,
Islands Trust (Gambier Local Trust Committee);
 Provincial government: Ministry of Agriculture, Agricultural Land Commission, Vancouver
Coastal Health Authority;
 Sunshine Coast Tourism; and
 The General public.

Open Houses and Workshops
Three rounds of open houses and workshops (10 in total) were conducted throughout Stages II and III of
the AAP. The first set of four open houses was conducted in early July 2013 in order to launch the AAP
process and help refine a vision statement for local agriculture. The second series of open houses,
marketed as workshops, were held in late September and early October in order to gain feedback on
proposed economic development and policy opportunities. At this second series of workshops, speakers
from outside of the Sunshine Coast region were invited to provide presentations on successful economic
development initiatives, such as cooperative marketing campaigns, community farming, agritourism
activities and value-added processing facilities. Local farmers and experts were also asked to sit on a
panel in order to provide context for the Sunshine Coast. The third series of open houses were held in
early December 2013 to present the draft plan and provide a final opportunity for input.
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Focus Groups
Two focus group sessions were held in July and October with key stakeholders to address specific
components of the plan and gain in-depth feedback. The first Focus Group Session was centered on
potential pilot project and economic development opportunities, while the second Focus Group Session
delved into specific recommendations for the plan. Approximately 25 people from a variety of
stakeholder groups and communities were personally invited to attend the sessions.

Elected Officials Forums
Two elected officials’ forums were conducted during the Stages II and III of the AAP process.
Representatives at these forums were invited from the Sunshine Coast Regional District, District of
Sechelt, Town of Gibsons, Islands Trust (Gambier Local Trust Committee), and Sechelt Indian Band. At
the first forum in July, a draft vision statement, plan goals, and objectives were refined. The consultants
facilitated the forum and assisted staff in developing materials for the meeting. Graphic facilitation
techniques were also incorporated at this forum to help guide discussion. The second forum was
conducted in late November to review the draft plan, provide feedback, and showcase the completed
storytelling video.

Media, Website, Video, and On-line Components
The consultant team assisted SCRD staff in creating content with all relevant materials for engagement
events (postcards, posters, invitations), workshop notes (including graphic facilitation visuals), and other
information useful to the Sunshine Coast Community throughout the project. In addition, an online
public opinion survey focusing on agricultural development opportunities and issues was developed and
linked to the SCRD website, so that stakeholders and the public could provide input on key issues
outside of, or in addition to, formal meetings and events. The consultant team also assisted with social
media content and updated the Facebook and Twitter feeds in preparation for public events and
notices.
In addition to website and social media input, the consultant team created a short video as a component
of the public engagement process. A script and intended outcomes for the video was developed in
consultation with the Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC), SCRD staff, and the consulting team. This
video is meant to serve as a tool to educate the Sunshine Coast community about agriculture in the past,
present and future. It can also be used as a promotional tool for the Sunshine Coast Regional District as
a means to attract new farmers to the region.
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Vision
The vision statement was crafted by the SCRD Agricultural Advisory Committee and SCRD staff in
consultation with the community at the first series of open houses and at an Elected Officials Forum.
The statement below encompasses the vision for a future for agriculture in the region and speaks to the
key priorities of the community.
“Agriculture is our growing opportunity – deeply rooted as an integral part of a thriving, resilient coastal
community, culture, and economy where:
 We take pride and responsibility for being self-sufficient and food-secure
 We respect and conserve our land and water
 We celebrate how food brings people together, nourishing a healthy and vibrant community
 Our farmers prosper by providing nutritious food and goods for the entire region
 We protect our farmland and encourage innovative ways to enable a diverse range of
agricultural activities”
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Open Houses
Open Houses – Round 1
At this first series of open houses the Land Use Inventory (LUI) maps from Stage I, as well as posters
which identified the draft vision statement for participants to review, were presented. Using the Stage I
background report as a base for discussion, a presentation was made on the key challenges that came
forth during Stage 1. Participants were asked to provide input on these challenges and identify
opportunities to overcome them. The intent of the session was to answer the question “Where are we
now?” and begin exploring the question “Where are we going?”.
On July 8th and 9th four open house sessions were held in the following communities:
Date and Time
th
July 8 3pm – 5pm
th
July 8 6pm – 8pm
th
July 9 3pm – 5pm
th
July 9 6:30pm – 8:30pm

Location
West Howe Sound (Eric Cardinal Hall)
Roberts Creek (Roberts Creek Hall)
Sechelt (Seaside Centre)
Pender Harbour (Pender Harbour School of Music)

Attendance
35-40 people
20-25 people
15-20 people
4 people

Attendance was high in West Howe Sound considering the time of day and year, but fewer people came
out to the subsequent sessions. Despite the low turnout in some communities, the discussion was very
fruitful and resulted in some important suggestions and recommendations.
Participants were given an opinion survey to fill out. A total of 32 surveys were completed on site while
others brought theirs home with them. Participants were also asked to provide their ideas for solutions
and pilot project opportunities on a number of key issues and challenges raised during Stage I of the
plan process. The key issues and highlighted solutions/project ideas were as follows:
Water/Irrigation:
 Allow watering for registered farmers – can’t afford metering
 Coordinate innovative rain collection storage and distribution for irrigation.
 Make greywater use and system mandatory in all new builds – leaves more water for food.
 Focus on crops that grow well in this climate and don’t rely on heavy irrigation.
High Cost of Land:
 SCRD to help in organizing and leasing of land for agriculture.
 Help One Straw Society implement more full the land sharing or “Hands on Lands” project to
match land with people who want to farm.
 Community land trust – affordable housing and farming.
Lack of Consumer Awareness:
 Partner with One Straw Society to do more community engagement.
 Support from SCRD and town councils to organize /advertise farm events/farm festivals
 Food policy council
 A “Sunshine Coast Grown” advertising campaign.
 Better partnership – growers and retail (perhaps a connection with chamber of commerce).
7
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Restrictive Regulations:
 Federal-Provincial-Local government policy forum/meeting
 Less restriction on raising animals
 Investigate tactics other communities have used to prevent ALR becoming estate housing
 Allow home based food processing to be part of sales for tax status (i.e. jam sales).
Lack of Processing:
 Co-op processing
 A central community kitchen to rent at reasonable rate
 Mobile abattoir
 Food hub – a collective space to deal with food processing/distribution sales needs
Competition from US, Mexico, Etc.:
 Create a farmers institute to educate and train and share tools and knowledge.
 Non GMO/Pesticide-free zone – let’s set a global example we can be proud of.
 Education about benefits of local food
 Add pollution “costs” to price to show what we can “buy” by avoiding long distance produce.
Transportation/Distribution Systems:
 Cooperative processing facilities
 Encourage “return trip” distribution from each end of peninsula.
Other:
 Funding sources for clearing land – to attract young farmers to lease land
 More demonstration gardens and classes about all agricultural stages – water collection, water
conservation, composting, networking, processing, crops to grow here, etc.
 Educate people to farm – make SC a centre for farm education
 Enforce proper fencing of farmland to avoid the killing wildlife.

Speaker Series – Round 2
At this second series of workshops, speakers from outside of the Sunshine Coast region were invited to
provide presentations on successful economic development initiatives, such as cooperative marketing
campaigns, community farming, agritourism activities and value-added processing facilities. A different
speaker was invited to each open house in order to attract participants to attend more than one open
house event. The intent of these presentations was to spark ideas for opportunities that could be
implemented on the Sunshine Coast. The presentations were followed by a world café style roundtable
discussion that helped to gain feedback on policy needs for the opportunities proposed and brainstorm
other potential pilot projects. Graphic recording methods were employed during this series of open
houses.
Date and Time
th
Sept. 24 6:30pm – 8:30pm
nd
Oct. 2 6:30pm – 8:30pm
th
Oct. 8 6:30pm – 8:30pm
th
Oct. 15 6:30pm – 8:30pm

Location
Sechelt (Seaside Centre)
Elphinstone (Frank West Hall)
Roberts Creek (Roberts Creek Hall)
Halfmoon Bay (Coopers Green Hall)

Topic
Collaborative Marketing Strategies
Cooperative Farming Structures
Agritourism and Value Added Marketing
Meat Processing at a Small-Scale

Attendance
25 people
20 people
20 people
17 people
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Collaborative Marketing Strategies
For the first Speaker Series, Moss Dance from Merville Organics was invited to share her story about
farming and marketing cooperatively.

Katy Latham and Dawn Myers from Backyard Bounty also joined the panel to explain their cooperative
farming structure. Greg Gebka, Planner for the Sunshine Coast Regional District, was also on hand to
answer any questions related to zoning concerns.
The session was well-attended and the participants mentioned that they appreciated having presenters
who were speaking with a “sense of purpose” and providing tangible information that farmers in the
region could put into action.
After the presentations, the participants were asked to provide feedback on three main questions:
1. What ideas from the presentations resonated with you?
2. What challenges will we have to overcome to make this a reality?
3. What opportunities already exist to make this a reality here?
The following graphic is a representation of the discussion in response to these questions:
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Some of the challenges that were identified included:
 Access to arable land (including cost of the land)
 Distribution channels not well developed – can produce more food than we can sell
 Not enough labour resources in the region
 Need time and energy to hire grant writers to help find funding opportunities
A discussion around opportunities currently available on the Coast also occurred and focused on:
 The wealth of momentum already existing on the Coast
 Abundance of arable land available that is not currently being used for farming
 There is an opportunity to increase the use of technology to simplify marketing
 The need to capitalize on the connections that farmers already have to one another
 The opportunity to put on work parties to help with the shortage of farm labour
Cooperative Farming Structures
The second speaker series focused on Cooperative Farming Structures. Heather Pritchard from Farm
Folk/City Folk and Fraser Common Farm was asked to speak about her experiences cooperatively
farming land in the Fraser Valley.
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Chad Hershler from the Smart Farm Project and Deer Crossing the Art Farm was also asked to join the
panel to provide some information on what they are trying to accomplish locally. The presentations
were well-received and many of the participants appreciated the discussion on land trusts and
community farming models.
Participants were asked to identify some of the challenges that need to overcome to put some of these
ideas into action on the Sunshine Coast. Some of these challenges included:
 Zoning restrictions for multiple dwellings on one property, particularly on ALR land
 Funding for capital start-up costs
 The need to bring people together in a formalized manner
 The need for a fair price for both the consumer and the farmer
A number of opportunities were also identified in order to overcome these challenges, including:
 Education for the community for both consumers and producers
 Creation of a community land trust to access land
 Support for land linking programs to connect people who have arable land with people who can
farm it
A graphic representation of the discussion can be found below.
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Agritourism and Value-Added Marketing
The third speaker session focused on agritourism and value-added marketing. Anna Helmer from
Helmer’s Potatoes and the Slow Food Cycle Pemberton was asked to speak about her experiences in
that region.
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Celia Robben from Sunshine Coast Tourism was also asked to be a panelist and gave a presentation on
what they can offer and the work they are doing to promote the Coast as a tourist destination.
Some of the challenges identified as barriers to agritourism included:
 A lack of interested farms to make a tour possible
 One organization that is willing and able to manage all of the details
 The spread out nature of the farms on the Coast
Some opportunities were also identified to help overcome perceived barriers:
 A potential to partner with BC Ferries
 The possibility of tying an event in with a mountain bike event, since they seem to a huge source
of tourism on the Coast
 One Straw Society could be supported further to help host more events on the Coast
The graphic representation of this discussion is as follows.
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Small-Scale Meat Processing
During the first focus group session there was a lot of discussion around the idea of building a smallscale mobile abattoir or slaughter facility. There were many questions with not a lot of answers. It was
suggested that Anne Macey from the Salt Spring Island Agricultural Alliance be invited as their
community has recently been successful at developing a small slaughtering facility on the island.
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Brian Smith from Community Futures was also asked to join the discussion to explain the resources and
services that Community Futures can offer farmers and potential farmers on the Coast.
Many challenges were raised when discussing the possibilities of building a small-scale abattoir on the
Sunshine Coast. Some of these included:
 Cost of developing the facility
 The need for skilled staff and training
 Concern about a lack of demand for local meat
 The inability to also maintain Class D and E licences in the region for on-farm slaughter when
needed
 The need for a large animal veterinarian on the Coast
Some opportunities were also identified, but more questions were raised than answers. It was
suggested that a feasibility study be developed to determine if there is a market or desire to build a
facility of this nature on the Coast before moving any further with planning.
The graphic of the discussion and questions raised can be found below.
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Open Houses – Round 3
During the third series of open houses the draft Ag Plan was presented to the community. The third
round of open houses were held on December 2nd and 3rd, 2013 in Roberts Creek and Halfmoon Bay.
Participants were given an opportunity to comment on all of the recommendations and associated
actions proposed in the Plan. A short presentation showcasing the draft set of pilot projects, proposed
recommendations, and an implementation, monitoring and evaluation strategy was given to provide
some background. The full summary of feedback can be found in Appendix B. The feedback received
from these sessions was included in the final draft of the plan.
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Focus Group Sessions
Two focus group sessions were organized for key stakeholders in the Sunshine Coast Community. These
stakeholders included:
 Agricultural Advisory Committee Members
 Gibsons and Sechelt Chambers of Commerce
 Vancouver Coastal Health
 One Straw Society
 Sechelt Downtown Business Association
 Sechelt Farmers’ and Artisans’ Market
 St. Mary’s Hospital
 Sunshine Coast Tourism
 Community Futures
The format of the focus groups was an interactive discussion approach. Each participant received
background information prior to the meeting so that issues could be discussed in depth. The first focus
group session was held in July to discuss economic/policy opportunities, alternatives, and strategies. The
second focus group session was held in October where the draft recommendations, goals and
objectives, as well as pilot projects, were presented.

July Focus Group Session
On July 9th, 2013 a focus group session was held with key stakeholders in the community.
Representatives from the Sechelt and Gibsons Chambers of Commerce, the Sechelt Business
Association, local farmers, St. Mary’s Hospital, the Vancouver Coastal Health Authority, Community
Futures and more were present to discuss potential pilot projects.
The three main projects that were focused on included:
1. Community Land Trust
2. “Buy Sunshine Coast” Campaign
3. Mobile Abattoir
The discussion centered on what the projects would look like, who needs to be involved, potential
funding sources, and other similar projects that could be modeled after. This was just the beginning
stage of brainstorming about these projects and more discussion occurred in the fall to create an
implementation plan.
A good roundtable session also occurred regarding possible policy recommendations. Some initial
thoughts raised were:
 Water metering – to control use and increase supply
 Farm to cafeteria and teaching farm – school education opportunities
 Encourage personal responsibility in growing one’s own food
 Effective and sustainable farm business models
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October Focus Group Session
A second focus group session was held on October 16th, 2013 with the following stakeholders:
Downtown Sechelt Business Improvement Association, SCRD Emergency Coordinator, Agricultural
Advisory Committee Members, and Sunshine Coast Tourism.
The following proposed pilot projects were presented to the participants for their feedback:
 Cooperative Farming
 Community Food Hub
 Mobile Abattoir
 Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust
 Sunshine Coast Farmers’ Institute
Focus group participants mentioned that agritourism endeavours need to be included in the plan in
some way as many events could easily be implemented to highlight agriculture on the Coast. They also
mentioned that increased consumer awareness needs to be incorporated as an important part of the
plan. The Farmers’ Institute was a very popular idea and some brainstorming occurred around the
possibility of obtaining funding through the Investment Agriculture Foundation to get this off the
ground. The mobile abattoir pilot project was removed from the list because the participants felt that
the community wasn’t ready to move forward with this. More research and a feasibility study should be
carried out first.
The participants also provided feedback on the Goals and Objectives as outlined in the final plan. Some
suggestions for recommendations and actions were provided, which were implemented in the final
version of the plan. The full discussion can be found in Appendix C.
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Elected Officials Forums
Two Elected Officials Forums were completed as part of the public engagement process for the creation
of the plan. Elected officials from the SCRD, District of Sechelt (DoS), Town of Gibsons (ToG), Islands
Trust (Gambier Island Local Trust Committee), and Sechelt Indian Band (SIB) were invited. At the first
forum in July 2013, a draft vision statement, plan goals, and objectives were refined. Graphic facilitation
techniques were also incorporated at this forum to help guide discussion. The second elected officials
forum was conducted in November 2013 to review the draft plan, provide feedback, and screen the
storytelling video for input.

June Elected Officials Forum
There were approximately 12 elected officials in attendance from varying municipalities and
communities at the Elected Officials Forum held on June 26th, 2013. The first half of the session focused
on revising the proposed vision statement. The rest of the time was devoted to looking into issues
affecting agriculture in the communities represented by the elected officials. The discussion was
recorded graphically and can be found below:
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November Elected Officials Forum
On November 25th, 2013 a second Elected Officials Forum was held to review the draft Ag Plan and gain
feedback on any changes that needed to be made. A short presentation was given that outlined the
public consultation process to-date, proposed goals and objectives, and some of the actions pertaining
to local governments. Goals number one and two were discussed in depth and feedback was gathered
for revisions to include in the plan.

One-On-One Interviews
Based on the results of the second round of open houses and the identification of potential pilot
projects, key stakeholders were contacted by phone and email to discuss their level of interest in
becoming involved in the proposed initiatives and pilot projects and gain their feedback on the plan.
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Opinion Survey
The following are the results from the Opinion Survey completed during the public consultation process
of the Sunshine Coast Ag Plan. These results were used to develop the Goals, Objectives and Associated
Actions in the plan.
1. During Stage 1 of the Agricultural Area Plan, 51% of the respondents to an online survey indicated
that they sometimes support buying local, while 41% indicated that they always support buying local.
This demonstrates huge potential support for local agriculture on the Coast. When making decisions
about the food you buy, how important are the following?
Very
Important

Usually
Important

Rarely
Important

Not
Important

Total
Responses

Price

32 (17%)

95 (51%)

57 (31%)

1 (1%)

185

Coast grown or produced

59 (34%)

85 (49%)

28 (16%)

3 (2%)

175

Organic

51 (31%)

64 (38%)

41 (25%)

11 (7%)

167

Nutrition

89 (48%)

77 (41%)

20 (11%)

1 (1%)

187

Brand name

8 (6%)

12 (10%)

57 (46%)

47 (38%)

124

Seasonality

35 (20%)

81 (46%)

56 (32%)

3 (2%)

175

Freshness/quality

100 (52%)

77 (40%)

14 (7%)

0 (0%)

191

Convenience/preparation
time

19 (13%)

51 (34%)

70 (47%)

10 (7%)

150

Convenient store location

27 (16%)

74 (44%)

63 (37%)

6 (4%)

170

Fair trade

47 (28%)

70 (42%)

43 (26%)

8 (5%)

168

2. Do you currently have adequate access to the following food providers?
Within
walking
distance

Within
driving
distance

On a bus
route

At
convenient
times of
day/night

On
convenient
days of the
week

Total
Responses

Chain restaurants, pubs,
cafes

44 (28%)

125 (80%)

52 (33%)

57 (36%)

59 (38%)

157

Independent restaurants,
pubs, cafes

60 (36%)

129 (78%)

46 (28%)

51 (31%)

56 (34%)

165

Chain grocery stores

42 (25%)

133 (81%)

47 (28%)

57 (35%)

54 (33%)

165

Independent/specialty
grocery stores

35 (24%)

121 (83%)

35 (24%)

34 (23%)

39 (27%)

145

Convenience stores

61 (41%)

101 (68%)

34 (23%)

42 (28%)

39 (26%)

148
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Farmers markets

32 (21%)

127 (82%)

38 (25%)

27 (17%)

31 (20%)

155

Food cooperatives, buying
clubs

10 (13%)

58 (77%)

11 (15%)

15 (20%)

13 (17%)

75

Independent bakeries

33 (24%)

109 (80%)

34 (25%)

35 (26%)

37 (27%)

136

Butcher shops

14 (11%)

109 (87%)

28 (22%)

24 (19%)

28 (22%)

125

Local fish/seafood stores

26 (18%)

119 (83%)

32 (22%)

30 (21%)

31 (22%)

143

Food bank

19 (18%)

87 (81%)

17 (16%)

20 (19%)

24 (22%)

107

Street vendors, food
trucks

13 (15%)

68 (77%)

12 (14%)

15 (17%)

13 (15%)

88

3. Which ways of encouraging additional food providers on the Coast do you support? (check all that
apply)
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Zoning lands to attract commercial
food businesses

52%

86

Establish more local food retail outlets

51%

84

Create an organization to connect
farmers with retailers/restaurants

70%

115

Develop a Coast "buy local" campaign

67%

111

Other (please specify):

32%

52

Total Responses

Other:
















165

Expand shopping/retail chains
Encourage farm gate sales
Funding/investment
Would love a local food co-op (x2)
I would phrase #1 differently (i.e. I support zoning to make farming more viable even if that
means allowing food service at a farm
There needs to be flexibility with regards to dev of ag lands. Partnerships between landowners
and aspiring farmers need to be encourage
Co-ops for grains for animals
Monetary incentives to increase local farming of vegetable, fruit, beef, chicken, etc.
Zoning/incentives to grow your own food
Zoning for small farms, not agribusiness (x2)
Providing economic development support (advice, loans, etc.) to local food businesses
Encourage and support more local farms/ produce & livestock / community farms
Provide substantial grants and incentives to new farmers for a few years to get mindset
Food Trucks
We need to do anything to help. If it works continue and if not try plan B
22
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The market will determine
Home delivery
Have a cafe or bakery in upper Langdale with opportunity for growers to sell surplus vegetables
Look at possible slaughter facility
Food Hub - One Straw is currently doing feasibility study - Allowing commercial kitchens in
homes that can be shared
Tax breaks on producing land, irrigation water, co-ops, zoning lands to attract growers who are
willing to sell produce (x6)
Community Gardens in every neighbourhood (x2)
Encourage local stores to stock local products
Cull the wildlife...which in reality is no option
Allow more local farmers @ the Sechelt farmers market. Too many artists and trinkets. Not
enough local food vendors!
Develop a covered all year round market, so vendors and food and art and crafts people can
rent a booth
Buy local dollars
Family farms where possible. Food co-ops. Dedicated agricultural lands. Less expensive, and
available compost soil for those who choose to build a home-garden.
Keep updated list/map of who sells what
A highway to Vancouver
Land Trust
Let free enterprise decide
Pocket markets, making some One-Straw programs more retail-friendly, integrate technology
better
Create a WEBSITE, or at least a link, to connect farmers with retailers/restaurants.
Creating a suitable environment for local food producers, e.g., water supply, zoning of lands,
places to sell
Promote grow your own
Need a dairy
None of the above are necessary; most in place already

4. Over the year, approximately what percentage of your average weekly food (excluding restaurants)
comes from:
Variable

Response

Chain grocery store

62.55% (165 responses)

Independent/specialty store

23.58% (127 responses)

Convenience/corner store

5.11% (66 responses)

Farmers market

9.30% (110 responses)

Home or community garden

14.98% (120 responses)

Directly from a farm

10.11% (81 responses)

Other

12.34% (35 responses)

23
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5. Generally, when you eat out at restaurants, how important are the following factors?
Very
Important

Usually
Important

Rarely
Important

Not
Important

Total
Responses

Price

33 (19%)

91 (53%)

45 (26%)

4 (2%)

173

Local ingredients

29 (19%)

62 (41%)

54 (36%)

6 (4%)

151

Organic

27 (19%)

47 (33%)

53 (37%)

15 (11%)

142

Quality of food

94 (53%)

72 (40%)

13 (7%)

0 (0%)

179

Location

30 (19%)

73 (45%)

58 (36%)

0 (0%)

161

Quality of service

59 (34%)

87 (50%)

29 (17%)

0 (0%)

175

Reputation

33 (20%)

69 (43%)

55 (34%)

4 (2%)

161

Time it takes to be served

32 (20%)

67 (42%)

56 (35%)

4 (3%)

159

Brand recognition

10 (9%)

5 (4%)

46 (40%)

55 (47%)

116

Support
locally/independently owned
restaurants

53 (31%)

75 (44%)

40 (23%)

3 (2%)

171

Special dietary needs options
(i.e. gluten-free, nut-free,
vegan, etc.)

32 (23%)

33 (23%)

40 (28%)

36 (26%)

141

Nutrition

61 (35%)

77 (44%)

35 (20%)

1 (1%)

174

6. How important is it for Sunshine Coast residents to have access to the following resources in
residential areas?
Very
Important

Usually
Important

Rarely
Important

Not
Important

Total
Responses

Personal or private space for
gardening

82 (48%)

70 (41%)

18 (11%)

1 (1%)

171

Community
gardens/orchards

68 (42%)

70 (43%)

23 (14%)

1 (1%)

162

Rooftop garden
opportunities

45 (31%)

47 (32%)

44 (30%)

10 (7%)

146

Edible landscaping on public
land

57 (37%)

60 (39%)

32 (21%)

6 (4%)

155

Growing spaces on public
lands, boulevards, road
rights of way

50 (32%)

60 (38%)

38 (24%)

8 (5%)

156

Community kitchens where
people can learn about
processing their own food

51 (32%)

71 (44%)

33 (20%)

6 (4%)

161

24

139

Teaching gardens where
people can learn about
growing their own food

65 (39%)

66 (40%)

32 (19%)

3 (2%)

166

Public spaces for outdoor
meals and gatherings

48 (31%)

71 (45%)

36 (23%)

2 (1%)

157

7. Are you likely to make use of the following resources if made available to you?
Yes

No

Don't know

Total Responses

Personal or private space for
gardening

78 (45%)

74 (43%)

20 (12%)

172

Community gardens

43 (25%)

79 (47%)

47 (28%)

169

Rooftop gardens

32 (19%)

79 (47%)

57 (34%)

168

Community orchards

65 (38%)

75 (43%)

33 (19%)

173

Edible landscaping on public or
shared land

54 (32%)

69 (41%)

46 (27%)

169

Growing spaces on public lands,
boulevards, road rights of way

42 (26%)

69 (43%)

51 (31%)

162

Community kitchens where people
can learn about processing their
own food

57 (33%)

74 (43%)

40 (23%)

171

Teaching gardens where people
can learn about growing their own
food

73 (42%)

67 (39%)

32 (19%)

172

Public spaces for outdoor meals
and celebrations

71 (42%)

67 (39%)

33 (19%)

171

8. In relation to agriculture, what is your level of concern about:
Very
concerned

Concerned

Manageable

No concern

Total
Responses

Food quality / food security

71 (51%)

52 (37%)

16 (11%)

1 (1%)

140

Noise/odours

17 (13%)

31 (24%)

59 (46%)

21 (16%)

128

Use of pesticides

71 (45%)

61 (39%)

21 (13%)

4 (3%)

157

Animal husbandry practices

58 (44%)

40 (30%)

28 (21%)

7 (5%)

133

Water supply / quality

66 (41%)

67 (41%)

26 (16%)

3 (2%)

162

Risks of attracting wildlife

21 (15%)

45 (32%)

69 (49%)

6 (4%)

141

Invasive plants

32 (23%)

49 (35%)

51 (37%)

7 (5%)

139

25

140

Presence of electric fences

13 (11%)

21 (18%)

43 (36%)

43 (36%)

120

9. Do you agree that the Sunshine Coast should:
Yes

No

Don't know

Total Responses

Have centres capable of
accommodating year-round
farmers markets

93 (58%)

57 (35%)

11 (7%)

161

Rent public land to one or more
farmers to grow produce

93 (60%)

51 (33%)

12 (8%)

156

Rent public land to one or more
farmers to raise livestock for
consumption

75 (49%)

56 (37%)

22 (14%)

153

Use more public land for
community gardens

91 (57%)

57 (35%)

13 (8%)

161

Have schools that regularly serve
locally-grown or produced food to
students

91 (57%)

58 (36%)

10 (6%)

159

Require developers to dedicate
some land available for agriculture
and farming

78 (49%)

59 (37%)

21 (13%)

158

Actively engage in educating youth
about agriculture

94 (58%)

53 (33%)

16 (10%)

163

Plant fruit and nut trees and other
edible plants in public parks and
open spaces when landscaping is
required

83 (52%)

58 (36%)

19 (12%)

160

Require developers to install edible
plants when landscaping is
required

63 (40%)

64 (41%)

31 (20%)

158

Have regulations to allow small
farm-related businesses to be
started on farms

95 (59%)

52 (32%)

15 (9%)

162

Encourage value-added businesses
featuring locally-produced farm
products

97 (60%)

53 (33%)

13 (8%)

163

Ensure residents' ability to have
food-producing gardens on their
property

97 (59%)

60 (36%)

8 (5%)

165

Ensure residents' ability to keep
livestock on their property

60 (38%)

58 (36%)

41 (26%)

159

26
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10. It's estimated that the majority (59%) of Sunshine Coast farmers generate less than $20,000 of
revenue from sales and only a few farms generate greater than $80,000 revenue. What priority areas
should be targeted to increase market opportunities for local farmers?

Variable

Response

Preservation of heritage seeds

5 (138 responses)

Protection of farmland from development

1 (148 responses)

Local food distribution system

3 (148 responses)

New growing methods and technologies

8 (140 responses)

Local government leadership in procurement of local
food

2 (141 responses)

Changes in local government policies and zoning bylaws

6 (141 responses)

Development of a food policy council

7 (136 responses)

Development of food cooperatives and food hubs

9 (141 responses)

Local agricultural funding sources for small-scale farmers

4 (143 responses)

Other

See below

Other:
 Do not want to see an increase in my taxes because of this
 More use of the ALR
 Get more local food into stores, grow in quantity to allow this, greenhouse financing for cooler
months
 Local farmers markets
 Federal and provincial funding available for the above endeavors for sustainability, operational
on a year round basis.
 The food available at farmers markets on the coast would not begin to feed the population
 Support initiatives that already exist - onestraw.ca
 Allow a per-case application for multiple dwellings/farm worker "pods" in the ALR
 Wildlife interface does not include killing and eradication - proper fencing bylaws and adequate
living spaces for wildlife (x3)
 Low cost farm irrigation using public water systems
 Encourage marketing of coast produce through existing retail stores
 Get real about real corporate agriculture and drop the hippie return to the earth nonsense.
 I think that the easiest way for people to eat more locally is if gardening is encouraged and the
emphasis on big farms is decreased. It would be good if we had a local source for meat.
 I really like the co-op idea. I might not be the co-op farmer but could be the co-op land owner.
 Backyard food farmers should be given some help. Farmers markets are too expensive for many
people. The farmers don't pay tax on their earnings at the markets. It is exceedingly difficult for
the individual to maintain himself in good fruit and veg. Half acres or even less should be given
help as well as areas recognized as "farms".
27
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11. Are you interested in being involved in any of the following pilot projects?
Yes

No

Don't know

Total Responses

Sunshine Coast Farmland Trust

35 (27%)

47 (36%)

49 (37%)

131

Mobile abattoir to increase
opportunities for small-scale
livestock producers

31 (22%)

58 (42%)

49 (36%)

138

Public education campaign in
partnership with non-profit
organizations, such as One Straw
Society

45 (32%)

60 (42%)

37 (26%)

142

Community food hub and
cooperative processing centre to
increase value of local foods

48 (34%)

62 (44%)

31 (22%)

141

Community farms and Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA)
programs

45 (31%)

62 (43%)

37 (26%)

144

Horticultural therapy in partnership
with the Sunshine Coast
Association for Community Living

43 (31%)

53 (38%)

42 (30%)

138

Other

62 (75%)

12 (14%)

9 (11%)

83

12. When considering where an agricultural product comes from, what does "local" mean to you?
(check all that apply)
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Lower Sunshine Coast (Port Mellon to
Egmont)

86%

136

Upper Sunshine Coast (Powell River)

59%

94

Lower Mainland/Fraser Valley

36%

57

Vancouver Island

25%

39

Okanagan/Cariboo/Interior

19%

31

Within BC

34%

54

Other (please specify):

6%

10

Total Responses

159

28

143

13. What does "agriculture" mean to you? (check all that apply)
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Growing crops for food or other
products

90%

139

Raising livestock for food or other
purposes

79%

121

Land-based aquaculture

44%

68

Backyard gardens

70%

108

Keeping chickens

69%

107

Bee keeping

74%

114

Small-scale hobby farms

69%

106

Selling farm products

74%

114

Community gardens

69%

106

Horses and equestrian facilities

14%

22

Livestock feedlots

33%

51

Greenhouses

79%

122

Animal slaughter or processing

40%

61

Large commercial farming operations

45%

70

All of the above

12%

19

Other (please specify):

9%

14

Total Responses

154

14. Which land use zone do you live in?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

ALR - a provincial zone in which
agriculture is the priority use,
whereas other uses are controlled.

10%

15

Rural - permits residences, rural
resource activities, agriculture, garden
nurseries, home businesses

11%

17

Rural-Residential - permits a mix of
residences, agriculture, hobby farms,
home businesses

33%

51

Residential - permits residences and
limited horticultural sales, livestock

34%

53

29

144

and home businesses
Other (please specify):

5%

7

Don't know

8%

12

Total Responses

155

15. Do you think rearing livestock should be allowed in any of the following areas? (check = yes)
ALR

Rural

Ruralresidential

Residential

Industrial

Commercial

Public

Total
Responses

Bees

134
(89%)

132
(87%)

115 (76%)

81 (54%)

54 (36%)

46 (30%)

53
(35%)

151

Fish/aquatic
animals

89
(75%)

81
(69%)

57 (48%)

27 (23%)

49 (42%)

43 (36%)

21
(18%)

118

Chickens

130
(88%)

131
(89%)

118 (80%)

90 (61%)

40 (27%)

34 (23%)

34
(23%)

148

Small
livestock (e.g.
rabbits)

124
(85%)

128
(88%)

110 (75%)

73 (50%)

38 (26%)

34 (23%)

30
(21%)

146

Medium
livestock (e.g.
sheep)

128
(87%)

131
(89%)

80 (54%)

15 (10%)

31 (21%)

20 (14%)

18
(12%)

147

Large
livestock (e.g.
cows)

130
(90%)

116
(80%)

54 (37%)

7 (5%)

27 (19%)

21 (14%)

14
(10%)

145

16. Which, if any, of the following restrictions on rearing livestock do you support? (check all that
apply)
Minimum
lot size

Lot line
setbacks

Dwelling
setbacks

Limit
livestock
numbers

Restrict for
domestic/household
use

Don't
know

Total
Responses

Bees

46 (43%)

29 (27%)

20 (19%)

27 (25%)

7 (7%)

33
(31%)

106

Fish/aquatic
animals

48 (45%)

34 (32%)

25 (23%)

33 (31%)

6 (6%)

40
(37%)

107

Chickens

58 (48%)

31 (25%)

31 (25%)

71 (58%)

14 (11%)

22
(18%)

122

Small livestock
(e.g. rabbits)

62 (50%)

30 (24%)

26 (21%)

65 (52%)

15 (12%)

21
(17%)

124

Medium
livestock (e.g.

82 (63%)

34 (26%)

31 (24%)

66 (50%)

11 (8%)

21
(16%)

131

30

145

sheep)
Large livestock
(e.g. cows)

88 (67%)

33 (25%)

30 (23%)

65 (49%)

11 (8%)

23
(17%)

132

17. What do you consider to be an an appropriate minimum lot size for keeping livestock?
Less than
0.25 acres

0.25 - 0.50
acres

0.50 - 5.0
acres

More than
5 acres

Don't
know

Total
Responses

Keeping bees

62 (45%)

18 (13%)

24 (18%)

12 (9%)

21 (15%)

137

Fish/aquatic animals

21 (17%)

13 (10%)

26 (20%)

23 (18%)

44 (35%)

127

Keeping chickens

47 (34%)

39 (28%)

28 (20%)

10 (7%)

16 (11%)

140

Rearing small livestock
(e.g. rabbits)

32 (23%)

31 (22%)

46 (33%)

12 (9%)

17 (12%)

138

Rearing medium
livestock (e.g. sheep)

1 (1%)

13 (10%)

58 (43%)

45 (34%)

17 (13%)

134

Rearing large livestock
(e.g. cows)

0 (0%)

2 (1%)

43 (32%)

73 (54%)

17 (13%)

135

18. Should enclosures for chickens and small livestock be located only in back yards?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Yes

26%

37

No

41%

60

Not sure

33%

48

Total Responses

145

19. To minimize noise, should there be a ban on roosters? (check = yes)
Rural

Rural-residential

Residential

Total Responses

On lots less than 0.5 acres

45 (42%)

70 (65%)

100 (93%)

107

On lots between 0.5 acres and 1
acre

30 (35%)

53 (62%)

78 (91%)

86

On lots between 1 acre and 2 acres

25 (39%)

39 (61%)

57 (89%)

64

On lots between 2 acres and 3
acres

17 (41%)

28 (68%)

37 (90%)

41

On lots between 3 acres and 4

12 (39%)

20 (65%)

25 (81%)

31

31

146

acres
On lots between 4 acres and 5
acres

8 (31%)

20 (77%)

18 (69%)

26

On lots larger than 5 acres

5 (22%)

15 (65%)

16 (70%)

23

20. Should residents who raise small livestock for consumption be able to: (check all that apply)
Slaughter and
process their
livestock on their
property under
provincial license?

Sell their packaged
meat or animal
products from their
property?

Total Responses

On large lots

64 (86%)

56 (76%)

74

In the ALR

82 (89%)

82 (89%)

92

Where ample setbacks are provided

56 (90%)

43 (69%)

62

Where the scale of operation is restricted

61 (87%)

52 (74%)

70

In rural areas

75 (89%)

67 (80%)

84

Not in residential areas

78 (98%)

52 (65%)

80

Yes, under all circumstances

29 (69%)

35 (83%)

42

No, under all circumstances

14 (93%)

12 (80%)

15

I don't know

14 (93%)

10 (67%)

15

21. Your age
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Under 18

1%

2

18-24

2%

3

25-29

3%

5

30-34

4%

6

35-39

7%

10

40-44

10%

16

45-49

13%

20

50-54

12%

19

55-59

11%

17

60-64

13%

20

32

147

65-69

13%

20

70-74

8%

12

75-79

1%

1

80 and over

1%

2

Total Responses

153

22. Your gender
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Female

71%

107

Male

29%

44

Total Responses

151

23. Where on the Sunshine Coast do you reside?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

West Howe Sound

9%

13

Gibsons

12%

19

Elphinstone

13%

20

Roberts Creek

20%

31

Sechelt

28%

42

Sechelt Indian Government District

1%

1

Halfmoon Bay

15%

23

Pender Harbour/Egmont

1%

2

Gambier Island or Keats Island

1%

1

I don't live on the Sunshine Coast

0%

0

Total Responses

152

33

148

24. If you live on the Sunshine Coast, how often?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Year round

92%

110

Most of the year

6%

7

Part of the year

2%

3

Total Responses

120

34

149

Opinion Poll
As a collaboration of SCRD Planning & Development staff, AAC and AAC Chair, Dale Peterson, an opinion
poll was developed on key agricultural and local food system issues. Conducted in September, 2013, as
both an online and in-grocery store poll during regular store hours on location of IGA Stores in Gibsons
and Wilson Creek, the intent of the poll was to gauge the community sentiment on certain key issues, as
follows:


Do you agree with the Sunshine Coast becoming at least 20% self-sufficient?
93% Yes
3% No
4% Don’t know



When considering where an agricultural product comes from, what does “local” mean to you?
41%
Lower Sunshine Coast (Port Mellon to Egmont)
33%
Within BC
30%
Lower Mainland/Fraser Valley
10%
Upper Sunshine Coast (Powell River)
4%
Vancouver Island”
3%
Okanagan/Cariboo/Interior
2%
Other



Do you think all food you buy should be identified where it’s grown or produced?
67%
Yes, with proper controls and limits
12%
Yes without restrictions
11%
No
10%
Don’t know



Should small livestock such as chickens be allowed in all areas on the Sunshine Coast, including
residential neighbourhoods?
59%
Yes, with proper controls and limits
27%
No
13%
Yes, without restrictions
1%
Don’t know



Should local governments provide farmers incentives to collect and store rain water in place of
drinking water to irrigate crops?
84%
Yes
14%
Maybe
2%
No
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Appendix A – Notes from the Speaker Series
Notes from September 24th Speaker Series Workshop
Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan
September 24, 2013
Speaker: Moss Dance, Ripple Farm and Merville Organics
Panelists: Katy Latham and Dawn Myers, Backyard Bounty; Gregory Gebka, SCRD
What did you like about the presentation? What ideas resonated with you?
 The speakers provided a sense of purpose
 The cost to the grower – cost does not equal energy output
 Liked hearing about collaborative distribution channels
 Branding of local and organic
 Collaboration of the community – eaters
 Level of cooperation and sense of optimism
 Family farm on a different scale
 Liked hearing from real people who are actually producing food
 The CSA model and a producer’s coop e.g. B&B Association Standard from a localized industry
 Farm Credit Canada and creative loan models
 Vancity – small growers fund
 COABC membership has a good value – can access resources and other members
 Gibsons Collective because it has to do with our property
 I like Moss’ community coming together points (CSA)
 Inspiring that Moss works on this farm even though its future is not secured
 Producers coop – family farm on a different scale
 Competition is not our neighbour, it is the box store
 Never too small to start thinking big
 Collaboration extends the reach/value/benefits of small farmers
 Gibsons Farm Collective – synergy, diversity and sustainability – and being able to sell other
farmers’ produce. Great line: belief in us = more capacity
 Sharing the work and sharing the benefits
 Creativity and flexibility in working together
 That the presentation happened! That there are several people present and interested!
Informative!
What challenges will need to overcome in order to make this happen?
 Access to arable land
 Housing density – can’t get enough people on the land
 Cost of land
 Distribution – producing more food than we can sell
 Geography of the SC – makes it hard to expand markets
 Not enough labour
 Need greenhouses to extend harvest
 Need community champions to get behind initiatives
 Growers being undercapitalized
 Black plastic mulch, row covers are an opportunity
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Tax hobby farms and horse owners for not using the land
Lack of storage
Lack of time and energy to seek funding/resources
Cheaper products in stores
Awareness of what form is close to consumer – what they do
Weather, pests
Grant application writers – group investment much like CSA? Pay for work
Communication/technology – work parties, structural needs
Capital access awareness
Community distribution and value added facilities
Labour access
Poor soil in most ALR
More ALR will have to be subdivided in order for people to buy and grow food. The quality of
soil is a big issue.
Fractured industry – small producers and small market outlets
We have many potential food growers, but they lack the money to buy land
A lot of families are on a low income and do not perceive organic/local as a priority
Reaching out to the majority of people that just don’t care

What opportunities currently exist to make these ideas a reality here?
 Wealth of momentum on the coast (i.e. One Straw, Heritage Seed Org., SCACL – Persephone,
Sechelt Innovations, Gibsons Farm Collective, Community Futures, etc.)
 Gibsons Farm Collective is a marketable product
 Lots of arable land available
 Increase use of technology – square payment system for iPhone, useful admin software to
decrease labour
 Communication to build community re: information – use technology
 Money – it is available (Vancity small growers program)
 Facilities – pick-up, drop-off locations
 Connections that farmers already have – relationships exist
 People on the Coast – like organic and local, older people have money
 Work parties around structural needs (pens, garden boxes, fencing, etc.)
 Awareness, land, interest, unemployment programs, One Straw website
 Is there a community blog?
 Make a community film we could show
 Relax zoning for agriculture production on residential and ALR land
 Exempt producers from residential water restrictions
 Develop SUNCOAST local ag brand
 More orchards
 Community Futures could look at partnering with a farmer or group in a project or help with
business development plan
 Sechelt Innovations has funding to support marketing/idea generation/bringing business to
Sechelt
 Lots of unfarmed land on the SC
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Notes from October 2nd Speaker Series Workshop
Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan
Speaker: Heather Pritchard, Farm Folk/City Folk & Fraser Common Farm
Panelists: Chad Hershler, Smart Farm; Greg Gebka, SCRD
What did you like about the presentation? What ideas resonated with you?
 Positive outcomes are possible
 Co-op within a co-op model (land co-op and farm co-op)
 Land trust (x2)
 Farmers living and leasing the land
 Support for One Straw Society and farmer organizations
 Successful BC models as benchmarks
 Farming and co-housing, housing flexibility
 Different models of community farms
 Adapting and working within the ALR system
 Cooperative community farm models
 Space for seniors
 Attractive model for young families
 “Do-able”
 Land is held in trust
 Co-op fits with the Sunshine Coast lifestyle
 Joyful participation
 Rethinking the definition of “family” and the “family farm”
 Seed saving
 Life on the farm from cradle to grave
What challenges will need to overcome in order to make this happen?
 Economics of farming: cost of land and quality of land
 Zoning restrictions and political will
 General cynicism about co-ops
 Cumbersome and archaic zoning
 Need to bring people together
 Perception of ALR on coast as unproductive land
 Zoning needs to work for all
 Building code not flexible
 Housing on ALR is difficult
 Corporate controlled governments (Provincial and Federal)
 Fair prices for produce (fair for farmer vs fair for consumer)
 Provincial and Federal marketing boards (eggs)
 Private property issues – difficult to do co-ops on private property
 Communication and education needs to be improved
 Treed properties are expensive to clear and remove stumps
 Building community support for alternative projects
 Mindset: co-op and co-habitation not generally accepted by the public
 Energy for farm chores!
 Money for equipment, fences, infrastructure
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Liability for hired labour (insurance, incomes)
High price of organic produce for consumers
Access to crown land for low prices and long term leases

What opportunities currently exist to make these ideas a reality here?
 Elimination of marketing boards (eggs)
 Education around market gardens, how to be successful at it
 Winter gardening and experimental gardening workshops
 Accumulation of local farm and gardening knowledge
 Seed saving and cultivars
 Release of crown land
 Elimination of insecticides and pesticides on the Coast
 Form a community land trust (x2)
 Education on co-ops for the general public
 Education for teachers
 One Straw Society
 Land linking programs and events
 Young Agrarians
 Value-added businesses
 Lower footprint, higher density housing
 Financial incentives
 Co-ops win over big agriculture
 Increase advertising of successful co-ops
 Open-mindedness of local government staff and elected officials
 Permaculture and community orchards
 Experimental villages
 Creation of common lands
 More seminars
 Alternative water pricing structures
 Support for rain harvesting
 Education on formation of co-ops
 ALR preservation and conservation
 Celebrate Sunshine Coast history of co-op farming (cannery, etc)
 Specific zoning amendments
 Long term land leases
 Elective highschool course about organic farming (apparently this is already happening)
 Building soil up to improve fertility and quality
 Two weekly markets in Roberts Creek
 Boomer demographic has money and skills and time
 Local food and agriculture terms are becoming part of the “household language”
Notes from October 8th Speaker Series Workshop
Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan
October 8, 2013
Speaker: Anna Helmer: Agritourism, Slow Food Cycle Pemberton
Panelists: Celia Robben, Sunshine Coast Tourism; Gregory Gebka, SCRD
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What did you like about the presentation? What ideas resonated with you?
 Green banner and edible garden tours on the Sunshine Coast already exist and could be
expanded upon
 Farmstays (x2)
 Chefs coming to do dinners on farms
 Focus on locals vs. tourism from off coast (who should we try to be attracting)
 New ways for farmers to make money
 Building partnerships for marketing with the existing tourism industry
 Bringing groups onto one farm for an event
 Events here get good turnouts
 Local attitude and support is good
 Alternative festivals are good ideas: berries, garlic
 Combine efforts with other events (film fests, etc) for a full weekend event
 Inspiring that Anna was able to do it successfully so simply
 Farmers market = care and respect for farmers
 Respect for older farmers (even if not organic) is key
 People love to visit farms
What challenges will need to be overcome in order to make this happen?
 Critical mass of interested farms
 An organization that supports and handles all the details (x2)
 Matching restaurants and accommodations to make a full event happen
 Critical mass of market farms
 Spread out nature of farms on the Coast
 Farmers need support
 Need to find out incentives to come to Coast (ferry is a barrier)
 One organization that coordinates all events to prevent overlap of efforts
 How to keep local “local” in terms of food sales to ensure local food security
 Zoning barriers (accommodations)
 Cost of insurance for hosting events
 Re-branding of the Sunshine Coast will be needed to promote farms
 Volunteers needed (farms and events)
 Core number of farmers required for successful events – are there incentives?
What opportunities currently exist to make these ideas a reality here?
 Cultivating relationships for collaborations – find the interface
 Insurance, making it affordable and attainable
 Better communications and advertising
 Community-scale farms and food
 Partner with BC Ferries Vacations – bikers walk on
 Ferry cafeteria could feature local Sunshine Coast farm products on the day/weekend of the
event
 Mountain bikers are a huge source of tourism on the Coast and they need to eat! Could tie in an
event to coincide with mountain bike event.
 Early start to growing season here, could capitalize on that and host a “spring event”
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One Straw Society is a great resource for helping to get something organized
Sunshine Coast Tourism is a great ally
Viable farmers market
Supportive restaurants and grocers
Sunshine Coast and Powell River can get local slaughter licences for local sales
Community hub or farm as a main working farm
Notes from October 15th Speaker Series Workshop
Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan
October 15th, 2013
Speaker: Anne Macey, Salt Spring Agricultural Alliance
Panelists: Brian Smith, Community Futures; Gregory Gebka, SCRD

What did you like about the presentation? What ideas resonated with you?
 Lowers barriers of entry for small producers – can have own licences and facility
 Ability to cut and wrap individually
 Could expand local availability
 Increase small producers
 Operation has staff and resources – farmer doesn’t have to be the expert
 Research into size of facility is needed
 Need more latitude in current licencing – currently too limiting, can we work with local
butchers?
 Feasibility study needed – how big should the facility be? Who would operate it?
 Many small farms are better than agribusiness
 Local slaughtering decreases animal stress
 D and E licences are not covering options
 How can game be handled? Not at the same facility (inspector must observe the kill)
 Community-owned abattoir – Sidney Island (can handle wild game)
 Find and chat with Butcher Dave
What challenges will need to be overcome in order to make this happen?
 Cost
 Is there a market for the price you would have to charge to have meat processed? Would be
about $6/bird to process. There is a demand.
 Need for skilled staff and training
 Will farmers trust volunteers to handle their meat?
 D and E licences would not be available if an abattoir was put in the region – should be lobbying
efforts to eliminate this rule
 Are there enough large animals here? If wild game is included. There is a demand beyond large
animals.
 No large animal vet on the Coast
 Land prices – need land for livestock
 Building soil on commercially zoned land – terrain is rocky and hard to raise livestock on
 No chicken hatchery on the Coast – would need to bring chicks from off-Coast
 Financial assistance needed
 Much ALR land is tied up in other uses
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More active food production needed
Regulations are confusing and restricting
Processing different types of animals is a challenge
What is the goal of the plan?
What will make the most money for the farmer? Processing at a secondary facility or personally
slaughtering? Must way cost-benefit.

What opportunities currently exist to make these ideas a reality here?
 There is a demand for local meat and they will pay the true value
 Someone could grow animal feed here
 Fish processing – can you process chickens in the same facility? Facilities are currently only
operating part time in Egmont, Pender Harbour and at Target Marine.
 Salish soils – work with them to manage waste
 Is it just local or a community abattoir?
 Gibsons market as outlet – will have electricity, possibly a commercial kitchen and a freezer for
storage
 Abattoir – could be both a processing facility and retail outlet. Abattoir could take in meat from
farmers and farmers receive a percentage decrease in processing costs for products to sell in the
retail outlet.
 Collaboration amongst farmers on what they’re growing – don’t all order chicks in the same
week.
 Cooperative model – marketing and branding for an export market
 Subsidies for farmers – to facility
 Mobile butchering service may be more appropriate

Appendix B – Summary of the Feedback from the Third Open House
Series
Goal #1 - Protection of Farmland from Non-Farm Development
Objectives for Goal #1:
1.1 Utilize appropriate zoning and policy tools to minimize the impact of non-farm development on
farmland.
A: 2 stars, 11 green.
B: 12 stars, 1 green, 1 red, comment: this would violate the Right to Farm Act, farmers need less red
tape
C: 15 stars, 2 green, 2 red, comment: the ALR already restricts the use of land. Why add another layer;
grow food at any zone and regardless of land size. This should be implemented so no bylaws would
restrict a resident to grow food and have chickens; intensive farming is exactly what is needed and
should be allowed in all rural areas. What should not be allowed is excessive noise, smell, dust, etc. but
that does not mean intensive farming should not be allowed.
D: 3 stars, 7 green: important but weak, what about protecting from use of systemic herbicides and
banning pollinator-killing insecticides – or even GMOs?
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E: 3 stars, 0 green, 8 red: comments: good! SCRD should review immediately in light of preserving
farmland.
F: 8 stars, 13 green, 1 red: comments: no substituting “good” farmable ALR for BS land as happens now.
G: 6 stars, 7 green, 1 red.
1.2 Implement edge planning policies and create educational tools to reduce impact of non-farm
development on agriculture and minimize residential-rural edge conflicts.
A: 9 stars, 4 green, 1 red, comments: create this protection whenever there are farms not just ALR;
buffering with native species or pollinator-loving plants
B: 6 stars, 8 green
C: 11 stars, 5 green, 1 red
D: 8 stars, 6 green
E: 1 star, 5 green
F: 6 stars, 11 green, comments: educate realtors about local zoning so someone who wants to farm does
not buy land where current zoning prohibits it.
1.3 Encourage government and non-governmental agencies to create financial incentives to encourage
agricultural use of farmland.
A: 23 stars, 4 green, 2 red, comments: ban any bylaw that restricts growing food/animals due to size of
land; increase rates on ag land that is not classed as “farm” if not a farm then what is it?; disincentive for
those holding land in the ALR that are not producing i.e. high taxes when “residential”
B: 5 stars, 6 green, 1 red, comments: a tax such as this would be detrimental to running a successful
business. Farmers like all business need the flexibility to start and stop production according to many
conditions. To tax/punish a farmer for making this business decision is unfair; This cannot exclude valueadded production including beer and wine.
C: 17 stars, 12 green
D: 17 stars, 2 green

Goal #2 – Increased Market Viability and Economic Development of the Local Food
Sector
Objectives for Goal #2:
2.1 Encourage strategies that will increase the economic viability of local farm operations on the
Sunshine Coast.
A: 16 stars, 10 green, comments: great but protection of our whole coast from certain kinds of
pesticides and GMOs can help our economy (like Molokai, Hawaii has);
B: 9 stars, 9 green, comments; use a small patch of ALR at Shirley Macey park for “heritage” raspberry
growing, do courses for jam making in the Elphinstone School Commercial Kitchen, which was paid for
by Town of Gibsons and SD46, give course credits to highschool, university, eldercollege
C: 7 stars, 7 green
D: 4 stars, 3 green
E: 9 stars, 2 green, comments: pick-up and delivery service focus from the beginning on electric trucks
(e.g. system on Vancouver Island to re-fit old trucks).
F: 6 stars, 4 green, 1 red
G: 10 stars, 6 green
H: 5 stars, 5 green, 6 red: comments: mobile abattoir is a unique possibly great business and
convenience concept to support further production of local food. This should encourage farming not
become the only means for the farmer to get his products/animals to market. We need to encourage
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on-farm/home solutions as well as possibility of mobile systems. Through education and support we can
do anything. Restrictions can stifle.
I: 5 stars, 8 green
J: 8 stars, 5 green
General comments:






explore “Coast exemptions” to restrictive quota rules for dairy, egg, poultry
Support the local SEED collective so that we can be growing, harvesting, selling, and using our
own seeds.
Remove 50% grown on farm rules for a farm processing and farm gate sales
Create a “grown on the coast” brand logo that is on food in supermarkets, restaurants, etc.
Persephone Brewery is a local processing facility that happens to be on ALR land. There is
nothing wrong with this and more food processing should be encouraged.

2.2 Partner with government agencies and commodity groups to address specific regional training
needs and cooperative initiatives.
A: 9 stars, 14 green, comments: young people cannot afford land on the Sunshine Coast
B: 7 stars, 6 green, 3 red
C: 3 stars, 3 green, 6 red, comments: we do not need “too much” supervision from the Health Authority
to rule what farmers can do on their own. Inviting them may end with simple farming procedures
restricted and ending up with permission only due to applications (paper work, bureaucracy, time, and
money). No thanks. We don’t need VCH they just make things complicated with regulations.
D: 4 green
E: 1 green
F: 6 stars, 11 green, comments: Great idea. Farmers need help and would accommodate local students
training/working at their farms.
G 2 stars, 3 green, comments: no need to duplicate One Straw’s work with a Farmers Institute
H 6 stars, 7 green

2.3 Develop a multi-faceted agricultural tourism and marketing strategy.
A: 3 stars, 5 green, 3 red, comments: Online brochure yes, no glossy paper please
B: 6 stars, 7 green: comments: make the green banner more focused on FARMS not shops and
restaurants
C: 5 stars, 2 green
D: 7 stars, 2 green, 1 red
E: 12 stars, 5 green
F: 7 stars, 2 green, comments: partner with Sechelt Indian Band to create modern cuisine based on
traditional native foods
G: 9 stars, 5 green
H: 5 stars, 2 green, 1 red, comments: include learning with university groups, Eldercollege, week-long
programs
I: 10 stars, 6 green
J: 13 stars, 2 green
General comments:
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This linking of community learning is great
I don’t think we should be using taxpayers money for these

Goal #3 – Support for Sustainable Farming Practices
Objectives for Goal #3:
3.1 Establish effective management mechanisms to address concerns with nuisance wildlife and plants,
as well as conservation needs.
A: 5 stars, 3 green, comments: Yes and also native plants!; take it a step further to re-create cuisine
using traditional foods (not just salmon);
B: 2 stars, 6 green, 10 red: change word “control” to “co-exist with” it can involve some control but if
eradication is not the goal; predator “control” should an educated population not a government agency,
predators were here first; man encroaching on wildlife territory we need to live with not against;
“controlling” we are in their territory how can we honour their presence and not infringe further?
C: 3 stars, 4 green, comments: we need to learn about these plants, their properties, and how to utilize
them in soil remediation. Many “invasive” species are quite helpful in healing abused lands – they are
actually “pioneer” plants that make the environment better for other plants to come later; some of
these wild plants are pollinator-loving plants; which ways are they eliminating theses invasive plants?
Invasive plants or native plants?
D: 7 stars, 3 green
General comments:


Do not use morts or sewage that contains hormone-antibiotic-GMOs pre-process (not allowed
to put in soils until tested for the above)

3.2 Assist farmers with the implementation of sustainable farm practices and technologies.
A: 1 star, 2 green, comments: who pays these proposed levies? What are these charged on?
B: 5 stars, 2 green, comments: we should bring the Govt Agy especially with respect to ALR
C: 10 stars, 8 green, comments: why should not everyone consider ecological farming practices?
D: 2 stars, 5 green
E: 19 stars, 4 green, comments: and eliminating the use of pollinator-killing insecticides (nconicatides)
on the coast; supporting the health of honeybees and other pollinators by planting pollinator loving
plants
F: 5 stars, 4 green, 4 red
G: 4 green

Goal #4 – Water Use, Climate Change, and Emergency Preparedness
Objectives for Goal #4:
4.1 Address concerns with watering restrictions, drought management strategies and water access
through appropriate policies and strategies.
A: 15 stars, 9 green: comments: Use of potable water for commercial farming should be minimized.
Farmers need to make themselves independent of drinking water in a drought, should other
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people/businesses be forced to cut back to preserve farmers’ crops?; ban watering lawns; please let no
Class 9 farms be use water outside the regulated times we will be responsible.
B: 1 green, 1 red (Ione’s comment: no one seems to know what the Ag Water Control Model is and I’m
not sure the Sunshine Coast is pursuing this anymore, we should check). Comments: need to elaborate
on what this plan is
C: 3 stars, 3 green
D: 3 stars, 3 green
E: 6 stars, 9 green
F: 7 green comments: BMP for agricultural lands is hard to implement as there is a lack to begin with.
G: 3 green, 1 red
General comments:



Water is the most important commodity that there is. A reservoir at the top end of Mason Rd.
We need farm water reserve.

4.2 Implement mechanisms to mitigate and prepare for climate change and other emergencies.
A: 5 stars, 6 green, 3 red, comments: let farmers make their own plans – no one knows their situation
better, or cares about it more, than they do! We don’t want yet another government plan that dictates
what they must do.
B: 2 stars, 4 green
C: 1 star, 1 red
D: 1 star, 9 green, comments: locally produced food is of little help in a real emergency. It is usually fresh
and perishable – exactly what you don’t want in an emergency. The rest of Canada will not let us starve
in an emergency so let’s put our limited efforts into growing the stuff. Leave emergency planning to
emergency services.
E: 4 green, 3 red, comments: Aren’t trees the biggest carbon fixers?
F: 2 stars, 5 green
G: 13 stars, 6 green, comments: local seed-saving is essential to climate change adaptation – please
include it in the list! (knowledge and skills); as long as ‘technologies’ don’t include GMOs etc.

Goal #5 - Access to Farmland
Objectives for Goal #5:
5.1 Encourage and support community farming endeavours.
A: 16 stars, 7 green comments; partner with an educational institution for this – allows access to all sorts
of funding
B: 11 stars, 6 green
C: 10 stars, 5 green comments: good idea but remember the purpose is for land to be farmerd. This is
not a nature conservancy. Heather Pritchard said the land conservancy had not been a successful model.
D: 15 stars, 6 green
General comments
 Educate the community through workshops, advertisements to buy local, to support local
farmers.
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More practical, real time experience, we have enough theory

5.2 Promote farmland access options to assist new and current farmers in gaining access to land and to
help ensure the long term succession and viability of farmland.
A: 10 stars, 10 green
B: 7 stars, 4 green, 2 red
C: 6 stars, 8 green
D: 9 stars, 7 green
General comments:
- Create a land trust for farmland
- Open public lands and crown land to farm lease (long term)
- Providing information to people as opposed to mandatory rules for potential uses, give the info,
provide choice and we will decide the outcome
- Lots of land – need hands, start with infants-20 years plan for capability.

5.3 Establish decision-making databases for farmers to access when purchasing land, for business
planning, and to help evaluate progress over time.
A: 7 stars, 2 green
B: 10 green
C: 3 stars, 7 green, 1 red
DL 2 stars, 7 green, comments: soil is down the list in barriers to farming e.g. it can be built
General comments:
- Farming isn’t only about the ALR

Goal #6 - Supportive Policies and Regulations for Agriculture
Objectives for Goal #6:
6.1 Ensure that land use policies and bylaws reflect and support the Sunshine Coast’s agricultural vision
and the Ag Plan.
A: 1 star, 9 green comments: Ban GMOs, ban herbicides, ban pesticides
B: 7 stars, 1 green
C: 1 star, 5 green
D: 5 stars, 5 green, comments: what would this budget item specifically be used for – not too clear
E: 4 stars, 3 green
F: 3 stars, 2 green
G: 2 stars, 2 green, 9 red, comments: No, should stay at 20% - educate Sunshine Coast population on
importance; 20% is the goal, 2-3% is the current, why change the goal? We need a target to mobilize our
resources; What is the point of a numerical goal? If someone starts a successful farm and is exporting to
Lower Mainland, they are strengthening the local farm industry but doing nothing towards this target –
does that make them less worthy? The main idea is to have a viable local food and farm industry, them
sell where they deem best.
General comments:
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educate and hands on 20 year plan to develop farmers

6.2 Consider changes to OCPs and Zoning Bylaws that further support agriculture and food production.
A: 7 stars, 2 green
B: 1 star, 6 green
C: 3 stars, 2 green
D: 5 stars, 4 green, comments: Persephone Brewing is an example of on-farm processing, yet is under a
cloud because “brewing” is not listed as an ALR activity even though equestrian, golf courses, and gravel
pits are. We need to stop thinking of food processing as an industrial activity – the best place to process
food is often on the farm! We want to encourage a local food industry not just farming.

Goal #7 - Consumer Awareness and Education
Objectives for Goal #7:
7.1 Create opportunities to educate the Sunshine Coast community about agriculture and agricultural
production.
A: 15 stars, 10 green, comments: need a learning centre in each community; work also with local
farmers will to do workshops on their farms or at other venues
B: 14 stars, 11 green, 1 red, comments: and seed saving; educate the community to buy local from local
farmers!
7.2 Encourage the growth and development of school and youth-based agricultural education
opportunities through farm-based service or experiential learning opportunities.
A: 11 stars, 8 green, comments: absolutely, schools should have a garden, kids must learn how to grow
food, hands on! Encourage secondary school education – apprenticeship? Support community garden at
Roberts Creek elementary.
B: 3 stars, 10 green
C: 9 stars, 2 green
D: 11 stars, 6 green
E: 15 stars, 6 green, comments: how to fund?

Appendix C – Focus Group Session Discussion on Recommendations
Recommendations:
1. Protection of Farmland from Development
 Zoning:
o Development Permit Areas
o Urban containment boundary
 Policy:
o Implement municipal plans allowing backyard livestock with regulations
o Stricter laws re: logging on ALR – to prevent clearcutting and soil erosion
o Designate ag land for development – land that may not be in the ALR, ensure this land is
only used for agriculture
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Edge Planning:
o Edge plans for stormwater and flooding
o Greater enforcement of ALR buffers
Taxing:
o Greater taxation for non-class 9 (farm class)
o Tax policy that is friendly to new farms on newly arable land – incentives
o Tax incentive for food production
Visioning goals:
o ALC more proactive – lobbying efforts?
o Make agriculture more profitable so greater demand for farming as a land use

2. Access to Farmland
 Farmland Trust:
o Farmland trust – renting land to new farmers
o Difference between farm price and residential price covered by trust/bequest
 Sharecropping:
o Connect people with land to people who can work on it better
o Encourage sharecropping on unused portion of property – land leasing and growing on
land belonging to absentee owners. Owner gets a share of crops/livestock
o Make it known that if leasing land you can get tax incentives
 Encourage and promote new co-housing communities focused on food
3. Supportive Local Government Policies
 Meetings:
o Annual local municipal government meeting with farmers
 Funding:
o Access funding – house with farmers’ institute
o Food self-sufficiency/security budget
4. Food Self-Sufficiency and Food Security
 Data:
o Better base line data over time to compare progress
o Separate local grown from foreign in data
 Ways to Promote Community-Based Farming:
o Community farm on community forest land
o Convert lawns to gardens
o Community farm – mentorships and apprenticeships
o In public parks grow fruit trees instead of maples
o Develop a community farm (min. 150 acres) that includes: production, harvest, storage,
processing, distribution, transportation and consumption.
o SCRD should have a “budget line” to purchase 150 acres and maintain the community
farm
o No bans on imported items – just increase viable crops only
o Promote home-based food production
o Upgrade preservation capabilities and into retail
o Beacon Hill Park in Seattle – 7.5 acre community farm (use as an example)
 Context:
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o Caution: food stores on Coast with “contracts” from off-Coast
Developing Local Brand:
o Incentives for local grown
o Brand logo developed and available to local grower
o Local food markets/retailers to have specific section highlighting locally grown
o Get local produce into mainstream retail opportunities
o Highlight locally grown products
o Partner with restaurants so they advertise SC brand and produce
o Develop a Sunshine Coast brand
o Brand local
o Include seafood in the local SC brand – land based aquaculture

5. Conservation of Land and Water
 Watering Regulations:
o Water in the am not pm!
o Permit watering on class 9 farms – no bans
 Hunting Local Game:
o Permit deer/elk hunting/culling
 Water Storage:
o Build larger reservoir storage
o All land being converted to farmland required to install natural water storage
 Population cap – based on sustainability
 Sunshine Coast land management plan
 No logging/development in watersheds
 Drought management plans as well as watershed/groundwater plans
6. Consumer Awareness and Education
 Leverage botanical gardens as an education centre – lots of vegetables and honey being grown
 Promote 4H
 Education of public so they will want to protect farmland
 Increase community gardens
 Community/personal gardens – provide seeds and fertilizer, education as to how-to
 Create “emergency” program – emergency crisis simulation as a school project (grades 5,6,7)
 Partner with health unit and existing programs
 Slow food cycle tour – Farm crawl
 School programs – especially elementary
 School programs – highschool intern programs
7. Strengthen the Local Agricultural Economy – eliminated as a category, fits in all of them
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